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I. MUSEUM HISTORY

The Ogden Musewn of Southern Art was created in 1994 when Roger Ogden, offered his
world-class collection of Southern art valued at $13 million to The University of New Orleans
provided that it could be housed in an approximate facility. Roger Ogden's initial donation was
of 600 works dating from the 18th, 19th, and 20th centuries. Ogden stated the reason behind his
donation, "I realized that the collection could not remain the responsibility of one individual or
family, but that it should belong to the public. 1 knew that it was incwnbent on me to make plans
for its placement as a whole."

According to the UNO Foundation website "The University of

New Orleans' Roger Ogden Musewn of Southern Art has been made possible through the
generous donation of a large portion of the private art collection of attorney and entrepreneur
Roger H. Ogden. Over the years Mr. Ogden has amassed the preeminent collection of Southern
American fine arts in the United States. And it is this collection that will serve as the base for the
musewn. The Ogden Musewn will include significant works of art from all periods of southern
American history, from colonial times to the present." Ogden Musewn's definition of the
American South is art from sixteen Southern states: Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia,
Kentucky, Tennessee, Texas, Arkansas, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida,
Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas, and Oklahoma.
"The Ogden Musewn will be the epicenter of an arts complex that the UNO Foundation is
helping to develop. The arts complex will be located at Lee Circle in New Orleans' Warehouse
District. This area is the focal point of the city's arts community. The New Orleans'
Contemporary Art Center, the Children's Museum and nwnerous galleries are located in the
section of the Warehouse District that is quickly becoming known as "the Arts District" of New
Orleans."
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"The Museum will be housed in two connected buildings: the historic, H.H. Richardson designed
Patrick F. Taylor Library and Goldring Hall, which is currently under construction. The earliest
pieces in the museum's co llection, those dating before 1900, will be housed in the Patrick F.
Taylor Library. Goldring Hall will contain the exhibition galleries where the modem and
contemporary portions of the collection will be on view."
Roger Ogden began collecting art while a student at Louisiana State University in the
1960's. The first piece purchased by Ogden was of a landscape by a Louisiana artist Alexander
Drysdale. He convinced his father to help him purchase the piece for a gift for his mother.
Roger Ogden has collected works that represent the South in its many landscapes, characters and
colors and carefully catalogued the entire collection. During his early years of collecting Roger
Ogden developed his fascination with Louisiana artists. Twenty years after he started collecting,
Ogden's scope recounted the history and changing aesthesis of painting in Louisiana. While
Ogden was collecting, he noticed that many of the 20th century artists whom trained in either the
Northeast or European art schools. During this same period of time he expanded his scope of
collecting to include not only Louisiana but also the Gulf Coast region. His collection grew to
include paintings, sculpture, photography, works on paper, self-taught art, ceramics and mixed
media. By the early 1990's Ogden was recognized for his outstanding art collection in America
by art historians and collectors.
The Ogden Museum will be a 67,000 square foot complex contained in two buildings:
The Taylor Library, and Goldring Hall. The Taylor Library, listed on the National Register of
Historic Places, was built in 1888 by Louisiana native Henry Hobson Richardson. It will house
the 18th and 19th century co llections, as well as, the educational wing and multi-media
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orientation theater. The Taylor Library is the only example of Richardson's work in the South.
It is an exquisite work ofNeo-Romanesque architecture. In 1980's, Patrick Taylor purchased the

building and restored the grand Rotunda and Foyer to Richardson's specifications for its 100th
anniversary. In 1998 Taylor made the building available to the University of New Orleans
Foundation to house the Ogden Collection. The Stephen Goldring Hall, which was dedicated to
the memory of philanthropist Stephen Goldring, is a five-story glass and steel building. It will
house the 20th and 21st century works. Goldring Hall's first floor will feature works from the
permanent collection. The fifth floor will house the changing exhibition gallery and terrace
garden. The two buildings will be connected to each other through a tunnel.
The Ogden Museum of Southern Art opened its temporary gallery on Julia Street for Art
for Arts Sake in September 1999. The gallery, located in the Historic Warehouse District,
provides office space and an area to display the Ogden Collection. The gallery's exhibits are
rotated every two months and openings are scheduled in conjunction with Warehouse District
events and First Saturday openings.

STAFF
The first director of the Ogden Museum of Southem Art was Randolph Deleanty.

He

was the director of the museum from 1993-1998. While he was director, he established most of
groundwork for the museum including a book on the Ogden collection, a proposal of what the
museum would be, and established crucial connections with foundations, educational
institutions, and the City of New Orleans. He wrote Art in the American South: the Ogden

Collection in 1996, which is a synopsis of the art Ogden collected over the years. In 1992 he
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received his PH.D from Harvard University in llistory. Deleanty also received a M.A. in History
from Harvard University.
The associate director of the musewn during the mid-nineties was Peggy Outon. Peggy
Outon had worked in the non-profit sector for twenty years prior to the job with Ogden. She had
expertise in aspects of financial and augmenting board development. She developed the first
strategic plans for the Ogden Musewn. Included in her position at Ogden Museum was the
opportunity to teach classes in marketing and development strategies for the arts at the
University ofNew Orleans. Prior to working at Ogden she had raised over $2.5 million in
operating money and $3 million in capital in three years ofworking at the Contemporary Art
Center as the development director. She helped raise $9 million towards the estimated cost of
$11 million for the Ogden musewn. In 1999, Outon left Ogden Musewn for greater endeavors in
the North.
The second and current director of the musewn is J. Richard Gruber. Prior to his
appointment as director, Richard Gruber was the deputy director and founding director for the
Morris Musewn of Southem Art. Gruber graduated from Xavier University in Cincinnati, Ohio
and received his Master of Arts in art history from the University of Colorado at Boulder. He
was a research fellow at the Kress Foundation in the Department of Art History at the University
of Kansas where he earned his M. Ph. and Ph.D. In 1998, Gruber's book, William

Christenberry: the Early Years 1954-1968, was nominated for Georgia's Author of the Year
award. He has written nwnerous exhibit catalogues and articles.
Beverly Sakauye is the current Associate Director of Ogden Musewn. She joined the staff
in September of 1999. Her responsibilities include all development, marketing, and membership
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activities. Sakauye also teaches the Arts Administration class on Development. Prior to her
appointment with Ogden Museu~ she was the Development Director of the New Orleans Ballet
Association for almost ten years prior to this position. While she was the development director of
the ballet, she helped retire their $1 million debt in five years. In addition to eliminating the debt
she raised the operating money that equaled to about $500,000 every year from contributions.
She helped transform the organization from a share-city ballet company to a presenting company
with a heavy focus on education. Sakauye developed a corporate sponsorship program,
established an endowment fimd, and helped to develop community partnerships. She received
her B.S. in Sociology from Roosevelt University.
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II. MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE
Fiscal Structure
The Ogden Museum of Southern Art is a public-private partnership of the University of
New Orleans and the University of New Orleans Foundation. Major funding of the Ogden
Museum has come from the State of Louisiana and private individuals, corporate and foundation
donors in the New Orleans community. Ogden Museum does not hold its own IRS SOl (c) (3),
which produces some strain on the organization. As a result, for every grant they write, Ogden
Museum's staff must obtain the University of New Orleans Foundation fiscal and IRS
documents.

MISSION
The mission ofthe Ogden Museum of Southern Art is to tell the story ofthe evolution of
the visual arts in the American South. It will showcase the best of the past, present, and future of
Southern culture. Through its permanent collection, changing exhibits, and educational
programming, the museum will celebrate our multicultural society and illuminate the lives of all
Southerners. Education and community involvement are at the very core of the mission. Its
broader mission is to reach out and engage the community at large, and to educate students of
every age. Through the visual arts, music, dance, fihn and video presentations, The Ogden
Museum of Southern Art will evolve into a civic treasure, engendering a spirit of pride and
artistic appreciation.
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OGDEN MUSEUM'S OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the museum are:
1. To increase community involvement and interest in educational and cultural activities
and to increase the general knowledge of the visual arts in the South;
2. To raise the necessary funds to fully operate the museum;
3. To sponsor educational programs and community events;
4. To engage in any activity, which benefits the maintenance ofa museum or cultural
and educational facility of any kind.

ECONOMIC IMPACT
According to the Economic Impact of the proposed Ogden Museum and Arts Complex, a
study written by Timothy P. Ryan in July 1995, impact of the museum is estimated at $55
million for the construction phase. It is estimated that Ogden Museum will receive
approximately 500,000 visitors annually. Of those 500,000 visitors it is estimated that 88%
would be either local residents or existing visitors to the area.

The study states that the Ogden

Museum will at least attract 60,000 new visitors to the city each year. The study continues by
stating that most of that 60,000 would be visitors from a two hundred to a three hundred mile
radius. These new visitors would have an annual economic impact on the area of at least $64.5
million spent in the city on hotel, food, entertainment, retail purchases, and purchases of art.
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The study also included the impact on employment for the area. According to the study, Ogden
Museum would create 1, I 09 new jobs to the area. This study concludes by addressing the
increases in the tax dollars. These tax dollars are raised from hoteVmotel taxes and sales taxes.
The amount of increased economic dollars spent would help improve the education ofNew
Orleans' students.

THE COLLECTION
Since the original gift of 600 donated works of art, the Ogden Museum collection has
grown considerably. Through the Andrew-Humphrey Foundation, Bene Andrews and Nene
Hymphreys have donated 200 pieces of their original artwork. Janet Stevens McDowell gave a
collection of over 400 works by abstract painter, Will Henry Stevens, to the museum. In October
2000, Michael Brown and Linda Green donated a series of works that they had collected.
Included in this donation was a long-term loan agreement with the museum with no time
limitations. The Ogden Museum of Southern Art has and will continue to add to its holding
through acquisitions, gifts, and bequests.
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III. PROGRAMS

Ogden Museum of Southern Art is dedicated to educating all students in art. Education is
a number one priority ofthe Ogden Museum. According to the Bylaws the museUllJ, it "will be a
keystone an arch of cultural and educational institutions on historic Lee Circle." Ogden
Museum will have "educational facilities for use of UNO's Fine Arts program, Arts
Administration, and other programs at UNO." The museum is partnering with area elementary
and secondary schools to promote arts education. It provides quality programs that work with
existing programs in arts education in regional public, private, and parochial schools. According
to the UNO Foundations website "The Ogden Museum ofSouthern Art will educate artist,

students, historians and the general public on the important contributions that the South has
made to American culture and to the history ofAmerican art. The museum will be a stimulus for
curriculum development, field trips, internships, research on individual artists and on southern
culture. Graduate students from the University ofNew Orleans Arts Administration program
have been involved since the inception ofthe project and are using the development ofthe Ogden
Museum as a unique case study. Classes from the Tulane School ofArchitecture and the art
department at Southern University ofNew Orleans are exploring the uses ofOMSA for their
students. All colleges and universities both locally and around the region will be actively
encouraged to use the museum and its holdings. "
Educational outreach is very important to the Ogden Museum. Ogden Museum has done
educational outreach through the Kid Smart program. The Kid Smart program has allowed
intercity underprivileged children to meet artists like Benny Andrews and Nene Humphreys.

•
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The Kid Smart children are allowed to create artwork with the artist. The artwork created then is
displayed in the back gallery of the museum.
Ogden Museum is dedicated to promoting adult education through lectures, exhibits,

films and videos, music and dance, and other learning opportunities. Adult education is achieved
through educational brochures, the website, and the learning center. Ogden Museum does
educational outreach through meet the artist sessions on the opening of exhibits and a lecture
series. The museum is also doing outreach to the community through educational artist videos.
The first of the artist videos was entitled House ofMemories. This film told why the
Christenberry Family became artists. My favorite line in the video is" its just whittlin, and
piddlin'" which is a scene with William Christenberry, Sr. talking about his artwork. Included in
the video are William Christenberry, Jr. 's recollections as he returns to his ancestral home.
Every year he goes back to his grandparents' home to record through photographs the continual
destruction of the home. Other videos have been made on artist, William Dunlap and Will Henry
Stevens. Through these videos different medias and venues, Ogden is efficiently educating the
public.
Another way the Ogden Museum educates the public is through the Preservation of
Louisiana's Treasure Program. The Louisiana Technology Innovation Fund provided the ftmds
for this project. "The Louisiana Technology Innovation Fund (LTIF) was created by Act 481 of
the 1997 Regular Legislative Session to provide "seed" money for innovative agency projects.
The ftmd was created to be an incentive to accelerate the implementation of electronic
government and to encourage state agencies to pursue innovative and creative approaches using
technology to provide needed citizens services most cost-effectively and efficiently." This
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funding created a partnership with The University of New Orleans, Louisiana State University,
and the Ogden Museum to share this art experience with the world. This project is still a work in
progress, which requires the digitizing of all the artwork in the collection. The project went
online in January 2001, making it accessible to the general public through the Ogden Museum
web site at www.ogdenmusuem.org.
Ogden Museum used a virtual tour of the new museum complex to educate the public on
what the buildings will look like in the future. Included in the virtual tour are a narrative about
the collection and why the museum was founded. The tour creates a museum atmosphere by
placing artwork on the walls of the virtual museum. The virtual tour is used in fund raising, grant
making, and for educational purposes.
The Ogden Museum's website educates the public on the museum's purpose, its mission,
and its collection. The website has web cameras that show the progress ofthe construction, and
what is going on in the gallery. The web site allows the viewer to meet the staff, find out about
membership, search the collection, find out about volunteering, and contact the museum. Some
ofthe previous exhibits are also online for the viewer to experience. The viewer can also
download a screensaver that flashes some of the artwork in the collection. Available on the web
site are descriptions of the buildings being built and renovated. These descriptions tell the
viewer when the Taylor Library was originally constructed. Information about the architects are
also included in the description of the building.
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IV. DESCRJPTION OF INTERNSHIP

My prospects of interning at the Ogden Museum began in the spring of2000. During
that semester I had two classes at the Ogden Museum and had both the director of the museum
and the assistant director as professors. I believed that the Ogden Museum would be a great
place to intern and provide me with the valuable experience I needed to further my education. I
started the internship process by inquiring whether or not Ogden took interns. I talked to Beverly
Sakauye about my prospects of being an intern. Because the organization was still in its infant
stage, there was a lot of work to be done. Beverly Sakauye greatly needed help in the
Development department.
Mrs. Sakauye decided that during the internship, I would research grants, write letters of
inquiry, obtain grant guidelines and annual reports, and make recommendations on which grants
to pursue. My internship lasted four months, and in that time I learned about grants, wrote act of
donations, and wrote letters of inquiry. Because of the small staff, which consisted ofthe
director, assistant director, special project coordinator, executive assistant, graduate assistant,
and intern, the internship consisted of more than just aspects of development. I learned how to
hang and display art, met and worked with artists, and helped with special events and gallery
openings.
My internship at The Ogden Museum of Southern Art began by being taught about the
museum collection, their mission, and their purpose. The first project I accomplished during my
internship was getting publications ready to be sent off to the Southeastern Museum
Conference's Publication Contest. Each of the seven different entries had to be mounted on
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black matte board, which required each piece to be measured, and included in that measurement
were the dimensions ofthe border. During this process I learned that top and bottom borders are
not the same. The Ogden Museum entered the following into the publication contest: the opening
invitation, the Southerners invitation, their stationary package, educational brochure, publicity
items including a video tour of the new museum, a poster which was the artist's rendering of the
buildings, and their website. In October the Ogden Museum learned that they won a number of
prizes including first, second, third, and honorable mention.
When I began the internship, Beverly Sakauye was in a long process of writing a large
educational programming grant. During this period, I researched different educational programs
in other museums and did extensive research on national and state educational standards. I
gathered articles on LEAP test results and other standardize tests in Louisiana.

GRANTS

My major project was to research grants for the museum, the completion took the major
portion of the semester. Through my research, I discovered that many organizations do not fund
capital or building renovations. I realized early that most grant organizations want to fund
education. As a result of my research I learned that many of the major corporations only fund in
areas where they have a significant number of employees. I wrote letters of inquiry about grant
guidelines to Phillip Morris, Kresge Foundation, Bellsouth, and James L. Knight Foundation.
Through research I learned about grants and their deadlines. When I found a good grant,
and the application deadline was too near, we could not afford to pursue the grant that year. The
grant had to wait until the next year. As a result, I discovered that a lot of my research was not
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very productive.
I found myself waiting impatiently for different grant guidelines. For example, I spent
most of the semester checking back with the Bellsouth Website. Bellsouth had not given any
grants during the year 2000 because they decided to refocus on their mission and their objectives.
Bellsouth's new grant guidelines would be available during the fourth quarter, which I thought,
was early October, but the guidelines did not come out until December. Bellsouth had changed
their guidelines and were now only funding education. Still other guidelines did not become
available until January 2001, after my internship was completed.
At times researching grants was depressing, tedious, and boring. Therefore I was glad to
have other tasks, such as developing a marketing binder, to break up the monotony. The
marketing binder was a detailed study of the whole history of the Ogden Museum of Southern
Art. This binder contained the information on the concept ofthe museum, every article written,
pictures of openings, children's activities, different artist events, and the different press releases
written on the organization. Every brochure, supplemental material, and handout was included
in the binder. This binder became a valuable resource for other interns to look back at the
organization's history. The marketing binder was the first step in recording the organization's
history.

SPACE RENTAL STUDY
The space rental study was another important project for the Ogden Museum I
researched other organizations on fees charged for the use of either the building or for individual
rooms for conferences. This task had a time constraint. The museum needed to know how much
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to charge because they had been questioned on using the Taylor Library's Atrium for the
Chancellery Greg O'Brien's Daughter's Wedding. I looked up the fees charged by Oak Alley,
the Audubon Zoo, the Aquarium of the Americas, Destrehan Plantation, Louisiana State
Museums, the Hilton, and New Orleans Museum of Art. Oak Alley rented out their entire
plantation for weddings but they provide the caterer. This information helped bring up questions
on whether the organizations wanted food from a wedding exposed to the collection. By
surveying the different organizations, Ogden obtained an average price to charge. The
information ranged from the deposits on the building, how many hours the building could be
rented, iffood or drink was provided in the cost, whether the organization's caterer prepared the
food, and cancellation policies. The cost ranged from as little as three hundred dollars for a
conference with all media requirements to in the thousands of dollars for a wedding.

LONG-TERM LOAN DOCUMENTS

Long-term loan documents are legal documents that set the parameters for the loan
period. These documents stated what can and cannot be done to the object loaned. Another type
oflegal document is Act of Donation. Acts of Donation are documents that set the parameters
for the donation. These documents are very important to an organization because they state the
rules for the objects being given or loaned. During the internship I had a long list of people to
which to write either Long-term Loan documents or Acts of Donation. This listed included
donors who have given their collections many years before. This was problematic because I did
not always know how many pieces were given.
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HISTORICAL MARKERS
Ogden Museum wanted to have a plaque outside of the Taylor Library stating that Henry
Hobson Richardson had built the building in 1885. The Taylor Library is listed on the National
Register of Historic Places. I contacted the Office of Historic Preservation located in Baton
Rouge and talked to Pat Duncan and Michael Varado to find out about the states historic
markers. I found out and received literature on two different kinds of markers. The first is the
Louisiana Landmarks, which are large signs with detailed information about the building
including the historic signilicance. The Louisiana Landmarks signs include the image of a
pelican on them. The other sign was much smaller in scale and just stated that this building is
listed on the National Register of Historic Places. I gathered the information on each type
including the cost and gave my findings to the Director, J. Richard Gruber.
At the end of my internship, I was asked to do research on Historic Symposiums. Ogden
Museum especially wanted information on Civil War Symposiums for a project that they were
trying to develop. During my undergraduate degree, I had the opportunity to participate in a
Civil War symposium at Southeastern Louisiana University. I gathered the information on the
recurring symposium at Southeastern. I suggested that either Rick Gruber or Beverly Sakauye
attend the 2001 seminar in the summer. These seminars, which have noted speakers from around
the country, discuss in detail the Civil War. The Deep Delta Civil War Symposium is one of the

+
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two largest and most renowned Civil War symposiums in the nation. This symposium will
celebrate its fifteen-year in June. Ogden Museum would like to create a Civil War symposium to
deal with different aspects of the Civil War including the North and South issues, race issues,
religious issues, and other ethnic backgrounds of the war.

.
EXHIBITS
Ogden Museum's exhibits change every two months. During my internship, which lasted
four months, I witnessed three different exhibits. The first exhibit was already on display when I
arrived for my internship. The exhibit was entitled The Michael Brown and Linda Green

Collection. The collection consisted of contemporary Southern art and was bought during the
70's, 80's and 90's in New Orleans. Some of the noted artists in the collection included John
Scott, Noel Rockmore, Fred Trenchard, and Rolland Golden. The collection consisted of
painting, sculpture, and mixed media. This show was very contemporary including wild color
schemes, moving sculpture, and abstract art. At the end ofthis exhibit, I was taught how to take
down, handle, and wrap the art.
The next exhibit was the second in a series of exhibits on Art ofFamily. The exhibit title
was The Art ofFamily: The Christenberrys. This exhibit taught me how to prepare for an
exlubit. I learned what has to happen before the gallery or museum can set up the exhibit. The
walls had to be repainted to hide the previous show holes. The exhibit text had to be written and
then sent out to a label company. This show required Ogden to borrow different cases from
galleries and the New Orleans Museum of Art. The New Orleans Museum of Art cases had to be
repainted because they were a dark gray. Everything in the gallery needed to match. I learned
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that all items hung on the walls in a gallery are on a single plane. The text had to be placed on
the walls above the exhibit. The artwork of the Christenberry consisted of Daniel K
Christenberry, Mr. and Mrs. William A. Christenberry, Sr., William A. Christenberry, Jr., and
William A. Christenberry III. The art included whittled tools, a hand-sewn quilt, photographs, a
sampler, and furniture. Most of the exhibit was traditional folk art. The exhibit included two
hand carved canes, a miniature tool chest made out of a ruler and scrap wood, and a family
history calendar from 1939. The calendar told the story of the Christenberrys; it docwnented
when family members were born and died. Ogden Musewn received a grant from the Louisiana
Endowment of the Arts, which helped with the cost ofthe exhibit. The opening of the exhibit
was in conjunction with Art for Art's Sake on October 7 from 6 to 9 p.m. The exhibit had an
attendance of one thousand five hundred and eighty-three during that night. The audience's
response to the exhibit was very positive. Many of the members of the audience commented on
different works being exhibited. One example I witnessed was a colored photograph entitled

Kudzu and House: Tuscaloosa County. This photograph caused deep thought and conversation.
During Art for Art's Sake, the musewn debuted the documentary film on the Christenberry
family entitled House ofMemories. The film was on the Christenberry family and included
scenes from the yearly Christenberry family reunion and interviews with different Christenberry
family members talking about their artwork. On October 8th, William Christenberry, Jr. gave a
lecture on his artwork at the Contemporary Art Center. The interview, exhibition, and the video
together were the basis for the book, William Christenberry: Art and Family written by J.
Richard Gruber, which was published in December of2000. The Christenberry exhibit was on
display from October 7 through November 22, 2000.
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The next exhibit was William Dunlap: Objects Found and Fashioned. A rare occurrence
happened during preparations for this exhibit; the artist helped set up his work. This interaction
with the artist and his art was an invaluable experience to me. William Dunlap's intention of his
artwork was to offend the public and create conversation. He placed objects that he had
collected over a period of years with some ofhis paintings. He used natural aspects in his art
including a bearskin rug, elk horns, dirt from Africa, and fresh flowers. He displayed items that
he had created in the mid-seventies. His work consisted of large paintings, Polaroid
photographs, and different large series arrangements. Throughout the course of his setup ofthe
artwork, Staniski Media filmed the entire process.
In the back ofthe museum was the work of Maude Schuyler Clay, who had photographed
the Mississippi Delta, was displayed. Her exhibit was entitled Delta Land, and showed the
barren wasteland of Mississippi. Maude Schuyler Clay stated that the exhibit was a
"photographic project which involves the recording and preservation of the Mississippi Delta
landscape and its rapid disappearing indigenous structures: mule barns, field churches, cotton
gins, commissaries, crossroad stores, tenant houses, cypress sheds, and railroad stations." (Ogden
Museum on William Dunlap) She was the fifth generation of her family to live in the Delta. The
exhibit began in 1993 to record the landscapes and culture oftbe Delta.

AUDIO-GUIDES

While in the last weeks of my internship I researched audio-guides. I made a chart to
compare and contrast two of the major suppliers of museum audio-guides. Each company had
different models on the market. The museum had to choose which type of technology it wanted.
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These technologies included "MP3, compact disks, tape recorders, and museum radio. The two
major companies in Museum audio tours are Acoustiguide and Antenna Audio. The
Acoustiguide Wand used "MP3 technology and is capable of transmitting 26 different languages
and handicapped abilities. Richard Gruber had a meeting with the salesperson from Antenna
Audio on the same week my internship ended; consequently, it was extremely important to make
the comparison; as a result, he could make the best decision for the museum. My internship
ended on December 15, 2000.

While I was an intern, Ogden Museum was working jointly with the D-Day Museum, the
Children's Museum, and the Contemporary Art Center to create a joint marketing brochure. The
joint marketing brochure paved the way for new co-ownership of events, new partnerships, and
sharing of member's lists. This brochure, entitled the Warehouse Museum District, lists a
synopsis of each museum, includes the address, phone number, and web address. This joint
brochure can be placed in other cities and states. It has numerous other possibilities for
placement. The Warehouse Museum District brochure enabled the museums to spend less on
design, print costs, and overall marketing costs. The only flaw to the system of a joint marketing
campaign is getting the brochure approved, which takes time and dedication from the
coordinator.
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v. MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES
The management challenges I noticed as an intern at the Ogden Museum were in the
areas of management, but specifically staffing concerns, supportive connnunication, and stress.
The development department also had problems in areas offunding.
Staffing seems to be a major concern for the Ogden Museum. Because of Ogden
Museum's small staff, priority takes place over precedent. Many times during the internship, I
saw opportunities for volunteers to help out the staff. For example, everybody on the staffhad to
work on getting the Dunlap invitation out on time. Ogden Museum missed the deadline for
sending it out to a bulk mail house. The work had to be done; each staff member had to stamp,
put three tabs on each side of the invitation, and place a label on it for mailing. The staffhad to
accomplish this task for the mailing list, which consisted of over three thousand names. This
process took the staff numerous days, which normal duties ofthe staff had to be postponed or
suspended. In addition each staff member took home a stack of invitations to continue the
process long after the workday had concluded. This situation would have been eased if Ogden
Museum had a list of volunteers. The list could have been utilized to come up with five or six
volunteers to help with the mailing, freeing most of the regular staff to continue with their duties.
When I started my internship, Ogden's staff consisted of the director, the associate director,
executive assistant, special project coordinator, and the graduate assistant. In November, Ogden
Museum had gained an additional staff member; Ann Rowson was hired as the Director of
Education. David Houston was hired as Head Curator, but will not come on to the staffuntil the
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summer. However, by the time my internship was over Katy Stewart, the special projects
coordinator was plannmg on moving to California. She planned to telecommute and continue to
work with Ogden. Ogden Museum also saw other changes that were associated with the
museum directly, but not part ofthe museum's staff Logan Marketing, which is the company
Ogden Museum used for marketing, had changes in staff as well. In December, Ogden Museum
had a new marketing manager with which to become adjusted.
Ogden Museum faced many different problems in the development department. One
problem was the lack of record keeping. Because ofa shift in personal and a move from one
location to another, some records were periodically misplaced. Beverly Sakauye ran into
problems with soliciting potential donors because they were already being solicited by the UNO
Foundation. Ogden Museum was not allowed to solicit the top grant making organizations. This
relationship with UNO Foundation put unnecessary stress on the organization. During the
internship I was made aware that Ogden Museum still needed to raise $11 million for the
construction costs. These top-level foundations could have helped with some of the construction
costs. I realized that Ogden Museum has a large overhead and the UNO Foundation has paid the
bills. However, for the UNO community to begrudge Ogden for the top funding agencies, in my
mind, was unfair and selfish.
Foundations that funded pre-selected organizations were another problem for Ogden
Museum with the consideration of grants. To be funded by one of these foundations, the
organization must know somebody personally on the foundation's board. In my research, I
discovered that 104 organizations fund nationally in the area of capital in arts and musewns.
Ogden Museum was only able to solicit 33 of those original 104 foundations. Of the above
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nwnber, 21 had guidelines that the organization must be pre-selected. Ogden Musewn does not
have a separate board from the UNO Foundation; therefore, they do not have the personal
connections needed to become a pre-selected organization. In a foundation that requires pre
selected organizations, a board member makes recommendations for the particular organization
to be funded.
Foundations are selective with what they are willing to fund. Many foundations believe in
funding culture and the arts, but do not want to fund capital. Most ofthe foundations that fund
culture and the arts want to fund arts education. Other foundations only want to fund where their
headquarters are or where they have district or regional offices. An arts organization in its
infancy has to maneuver to find funding and try to facilitate it to their needs. For example, the
AT&T Foundation, which funds culture and the arts, want to fund " the creation and presentation
of new artistic work, the exhibition of contemporary art, the celebration of cultural diversity, and
the collaboration of the arts and technology. Whether underwriting the production of a new play,
the commission of a new concept or opera, an exhibition of computer art, or a new interactive
sculpture at a musewn, AT&T's support of the arts helps reinforce our relationship with
customers in local communities...(www.att.com/foundation)
Ogden museum's management has some issues in communication. Positive
reinforcement is an area that the Ogden Museum is lacking. During the internship on different
occasions I witnessed the upper management demoralizing lower staff members. It seemed that
tempers would flare and this caused verbal outburst. The staff also did not take into account the
effectiveness of positive reinforcement. Only a couple of times during the internship was I
praised for a job well done. I tried to make suggestions on different aspects of the museum, but
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was never give a response to my suggestions, which made me feel as if my suggestions did not
matter. This made me feel unimportant and similar situations probably occurred to other lower
staff members. Staff members who do not have confidence in their abilities cannot do their jobs
properly, and as a result the whole organization will suffer.
Ogden Museum does not target marketing. When visitors come into the museum, they
are asked to sign the register. Ogden Museum needs to develop a new way of obtaining visitor's
information without alienating the guests. Information should be made available to these guests
about upcoming events, volunteering, and membership. Ogden Museum does a great job
through Logan Marketing on press releases and the website development. While I was an intern
I suggested that Ogden Museum have a sign somewhere in the museum saying that donations are
accepted. The gallery is free as of now, but these donations would offset some of the overhead
cost the museum is accruing.
The construction of the new building and the renovation of the Taylor Library caused
stress in the organization. In the beginning of my internship construction meetings were held
every Wednesday. By the end of my internship the construction meetings were scheduled for
every other Wednesday. These construction meetings were shouting matches between the
different groups associated with the construction process. These construction meetings caused a
weekly displacement ofa staff member. Because of the close proximity of her office to these
meeting, the staff member would be unable to continue her work for the duration of the meeting.
Other stressors were increasing construction costs, setbacks in the scheduling of the opening of
the museum, and other construction problems. One of the construction problems was that the
stairs in the building were not measured correctly. This caused the stairs to be off considerably,
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which later caused the fire inspector to refuse to approve the building until the placement of the
stairs was corrected. This delayed the construction while the placement of the stairs had to be
repaired.

Another problem connected to the construction process dealt with the tunnel in the
Confederate Museum. Because of the location of the Taylor Library and Stephen-Goldring Hall,
Ogden Museum proposed a tunnel to connect the two buildings. This tunnel took some of the
Confederate Museum's exhibit and storage space. Ogden Museum had promised the
Confederate Museum that they would provide storage space in the new complex. While Ogden
Museum was researching the buildings, they discovered the building, which housed the
Confederate MuseUITl, was owned by Tulane University. This research showed that the
Confederate Museum did not own the building;

althoug~

the museum had been in its present

location for a hundred years. Because there were problems with the proposed tunnel, Ogden
Museum decided to contact Tulane University about the property. Tulane University was willing
to sell the property to Ogden Museum for an undisclosed amount. The next step was for Ogden
Museum to find funding to purchase the museum. They applied for a HUD Loan. The
Confederate Museum had no inkling of the events about to unfold. The Ogden Museum met
with the Confederate Museum and disclosed their plans. The Confederate Museum is currently
suing Tulane about the issue of who owns the property. The issue ofthe Confederate Museum
caused more stress to the organization. At the meeting with the Confederate MuseUITl, the
Confederate Museum's staff revealed the guns on their legs to intimidate Ogden Museum's staff
members. Following the meeting there was a discussion amongst the Ogden Museum's staff
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about unlisting the staffs phone numbers. This situation imposed stress and concern on Ogden
Museum. Whereupon the case is taken to court, and the Confederate Museum wins its suit, the
Ogden Museum will be in a severely unpleasant situation.
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

A volunteer base is very important to every nonprofit organization. Ogden Museum needs
to develop a volunteer committee and start the process of having good volunteers to help with
mail outs, special events, and office work. An organization can operate without a volunteer
staff, but the nonprofit will not run as efficiently as with volunteers. The volunteers need to be
recognized and rewarded for ajob well done. According to book Successful Fundraisingfor

Arts and Cultural Organizations, "Volunteers not only carry out the actual work of many not
for-profit organizations; they can also be instrumental in helping the organization raise funds."
(Hopkins and Friedman, 17) Volunteers need to be given outlined responsibilities. They need to
be trained on these responsibilities, and a staff member needs to monitor their progress and
reward for a good job. Volunteers not only support the organization through the gift of their
spare time but usually give monetary donations. The museum should appoint someone to be the
Volunteer Coordinator. According to Thomas Wolf in his book Managing a Nonprofit

Organization the "volunteer coordinator must be integrated into the operations of the
organization at the highest levels and must be given the full cooperation of any department or
staff person who will be working with volunteers." (Wolf, 102-103) He continues to state that it
is important where in the organization the volunteer coordinator is placed. Wolf states the job

responsibilities of the volunteer coordinator as "establishing and constantly updating written
policies on volunteer procedures, responsibilities, supervision, placement, restrictions, reporting,
evaluation, recognition, and termination." (Wolf, 103) When calling for volunteers for a
particular event or task, the volunteer coordinator must keep in mind that the number of request
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compared to the number acceptances will be far from equal. In this busy hectic life, not every
volunteer is able to commit to the organization's date. Usually, the volunteer coordinator will
call the majority ofthe names on the list, in order to come up with a few volunteers to work the
event.
The hiring of additional staff, which is a slow process, will help to minimize the workload.
The museum should look into hiring an arts administration student to help with research on
grants and foundations. The museum could name the position for a donor, which would help
defray the cost of hiring the new staff person. There are many grant organizations that will give
grants for internships. Although these possibilities would require Ogden to dedicate staff and
time, I think the rewards would justify the inconvenience.
Ogden Museum needs to create more promotional materials. According to the book
Waiting in the Wings "possibly most important--place to incorporate more and more accessible
information and background material on arts events is in the promotional materials." (Morrison,
& Dalgleish, 135) Ogden Museum needs to create promotional material that informs the public

of upcorning events, the progress of construction, and the changes in the timeframe for the
museum opening. This could be accomplishing by producing a quarterly newsletter, which
would tell of the events in the past, future, and present. A quarterly newsletter is an excellent
way to acquire and thank volunteers, develop membership, and report the news of the
organization. Another promotional item is their website, which they need to continue to update
with current information. The creation of exit surveys would help capture the audiences'
response to the exhibits. The data collected in the exit surveys would help the organization
target market. The reoccurring visitor needs to be contacted about membership in the inaugural
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year. A profoundly important promotional item for Ogden Museum is a membership form
available to the gallery visitor, which would be placed in a strategic location in the gallery.
These memberships would help Ogden Museum raise necessary funds need to run the
organization. Ogden Museum needs to create a slide library for educational institutions, which
could lead to promotion of the museum. This library should contain not only the museum
collection but should be a history of the museum exlubits. This library would help students'
research for reports for UNO and surrounding institutions. The library could be used to lessen
the barriers of entry to the museum. The gallery is being used as a Point-of-Entry for the larger
museum once it is opened. According to Waiting in the Wings "designating Points-of-Entry
allows the organization to focus its promotional efforts and to be discriminating in introducing
new people to its world through events that are the least intimidating or uncomfortable and the
most likely to be happy, enjoyable initial experiences."( Morrison & Dalgleish, 89)

Ogden Museum needs to use supportive communication. According to Wolf, "perhaps most
important, nonprofit organizations must create an environment where workers--whether paid or
volunteer--know that their work is appreciated. For in the end, individuals are most likely to
make the required extra effort when they feel their work is valued and contributes to the overall
good of the organization."(Wolf, I09) According to the book Developing Management Skills
"supportive communication is communication that seeks to preserve a positive relationship
between the communicators while still addressing the problems at hand."(Whetten & Cameron,
196) The eight steps of supportive communication are:
1. Problem-oriented, Not person-oriented
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2. Congruent, not incongruent
3. Descriptive, Not Evaluative
4. Validating, Not invalidating
5. Specific, not global
6. Conjunctive, Not Disjunctive
7. Owned, not disowned
8. Supportive Listening, Not one-way listening
These eight steps help managers to be supportive to their staffs needs. Ogden needs to comment
on their staff's working but keeping in mind a positive aspect. At onetime or another every
person wants to hear that they are doing a good job and their thoughts count. The staff needs to
know that they are making a difference and are not just watching the clock.
According to the book Developing Management Skills "time sensors often are the greatest
sources of stress for managers. Research by Mintzberg (1973) and Kotter (1987) showed, for
example, that managers experience frequent interruptions (over 50 percent of their activities last
nine minutes or less); they seldom engage in long-range planning; and fragmentation, brevity,
and variety characterize their time use. On the average, no manager works more than 20 minutes
at a time without interruption, and most of a manager's time is controlled by the most
bothersome, persistent, and energetic people."(Whetten & Carmeron, 96) The book continues by
making the point that "effective time management can enable managers to gain control over their
time and organize their fragmented, chaotic environment."

According to Developing

Management Skills there are twenty different steps in effective time management. The staff of

Ogden Museum needs to learn some time management skills. They are as follows:
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1. Read selectively.
2. Make a list ofthings to perform today.
3. Have a place for everything and keep everything in its place.
4. Prioritize your tasks.
5. Do one important thing at a time but do trivial things simultaneously.
6. Make a list of 5-or IO-minute discretionary tasks.
7. Divide up large projects.
8. Determine the critical 20 percent of your tasks.
9. Save your best time for important matters.
10. Reserve some time during the day when others don't have access to you.
11. Don't procrastinate.
12. Keep track of time use.
13. Set deadlines.
14. Do something productive while waiting.
15. Do busy work at one set time during the day.
16. Reach closure on at least one thing every day.
17. Schedule some personal time.
18. Don't worry about anything continually.
19. Have long-term objectives.
20. Be on the alert for ways to improve your management of time.
If Ogden Museum used this list in their everyday business lives, it would create a sense of
accomplishment, and eventually less stress. Many times I witnessed Beverly Sakauye spending
most of the day on the phone with one call after another. Occasionally she would work at home
and she always came back refreshed and said that she accomplished more at home then when she
was at the office. This statement goes back to the rule about reserve some time when others do
not have access to you. This includes email, the beeper, and the phone.
The staff needs to create fi.m in the organization. This would eliminate stress and could
be done easily by having a fact-finding day. As a group Ogden Museum's staff needs to go to

different museums and the different plantations in the close proximity of the Ogden museum and
find out about the different programs. This would be a chance to get away from the phones and
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computers and learn about the history of the area. This would be beneficial for staff members
who have just recently moved into the area. If the staff could not afford a whole day to do this,
they should take the afternoon to tour a couple of organizations in close proximity to the
museum. To reduce stress the staff members should be required to take regular vacations and not
be allowed to make excuses. If the stress level in the organization is not reduced, it will lead to

burnout, high turnover rates, and illness. Another way to reduce the stress in the organization is
to create a board for the Ogden Museum. This would allow for new connections to different
organizations, and hopefully would lead to some partnerships with foundations that only use pre
selected organizations. The break from the UNO board would allow the Ogden Museum to go
after higher funding organizations.
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VII. CONCLUSION

All the problems that I addressed are not easily solved over night, but I hope that I have
brought about some suggestions for improvement. The continued adding of staff will help
reduce stress and the overwhelming workload. A nonprofit can operate without a volunteer staff,
but the organization can be run much more efficiently and without overdue stress on any staff
member ifa strong volunteer base is established. The exit surveys will help demonstrate the
audience's opinions ofthe museum and the exhibits.
Ogden Museum is a good institution. Richard Gruber has helped the institution to grow
and has brought about important changes in the organization. He has created new partnerships
with artists, museums, and educational institutions. The opening of the gallery was instrumental
in getting the recognition that Ogden Museum needed. In March 200 I, Ogden Museum was
recognized in a national publication, Museum News. The article in this national publication
gained the organization the national spotlight that they needed. Ogden Museum's goal is to
become the Smithsonian of the South.
The internship allowed me to administer my practical knowledge while preparing me for
the real world. I am grateful for the opportunity, which allowed me to see the inter-workings of
an organization in its infancy. I learned that understaffing, communication problems, and
funding can cause undue stress in any organization. I learned how difficult it is to obtain
funding in Louisiana. I have a broader respect for the Development Directors who write grants
for a living. Through my research I learned that other metropolitan areas have greater
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opportunities to receive funding. Louisiana needs to develop new strategies for increasing the
Fortune 500 companies in the state. Both the Louisiana's Governor and the Mayor ofNew
Orleans need to promote the city to different corporations.
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EFFECT OF INTERN'S CONTRUBUTION
My internship came at time when the Ogden Museum was under staffed. Beverly
Sakauye did not have the time to research potential the grant making organizations. Throughout
the internship, I was able to research and assist the different staff members in research matters. I
learned a lot on different subject matters because of this research. I learned how low the
standards are for both state and national educational systems. I am now familiar with these
educational statistics and the previous research helps me in my new position as a program
coordinator.
Since leaving the museum, Beverly Sakauye has used the information I gathered to write
different grants. I believe that my research on the different subject matters helped the staff
accomplish their goals. Throughout the internship, I met two different artists who were very
different from each other. The meeting of these artists and working beside them game a greater
understanding of the different forms of art and insight into the artist's mind. The internship was a
positive experience that allowed me to study at a cultural organization, and also allowed me to
participate in the daily operations of the museum. I learned about startup and grassroots type
organization from Ogden, which was an invaluable resource.
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Appendix A.
Timeline of Significant Events in Ogden Museum's History

TIMELINE
41

•

January - February 1995 - Traveling exhibition organized by curator of the Ogden Collection, Art in the
American South (1733-1989), 10 museums, 99 pieces

1994
•

September - November 1995 - Traveling exhibition, Impressions of the South, organized by the Morris Museum
of Art, Augusta, Ga., traveled to 4 museums, included 54 works from the Ogden collection

•

November - Founding of Ogden Museum of Southern Art with Roger H. Ogden's initial gift of 600 works of art to
the University of New Orleans Foundation. The gift has since doubled to 1,253.

•

December - Lee Circle Center for the Arts site announced with Patrick H. Taylor's gift of property

1996
•

February - Goldring Family Foundation gift of $1.5 million to capital campaign

•

June - Hibernia National Bank gives $250,000 donation, the first corporate gift in the capital campaign

•

Summer - State of Louisiana appropriation of $6.5 million in State Capital Outlay funds was authorized by
legislature

•

June - September Picturing the South, 1860-1996 exhibition at the High Museum of Art in Atlanta, Georgia and
in collaboration with The Atlanta Committee for the Olympic Games Cultural Olympiad.

•

Major publication, Art in the American South, written by Randolph Delahanty, pUblished by LSU Press

1997
•

January - present - 13 Ogden Collection paintings displayed at the Louisiana Governor's Mansion in Baton
Rouge

•

September - Entergy Corporation gives $1.2 million to renovate the Rotunda in the Taylor Library and to
inaugurate the Entergy Southern Arts Exchange touring exhibition

•

November - Ella West Freeman Foundation gift of $750,000 to capital campaign
•

•
1998
•

First National Bank of Commerce gift of $265,000 to capital campaign

Randolph Delahanty named first Director of the Ogden Museum

June - Groundbreaking ceremony for Goldring Hall

•

March 19-21 - First major symposium, Boundaries, Barriers, and Bridges, New Orleans, La. Funded by the
Rockefeller Foundation, Louisiana Endowment for the Humanities

•

December - First major acquisition of the Ogden Museum; artist Will Henry Stevens' daughter Janet McDowell
makes promised gift to museum of 393 of her father's works

1999
•

January - Lecture, Body and Soul, Josephine Sacabo and Wallace Merritt, Taylor Library

•

July - J. Richard Gruber, Ph.D. named Director of the Ogden Museum

•

October - Introductory gallery opens, 603 Julia Street, with rotating exhibitions
•

Exhibition, Spirits of the South: Part One

1999 (cont.)
•
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November - Artist William Moreland donated 18 of his works to the Ogden Museum collection
•

Exhibition, New Orleans Views, Part One: 1848-1900

•

December - Exhibition, New Orleans Views, Part Two: 1900-1950

•

Clementine Hunter's Panorama of Baptism on Cane River on display at the Vatican in Rome with thanks to
Ambassador Lindy Boggs

•
•
•

January - Exhibition, New Orleans Views, Part Three: 1950 to Present
FebruarylMarch - Exhibition, Spin'ts of the South: Part Two
April - Virtual museum tour completed
•

•

Website launched, www.ogdenmuseum.org

April/May - Exhibition, Benny Andrews & Nene Humphrey - The Art of Family
•

Education programming broadens with Benny Andrews & Nene Humphrey project with KidsmArt
youngsters from the Fischer Homes Housing Development

•

Lecture by Benny Andrews and Nene Humphrey in the Entergy Rotunda in the Taylor library

•

Benny Andrews Foundation announced promised gift

•

May - September 2001 - Traveling exhibitions, Treasure Houses: Louisiana Museums For A New Millennium, 6
museums, 8 pieces

•
•

June/July - Exhibition, Southemers: Daily Life in the South 1930-1950
August/September - EXhibition, Michael Brown & Linda Green Collection
•

•

October - Southeastern Museum Conference 13th Annual Publication Awards
•

•

Ogden Museum receives five awards, including Gold for Best Marketing Package

OctoberlNovember - Exhibition, William Christenberry - The Art of Family
•

•

Michael Brown/Linda Green gift of 30 works announced with exhibition for White Linen Nights

Lecture by William Christenberry & Andrew Christenberry, at Contemporary Arts Center, funded in part by
the Louisiana Endowment for the Humanities

December - January 2001- Exhibition, William Dunlap - Objects Found and Fashioned
•

Video, William Dunlap Exhibit Installation, Stanley Staniski, Producer

•

PUblication of William Christenberry: The Art of Family by J. Richard Gruber, University of New Orleans
PUblishing

•

Video, William Christenberry: A House of Many Memories, Stanley Staniski, Producer, University of New
Orleans PUblishing

2001
•

•

FebruarylApril - Exhibition, Poetic Vision: The Art of Will Henry Stevens
•

Video, Will Henry Stevens: Poetic Vision, Stanley Staniski, Producer

•

Donation of Will Henry Stevens art to museum - 359 works

March - Donation of $500,000 to name the Clementine Hunter Education Wing by the Wisner Foundation
•

•

Annenberg/CPB Arts and Education Project - Curator of Education, Ann Rowson with Lusher Alternative
Elementary, working with a community resource

April/JUly - Visualizing the Blues: Images of the American South 1862-2000

PROJECT SUMMARY
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The Ogden Museum of Southern Art will be a major national cultural and academic resource devoted to
the South similat in many ways to what the Smithsonian National Museum of American Art has become
for American art. This groundbreaking art museum whose foundation is the 1250 works donated by
philanthropist and businessman Roger H. Ogden will attract visitors from throughout the world. While honoring
the rich traditions and heritage of the South, the museum will incorporate cutting-edge technology in telling the
distinctive story of Southern art as a reflection of Southern culture, history and the region's rapidly evolving future.
In cooperation with other museums and universities across the country, the Ogden Museum's traveling exhibitions
and widely disbursed educational programs will have far-reaching benefits.
The Ogden Museum of Southern Art is an exemplary public-private partnership with the State of Louisiana, the
University of New Orleans Foundation, and private individual, foundation and corporate donors.
The Taylor Library, one of two buildings that comprise the museum complex, is the 1889 building designed by
renowned American architect and New Orleans native, Henry Hobson Richardson. The library is the only
example of his work in the South. The Taylor Library will house the 18th and 19th century works, and contain the
museum's orientation gallery, the Center for the Study of Southern Art and the education wing for children.
Visitors will walk to the newly constructed five-story Stephen Goldring Hall via a connecting gallery to view art of
the 20th and 21st centuries, and special exhibits. The museum will exceed 67,000 square feet of space for
exhibits of the permanent collection, educational classrooms, research library and traveling exhibits.
The museum is the catalyst and anchor for the revitalization of the Lee Circle Center for the Arts - as well
as a collaborative partner with the National D-Day Museum, another University project; Louisiana Children's
Museum; the Contemporary Arts Center and the gateway to the Julia Street galleries.
Services and features of the Ogden Museum of Southern Art will include:
• State of the art technology will be incorporated in the orientation theatre with a multi-media experience on the
South that will highlight key works of the collection. Additionally interactive computer stations will be located
throughout the museum.
• A cutting-edge web site was launched in April- W'NW.ogdenmuseum.org. This will eventually include digitiZed
images of the collection and all related documents. Students from middle school thrcugh post-graduate work
will access information according to their specific needs. Virtual tours of the museum with interviews of the
major donor and artists are planned for the site. This is made possible by a collaborative project with the
Computing Center of Louisiana State University in Baton Rouge and funded by the State of Louisiana.
• The LSUIUNO project will enable the production of educational and other CD ROM's.
• The museum will be a laboratory for students in the graduate Arts Administration program of the University of
New Orleans, with senior staff serving as faculty.
A temporary museum at 603 Julia Street in the Warehouse Arts District Uust two blocks from the future site)
opened on October 2, 1999. Over 10,000 visitors have enjoyed the revolving exhibitions from the permanent
collection and curated exhibitions featuring nationally recognized artists that are presented free of charge.
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Organizational Chart of Ogden Museum

Board of Directors

J. Richard Gruber, Director

Beverly Sakauye, Associate Director

Tamara, Executive Assistant

Jack O'Brien

Katy Stewart

Stacie Botsay
Development Assistant, Intern
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW ORLEANS FOUNDATION
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
August, 2000

Mr. Herschel L. Abbott, Jr.
(Chairman)
President-Louisiana BellSouth
Telecommunication, Inc.
Board of Trustees
Baptist Community Ministries

Mr. Micbael BaUases
CEO & President, Bank One,
Louisiana, N.A.
Mr. Michael A. Flick

Mr. Michael J.
Molony, Jr.
President, Secretary,
Treasurer
Molony Law Firm,
Prof. Law Corp.
Mr. Roy B. Morgan

Mr. Darryl D. Berger
President, Darryl D. Berger
Companies

Ms. Leah L. Chase
Owner, Dooky Chase's Restaurant

Ms Jean C. Felts
(SecretaryIT reasurer)
President, Jean C. Felts & Company

Mr. Kenneth M. Carter
Carter & Cates

Mr. Arthur C. Pulitzer

Ms. Sandra Rhodes Duncan
President, Rhodes Funeral Home

Mr. Gary N. Solomon
Chairman of the Board,
Crescent Bank & Trust

Mr. Quincy Jones

Mr. David Voelker

President/Owner,
ACP Designs, Inc.

Managing Partner,
FrantzenNoelker Investments
LLC

Mr. Gary Froeba
General Manager/Director of
Operations, Wyndam New Orleans
at Canal Place

Mr. Jerome Goldman

Mr. John P. Laborde

President, Friede & Goldman,
Ltd.

Director and Consultant,
Tidewater Inc.

Mr. William J. GaUwey ill
GalJwey Gillman Curtis Vento &
Horn, P.A.

Mr. Arnold M. Goldberg
Orleans Limousine &
Transportation, Inc.

Mrs. J. Thomas (Diana) Lewis
Community Activist

Mr. David Guidry

Ms. Susan O. Hess

Mr. Michael Laufer

President & CEO, Guico Machine
Works, Inc.

Community Activist

President, Rhoda Lee, Inc.

Mr. John T. Hutchens

EX-OFFIOO MEMBERS
Mr. William P. Chauvin
CPAffreasurer BCC Underwriters,
Inc.
Dr. William Jenkins
President LSU System
Dr. Gregory M. St. L. O'Brien
Chancellor, University of New
Orleans
Ms. Elizabeth Williams
Executive Director, University of
New Orleans
Mr. Robert Sternbell
President, Privateer Athletic Assoc.

Mr. Robert E. Howson
Retired CEO of McDermott
International, Inc.

Mr. Arnold L. Kirschman
(Vice Chairman)
President, Morris Kirsclunan
Furniture Company

Retired Partner, Ernst & Young
LLP

Mr. Robert W. Merrick
(Vice Chairman)
Chairman of the Board Latter &
Blum, Inc. Realtors
Mr. Thomas Kitchen

Mr. Jerry D. Jackson
Executive Vice President/Utility
Operations, Entergy Corporation

President, Litton Avondale
Industries
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THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF THE
PROPOSED
OGDEN MUSEUM AND ARTS COMPLEX

prepared by:

TIMOTHY P. RYAN, Ph.D.
DEAN
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
UNIVERSITY OF NEW ORLEANS

JULY, 1995

RODUCTION
This report estimates the total economic impact of the proposed Ogden
Museum and Arts Complex. The Ogden Museum and Arts Complex consists of a
series of arts related projects that will enhance the ability of New Orleans,
especially the downtown area, to attract visitors interested in art. The
centerpiece of the complex is the Ogden Museum of Southern Art which will
house the largest collection of Southern art in existence. The proposed Ogden
Museum will be the first art museum in downtown New Orleans. As such, it will
create a new attraction for the millions of visitors who come to New Orleans
while creating a new attraction to lure additional visitors to the city.
The complex will also include the Arts Council of New Orleans Artist
Guild/Art Incubator project -- an innovative idea that should complement the
existing visitor industry as well as offer the proper environment for arts related
business to develop and prosper. The unique marriage of a traditional small
business incubator and a new visitor attraction is what makes this project so
exciting and viable. The visitor part of the project is the Artists' Guild, which
provides an opportunity for visitors to see artists at work and to talk with the
artist as they purchase works of art. There is only one model nationally for this
kind of project -- the Torpedo Factory in Alexandria, Virginia which has been in
business since 1974 and currently receives approximately 1,000,000 visitors
annually.
The complex will also house facilities for the University of New Orleans
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Arts Department graduate programs. This facility will house a gallery in

nich students and visiting artists can exhibit their work. This gallery will also
provide space for non-commercial artists, experimental work and perhaps for
traveling exhibits.
The proposed Ogden complex will further add to the "New Orleans
experience" for hundreds of thousands of our existing visitors. In order for such
a facility to the successful, it must attract many customers from the greater New
Orleans metro area. Although these customers are crucial to the success of the
project, they do not add to the economic impact because they are local
residents. Thus, the methodology that is employed in this study is very
conservative and assumes that the net economic impact consists of only new
visitors who will come to the area because of the project or existing visitors who
will prolong their stay or spend additional money in the local area because of its
existence.

Thus, the total economic impact of the proposed complex will consist of
the following elements:

1 . The construction spending - note that this is one time spending,
whereas the other categories will occur annually;
2. The spending in the local economy of the visitors who come to New
Orleans because of the project; and
3. The secondary spending that will result from the above listed primary
spending.
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This report will be divided into two parts -- the first will be the impact of
.e construction spending on the local area economy; the second will be the
impact of the on-going, or annual, spending. In addition to the economic impact,
this report will also estimate the total employment and total state and local tax
revenue that will be generated by the project.
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'ACT OF CONSTRUCTION SPENDING
The current proposal calls for the construction of a several new or
significantly renovated facilities for the project on land leased from the
University of New Orleans for a nominal fee. Table I presents the total spending
that will result from the construction. The plans call for the construction of a
new 30,000 square foot building for part one of the Ogden Museum, renovation
of the Taylor Library for part two of the Ogden Museum, renovation of an
existing YMCA building for the UNO Fine Arts facility, and the construction of a
new building for the Artist Guild/ Arts Incubator project. The total dollar value of
the primary, or direct, spending of these four construction projects is $18.0
million (See Table I).
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TABLE I
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION SPENDING
(in millions)

CATEGORY

PRIMARY
SPENDING

SECONDARY
SPENDING

TOTAL
SPENDING

Ogden Museum - New
Ogden Museum - Renovation
UNO Arts Reno vation
Artists Guild

$4.0
$2.0
$1.7
$10.3

$8.4
$4.2
$3.6
$21.6

$12.4
$6.2
$5.3
$31.9

TOTAL

$18.0

$37.8

$55.8

Note: Totals may not add due to rounding.
Source: Ogden Museum and Author's calculations.

This direct spending produces additional spending in the local economy.
This is called secondary spending and is an important part of the economic
impact. Secondary spending is a multiple of the direct spending since it is
caused by the direct spending. This multiple is called the net economic
multiplier, or more simply the multiplier. The multiplier that is used depends on
the industry involved and the area that the spending occurs. The Bureau of
Economic Analysis has estimated the net multiplier for new construction of this
kind of facility in the New Orleans metro area to be equal to 2.0988. (Source:
Regional Multipliers: A User Handbook for the Regional Input-Output Modeling
System (RIMS II). Thus, we assume that the direct spending for construction and
related activities produces an additional 210%, in secondary spending in the
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,New Orleans economy.
The secondary impact of the direct spending due to the construction
spending is equal to a total of $37.8 million. Combining this with the direct
spending of $18.0 million produces a total economic impact due to the
construction phase of the project of $55.8 million. This is money that would not
have come into the local economy if the project were not to be undertaken.
The construction activities will create new jobs in the New Orleans area.
That employment is of several types. First, there are the employees of the
construction, professional services, and related sub-contractor firms. Second,
there is the employment that is created by the spending that the construction
and related firms and their employees make in the local area.
The Bureau of Economic Analysis estimates employment multipliers for the
various industries in the RIMS II publication cited above. The employment
multipliers capture both the primary and secondary employment effect of the
new construction and related spending. The employment multipliers for building
construction in the New Orleans area is 30.48 new employees for everyone
million dollars spent on construction. Thus, the construction phase primary
spending of $18.0 million will produce a total of 549 new jobs in the area
economy over the construction phase of the project. It must be remembered that
these are not permanent jobs but exist only during the construction phase.
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IMPACT OF ON-GOING OPERATIONS
Once the facility is completed, the operations of the Ogden Arts complex
will generate a great deal of new spending and new jobs in the local economy.
The new spending that will be generated in the area by the Ogden complex is
the spending of new visitors to the area attracted by the complex. To this
primary spending, appropriate multipliers will be applied to estimate the
secondary spending. Note that the economic impact is not calculated for the first
year of operations but is estimated for the time when the project has reached its
full potential. It is believed that the project can reach full potential in a maximum
of three years, once formal and word-of-mouth advertising has had a chance to
take effect. The impact is estimated for that time period.
All of the salaries are assumed to be local; that is, all future, permanent
employees are expected to live in the New Orleans metro area. Only those
purchases that could logically be purchased in the local area are counted as part
of the economic impact. The Ogden complex will enhance the ability of the City
of New Orleans to attract certain types of visitors to the city -- namely those
affluent visitors interested in art. In addition, as the first major downtown art
museum the complex will help add to the bundle of attractions that New Orleans
provides visitors, thereby increasing the length of stay of some visitors and
causing other visitors to bring spouses to the city.
A significant part of the attraction of the complex will be the Arts
Council's Artist Guild/Arts Incubator project. This innovative project will
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showcase working artists, allowing visitors to actually see the art that they are
going to purchase being made. It is modeled after the Torpedo Factory in
Alexandria, Virginia which is currently attracting one million visitors. Alexandria
is close to Washington, D. C. and benefits from the tourism industry there. But,
unlike the Ogden Museum and Arts Complex, it is not right in the middle of the
D. C. tourism district. Visitors must travel some distance by bus or by car to get

to the Torpedo Factory. One of the advantages of the New Orleans project is
that it will be on the St. Charles streetcar line and should be able to attract a
large number of the over 9 million visitors to New Orleans. Thus, we feel that
the Qgden complex, iRcludiH~l the AFts--G~I'--s--Af-t-istGui-ld-fA-f-tS I-netJbator
project could, once the project reaches full potential, attract the same number of
visitors that visit the Torpedo Factory -- 1,000,000. In order to be conservative,
however, this study assumes that the maximum will be only 500,000 visitors
annually and the visitor impact is based on that figure. (Note that the original
feasibility study for the Aquarium of the Americas assumed first year visitation
of 800,000 and the actual total was over 2,500,000.)
Of the 500,000 visitors, we assume that 88% or 440,000 would either be
local residents or existing visitors to the area. Based on the metro area
population of 1.2 million and 8 million visitors to the City, that implies a capture
rate of 4.8%. In comparison, the Aquarium has a capture rate of 24%. Thus, we
assume that the project will attract 60,000 new visitors to the City annually.
Most of these would be weekend visitors from a 200 to 300 mile radius of the
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':ity.
Of the new visitors, we assume that the average length of stay would be
2 nights in a hotel, most likely a downtown hotel. Given that the arts tend to
attract relatively upper income visitors, we assume that on average these new
visitors. would spend $125 a night on hotel rooms and $100 dollars a day on
other purchases (i.e., excluding their purchases at the complex itself) in the local
economy -- food, entertainment, retail purchases, and purchases of art at the
incubator. Based on these assumptions, the total primary spending of new
visitors will be $15.0 million on hotels and $12.0 million on other purchases for
a total of $27.0 million. The secondary effect of this spending is $29.9 and $7.6
respectively for a total secondary impact of $37.5 million. Thus, the total impact
of new visitor spending that can be attributed to the Ogden Museum and Arts
Complex is $64.5 million (See Table II).
In addition to the spending of new visitors, we assume that the 500,000
visitors to the project who come from the current residents or visitors will spend
additional dollars at the complex that they would not have spent otherwise in
the local area. The complex will provide a new product in the market that will
create new spending. This assumption means that existing visitors and local
residents will spend more on art works in New Orleans than they would without
the project. We do not assume that they will increase their total spending on art
but that they will spend more of it in New Orleans than out of town. We assume
that the average visitor to the complex will spend $40 on art works. Based on
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.he 500,000 visitors, the total new spending due to additional purchases of
existing visitors and residents will be $20.0 million annually. The secondary
spending due to this direct spending will be $12.6 million. The total impact of
this part of the project is equal to $32.6 million (See Table III).
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TABLE II
TOTAL ANNUAL SPENDING OF VISITORS
(in millions)

CATEGORY

PRIMARY
SPENDING

SECONDARY
IMPACT

TOTAL
IMPACT

NEW VISITOR - HOTELS
NEW VISITORS - OTHER
EXISTING VISITORS

$15.0
$12.0
$20.0

$29.9
$7.6
$12.6

$44.9
$19.6
$32.6

TOTAL

$47.0

$50.1

$97.1

* Totals may not add due to rounding.

Thus, the visitors to the Ogden Museum and Arts Complex will generate a
total of $47.0 million in new primary spending, $50.1 million in secondary
spending for a total impact of $97.1 million.

EMPLOYMENT
As discussed earlier in this report, additional spending in an economy
always produces more jobs in the area. In addition to the direct jobs produced by
the Incubator itself, there are spin-off jobs. In other words, when a visitor
spends money in a hotel or restaurant, that spending supports the employment
of waiters and busboys at the restaurant. Subsequently, those waiters and
busboys spend the income derived from the visitor spending on groceries, for in
stance. The spending at the grocery store supports the employment of checkers
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and bagboys at the grocery. This process continues.
Using Bureau of Economic Analysis multipliers as described above, the
total employment supported by the Ogden Museum and Arts Complex will be
1,109, which includes the employment created by the new visitor spending.
Some of the employment will be at the facility itself, while the remaining jobs
will be generated in various opportunities in the visitor industry and throughout
the rest of the economy.

TAX REVENUE GENERATED BY THE OPERATIONS OF THE COMPLEX
When money is spent in the local economy, some of that spending produces
tax revenues to State and local governments in the area. This is especially true
in the New Orleans area because of the heavy reliance on the retail sales tax. At
the State level, visitors pay sales taxes and hotel/motel taxes as part of their
spending in New Orleans and the rest of the State. In addition, the secondary
spending produces State income tax revenue, sales tax revenue, and excise tax
revenue. The direct spending of visitors produces local sales tax revenue.

State Tax Collections
The State of Louisiana receives general sales tax revenues on the direct
spending of visitors on their admission and other purchases. Applying the 4%
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3tate tax rate to the amount of these purchases produces total state sales tax
revenue.
The remainder of State taxes that are attributable to the operations of the
Ogden Museum and Arts Complex are taxes paid on the income generated by
the activities of the complex. Out of that income, the recipient is going to pay
his State income taxes; in addition, he is going to buy goods and services and
pay the taxes that apply to those goods and services. The retail sales tax applies
to the purchase of some of those goods and services. Some goods and services,
however, are not taxable under the retail sales tax, but are taxable under various
other taxes -- such as the gasoline tax, the insurance premium tax, the soft drink
tax, the beer tax and the like. These are referred to as excise taxes. The
assumption for all of these taxes is that the recipient of this income is no
different than the average Louisiana consumer; thus, the proportion of that
secondary income that is paid in these various taxes is equal to average values
for the State as a whole.
State income taxes that are paid out of this income can be estimated by
determining the proportion of his income that the average person in Louisiana
pays in State income taxes. In 1991, the average Louisiana resident paid 1.07
percent of his income in State income taxes. Applying this rate to the income
generated produces our estimate of State income tax revenue.
To estimate the amount of sales tax revenue that is attributable to the
income generated by the project it is necessary to estimate the proportion of
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ncome that is spent on taxable commodities in Louisiana. The United States
Department of Labor conducts a massive survey of consumer spending upon
which it bases the Consumer Price Index. This survey is called the Consumer
Expenditure Survey and the results of the 1991-92 Consumer Expenditure
Survey have recently been released. That source reveals that consumers spent
approximately 48.52% of their income on commodities that are taxable under
the Louisiana retail sales tax. Applying this proportion to the total income and
then applying the sales tax rate of 4% yields the sales tax revenue estimate.
Many goods and services are not taxable under the retail sales tax, but are
taxable under special taxes, called excise taxes. We should also include these
tax revenues in our estimates. The Louisiana taxes that are considered here are:
the motor fuel tax, the public utilities tax (here it is assumed that the tax is
passed on to consumers), the tobacco tax, the insurance premium tax, the beer
and alcoholic beverage tax, the pari-mutuel tax, the soft drink tax, the special
fuels tax, and vehicle licenses. According to State Tax Collections in 1991, on
average, a Louisiana resident pays 1.687 percent of his income to the State in
these taxes. Multiplying this rate times the new income produces the estimate of
total tax revenue. Finally, the visitors pay state taxes on hotels rooms. In total
the state tax rate on hotel rooms in the New Orleans area is 8% --

4% for the

Superdome, 2% for the New Orleans Convention Center, and 2% for the state
general fund. Table III lists the revenue raised by the various taxes as a result of
the activities of the project.
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_oeAl TAX COllECTIONS
The relevant local taxes for this analysis are the local sales tax and the
local hotel/motel tax. local governments in louisiana do not use an income tax
or excise taxes as the state does. The methodology used to estimate local sales
and hotel/motel tax revenue is very similar to that used to estimate state sales
tax revenue. The only major difference is that the sales tax rates are different.
The rate for the retail sales tax in New Orleans is 5 percent. The five percent
rate is divided up as follows: the city of New Orleans receives 2.5%, the Orleans
Parish School Board receives 1 .5 %, and the Regional Transit Authority receives
1 percent. In addition to the sales tax, visitors will pay hotel/motel taxes. The
hotel/motel tax rate in New Orleans is 3% -- 1.5%% for the city and 1.5% for
the Orleans Parish School Board.
The total sales tax revenue includes the sales taxes paid directly by the
customers of the various parts of the complex plus the sales taxes paid out of
the local income generated by the activities of the project. Table III presents the
state and local tax revenues that will be created by the various parts of the
Ogden complex.
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TABLE III
TAX IMPACTS OF THE ARTS COMPLEX

TOT AL REVENUES

TAX SOURCE
State Tax Revenue:
Income Taxes
Sales Taxes
Excise Taxes
Hotel taxes

$177,100
$2,081,200
$279,200
$1,200,000

Total State Tax Revenue

$3,737,500

Local Tax Revenue:
Sales Taxes
Hotel taxes

$2,601,500
$450,000

Total Local Tax Revenue

$3,051,500

TOTAL GOVERNMENTAL REVENUE

$6,789,000

Thus, the new visitors and increased spending of existing visitors created
by the Ogden complex will generate a total of $6.7 million annually in increased
revenue for state and local governments. The state of Louisiana will receive
annually an increase of $3.7 million. Local government in New Orleans will
receive an increase of $3.1 million annually.
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~ONCLUSION

The proposed Ogden Museum and Arts complex will provide a significant
addition to the visitor industry in New Orleans. It will provide two new tourist
attractions: first a downtown art museum with the nation's largest collection of
southern art; second, it will provide downtown New Orleans with an innovative
artist guild project that will attract a large number of new visitors into the area.
It will also provide a facility for the University of New Orleans Fine Arts
department to help cultivate the local artists of the next century. These projects
will attract new visitors to our community and will create new spending and
income and jobs in New Orleans during the short run -- the construction phase of
the project -- and the long run -- the operations phase of the project.
In the short run, the Ogden complex will produce a total economic impact
due to the construction phase of the project of $55.8 million. That impact will
consist of $18.0 million in direct spending and $37.8 million of secondary
spending. The construction activities will create new jobs in the New Orleans
area. Thus, the construction phase primary spending of $18.0 million will
produce a total of 549 new jobs in the area economy over the construction
phase of the project. It must be remembered that these are not permanent jobs
but exist only during the construction phase.
In the long run, the visitors to the Ogden Museum and Arts Complex will
generate a total of $47.0 million in new primary spending, $50.1 million in
secondary spending for a total impact of $97.1 million. The total employment
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jupported by the Ogden Museum and Arts Complex will be 1,109, which
includes the employment created by the new visitor spending. Some of the
employment will be at the facility itself, while the remaining jobs will be
generated in various opportunities in the visitor industry and throughout the rest
of the economy. The new visitors and increased spending of existing visitors
created by the Ogden complex will generate a total of $6.7 million annually in
increased revenue for state and local governments. The state of Louisiana will
receive annually an increase of $3.7 million. Local government in New Orleans
will receive an increase of $3.1 million annually.
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Role of the Development Director

Responsible for creating a process of outreach to donors through the careful organization and
utilization of others within the organization seeking funds.

1.

Develop, implement and track annual strategy for development efforts: that gives the
organization the ability to carry out its mission in the current year and positions the
organization for the future. The plan must detail where the donations will come from, and
project the amount of money that will be raised. The plan helps the organization reach
its short and long term goals.
2. Determine budget for development efforts, and track
3. Prospect research
a. Via directories, internet
b. Via board members and volunteers - discovering connections
c. Via daily newspaper, weekly paper, business paper, other - eg, The Avenue,
other organization's newsletters
4. Train and motivate board members/volunteers
a. Actual training via role play
b. Provide with information on organization: background, services, achievements,
awards, impact, uniqueness, differences with similar nonprofits, financial info
(operating budget, how much from contributed revenue/earned revenue) - so
that they can be advocates
c. Report on success
d. Have board members share in cultivation and stewardship
5. Write
a. Proposals
b. Solicitation letters (individual and direct mail)
c. Thank you letters
d. Reportse. Newsletters - in conjunction with marketing department
6. Prepare brochures, developments kits, video presentations, power point presentations
a. Determine the message - why are you creating the brochure, who is the
audience, how will it be distributed, do you need a response vehicle, what is your
budget
b. Design - with in-house or outside graphics person or self or volunteer
c. Copy
d. Work with printer, etc.
7. Set up record-keeping and acknowledgment systems, filing system (include any email
correspondence, newspaper articles ... )
a. Relational database system, spreadsheet, paper
Note: even if you have an assistant or clerical person who does this, you need to
know how to record gifts,
b. Assure organization complies with IRS 
i. For gifts of $250 or more, donor must receive a receipt that states,
"No goods or services were given in exchange for this gift. It therefore,
fully tax deductible." Should have the organization's federal i.d. number.
Separate receipt or incorporated in thank you.
ii. If for special event, invitation should note something to the effect,
"For each ticket, $xx is the benefit for the donor, the remainder of the ticket
amount is therefore tax deductible."
iii. If premiums are given, such as WYES - if the value is minimal, under
$5.00, you don't consider it a benefit, or if for recognition.
iv. Work with auditors
c. Assure that your development figures are consistent with finance department
8. Establish meetings with donors
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9.

10.
11.
12.

13.

14.
15.
16.

a. Put the solicitation team together - the right people, making the right ask
b. Plan strategy for the ask
Board and board committees
a. Staff development committee: work with chair, set meetings, set agenda, attend
meetings, prepare report on progress for the chair, bring up issues for discussion
b. Attend executive committee meetings
c. Attend board meetings
Plan and implement special events, with or without volunteers
Hire and work with consultants
Cultivate board members, donors, volunteers
a. Keeping them informed - via phone, face to face meetings, letters, notes, reports
b. Making them feel special - send birthday cards, handwritten notes for special
achievements or awards, thank you notes for job well done, etc.
c. Involve in the organization, enable them to feel a sense of contribution to the
organization
d. Invite to special meetings, events
e. Ask them to represent the organization at a meeting
f. Recognize their efforts for the organization
Work with marketing department
a. If sponsor benefits are related to advertising
b. Speakers Bureau
Supervise staff, if any
Work with the executive director
Keep eyes open for prospect board members - assist in the board nominating process
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THE BUSINESS NEWSPAPER OF METRO NEW ORLEANS

There goes the neighborhood
A gentrification is

'.1nder way on a long
~eglected section of
St, Charles Avenue
BY KEITH DARCE

Time seems to stand still inside the
lounge on the bOltom noor of the
UDale Hotel. a downtown nop
house in the 700 block of 51.
Charles Avenue.
HOlel proprietor Leonard L.
Dale Sr. spends his day filling glass
es for the trickJe of customef'j who
lIray into the bar. It·s a routine he
has known for the last 14 yeaI"'; since
he opened the lounge. He's been run
ning the hotel even longer - 40 yeaI"';.
Behind Ihe bar, above shelves filled
wilh dusty trinkets, hangs a framed
certificate recognizing Dale's mem
bership in the National Timber-voH
Association, a group of World War 11
~elerans who fought in the Battle of
the Bulge in France as pan of the
Army's l04th Infantry Division.
In a dim corner, a jukebox resonates like an outdated
misfit. its aging speakeI"'; emitting an eclectic collection of
tunes ranging from Elvis Presley's classic ''I'm All Shook
Up" to the 1980s eVJngelist anthem "Would Jesus wear a
Rolex on his television show?"
As Dale shuffies from one end of the bar to the other pop
ping open beer cans for the lounge's two mid-day customel"';.
the 73-year-old muses about selling the hotel and leaving the
neighborhood he has known for the last four decades.
There is only one problem: No one has offered him the $1.5

Healthcare Advantage soon wlll
move Into a newly renovated
building (above) In the BOO block of
St. Charles Avenue, lust across the
street from the Hummingbird Hotel.
million he wants for the business.
But Dale is hopeful. He points to
recent property sales around the neighborhood as proof
that investors are becoming more interested in the skid row
corridor thaI links Poydras Street 10 Lee Circle.
A number of local real estate observeI"'; agree. They say
high prices and tight property supplies in the Warehouse
District and French Quarter, coupled with a budding gam
bling industry. have pushed downtown developers closer
to the Superdome.
See NEIGHBORHOOO,

Lt.lI

0i-ry PlAS iVl~':;>S -:July
NEIGHBORHOOD
conlinued Irom p.Joe 1

That trend has pUI old. boarded-up slruc
tures along SI. Charles in high demand.
Some sources say the migration has even
begun 10 spill onto Carondelet and
Baronne Slreets.
While lime slumbers inside Dale's lounge,
it rushes by at a feverish pace outside.
Many of lhe tum-of·the-century eyesores
lining the 600 through 900 blocks of SI.
Charles are being transformed into posh
restaurants, trendy condominiums, modem
orrice complexes and collage industries.
For years, the corridor has been a haven
for low-rent hOlels, like UDale, which
cater 10 young European tourists and lran
sienl workers.
Lafayette Square, a park near the
Poydras Slreel end of the corridor across
from Gallier Hall, is perhaps the most visi
ble sign of the area's decline. The park has
long been a galhering poinl for the dozens
of homeless people who roam the neigh
borhood day and nighl. .
l,JntiJ recenlly, few busine= - outside of
thdlophouses and bars - were willing 10 set
up shop along the corridor. Espril clothing
outlel, Kinko's copy shop and Mike's on Ihe
Avenue reslaurant were among the handful
of pioneering enterprises lhal moved in dur
ing the late 19805 and early 19lX>s.
But that trend has changed as down
lown properly inveslors look for new
areas to conquer.
So far, the Sl. Charles corridor has failed

/11-23 ( /(995
to allract the inlerest of tne larger project night breakfasl menu that's 811ained leg
devc:lopers who led the way in Iransform endary status with some New Orleanians.
jng Ihe Warehouse District into a trendy "I don't like to see empty buildings," says
residenlial neighborhood. Sources say owner Bertha Hillensbeck, who also oper
thaI's because the buildings along SI. ales the adjacenl Hummingbird Holcl.
Charles lend themselves more to smaller, "Empty buildings mean no people, and no
people means no business."
less cosily redevelopmenls.
Hillensbeck will get a chance: to lest her
Pres Kabacoff, a leading Warehouse
Dislrict developer whose projects s6 far simple formula later this monlh when
have been oUlside the S1. Charles corridor, Heallhcare Advantage, a preferred provider
says the neighborhood's streetcar line and organization owned by Touro Infirmary,
varied archilecture enhance ils potential to moves its 100 workers into a renovated
draw large numbers of tourists and penna· office complex al 829 and 839 SI. Charles,
across the streel from the 24-hour diner.
nent residents to the area.
l1w managed care company, now head
"It's a very eclectic neighborhood," he
says. "'t's become understood as an interest quarlered in an Uplown building near
ing area ... with an upscale psychology 10 il." Mercy+8aplisl Medical Center, purchased
SIeve Marlin, a slock brokcr and profes the new sire in June for S1.2 million.
Company President Jane Cooper says
sional sculplor who is redcveloping build
ings al 814, 816 and 818 Lafayelle SI., jusl the fast-growing PPO chose the new site
orr Sl. Charles, says his residenlial projecl because of its large size, cenlral location,
and olhers in the area provide suitable access 10 parking and mix of commercial
urban IIllernalives 10 the city's more ainu and residential neighbors.
"We feci Ihis parl of the city is really
ent neighborhoods.
"The theory is to offer people more space going 10 be a vibrant professional neighbor
than Ihey can get in Ihe French Quarter and hood," Cooper says. "We Ihink we will
have an impact on the direction in which
the Warehouse Dislrict," he says.
Dale and olher longtime residents of lhe lhe area evolves."
M"ny of the other commercial projects
neighborhood are welcoming the changes.
The lounge and hOlel owner says he's currently in the worksalong the corridor,like
already seen a rise in business in recent the ncw Swiss Confectionery Inc. bakery at
monlhs from the conslructionworkers who 747 St. Charles, involve mixed·use devc:lop
are remodeling buildings in the area. He ments that will house small work forces.
The bakery, now localed al 606
expecls more new customers 10 come as
more residential and commercial space fills. Frenchman in the Faubourg Marigny, plans
Ousiness is also looking up at Ihe 10 move its 15 employees into the new
Hummingbird Grill, which serves up a lale downlown facility by early September, says

company President Laurent Moechlin.
Moechlin says he thought the 51. Charles
Avenue neighborhood had greal potenlial
when his company boughl the sile five
years ago, but he never imagined the area
would blossom as quickly 3S il has.
The bakery, which specializes in making
cakes to order, plans 10 open a paslry shop
on the ground Ooor of the lwo-story build
ing to take advantage of the corridor's
growing fOOl Iraffic.
Some of those customers might come
from the Orleans HOlc:l, located acros.s the
street at 728 St. Charles Ave. A group of
local investors, headed by Bob Slevens of
The Stevens Group Inc. property manage
ment finn, recently purchased lhe 41·room
Oophouse in " foreclosure sale.
The new owners are considering turning
the 23,<XX>·square-fool building into a morc
upscale hOlel or converting it inlo a IS·unit
condominium complex.
Several sources believe Ihe corridor's
fUlure, like thaI of Ihe neighboring
Warehouse District, will be closely linked
to Ihe CilY'S growing downtown. arls and
entertainment industries.
They see SI. Charles Avenue as a n"tural
pedestrian bridge thaI will link existing gal·
Ieries along Julia Slreet with a planned mul
timillion·dollar arl museum and studio
complex al Lee Circle.
Hummingbird HOlel and Grill owner
Hillcnsbeck says her 47-year-old business is
ready to serve the neighborhood's changing
populalion. "You have 10 adjust all the
•
time. We'll jusl change with il."
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'Oolng Home: a 1992 Iculptura by WHile Birch,
hlghlighta the dlveraltv of th. Ogd"n Collection 
which encomp .... i work of .ller. . .nd atyln from
throughout the South.

Foundation targets Lee Circle
By CHRII WAOOINOTON

Siol/ writtr

Plans that could bring a mClior new mu
seum of Southern llIt, studioe (or artiste
Bnd a center (or arts sducation to Lee
CirriI.', one of New Orlea.ns' most promi
nenl, public spaces, were reveoled ThufR
dol' by UnivHeity of New Orlean~
officials.
Three pllIties are involved in the COID
plicated ~eries o( rfRI eSl.Qte trRnsoctions
Dod on gifts, lo~ether valued Rt wore
thl\I1 $20 million, The\' are developer IUld
on collector Ro~er Ogden. cilman Patrick
TR\'lor Rnd the UNO Foundntion. a prj·
"sie .Jr'AnilAtion that rBieeR money for
cr,dilw,-d cha.II', and othel universIty pro-

ject.e.
UNO Chancellor Gregory O'Brien
be\:an negotiotione with Ogden and 'fay
lor SfU"1y trus year. The agreements specify
that OgdeD will give the foundation nearly
600 worln of art for the Dew museum
from his nationally noted collection of
Southern art. Taylor will lIeLl tbe founda
tion his Lee Circle properties, including
the lnndmark Howard Memorial Library.
Taylor will lease back ODe of the build
ings, 944 St. Charles Ave., a8 the helld
quarters for hiB Taylor Eneq;y Co.
Proceeds from thnt lea8e will cover mort
ga~Q expenses on the remainin\: prop·
ertiep, which include a former YMCA
hot el, a closed bunk and a vacsnt lot, Rll
on Lee Circle, and a vacant lot and

,parking ana on ClUDP SUeilt.
"TakeD together, the art donation nnd
land are valued in excess of $20 million,
by flU, the large.t addition of resources the
UNO~Foundation haa ever received,"
013ri~n &aid.

He !said the foundation has a three·

sUlge pl811 for Lee Circle:
~ Complete tbe restoration that Taylor
began lIeveral years ago of the lB08 li
brary,: now' called the Patrick F. Taylor
Librazy, and CQnstrocl a new building fac
ing'lbe Contemporary Arts Center on
Camp Street. The two buildings, con
nected by an enclosed wulkway. will house
tba 19th and 20tb century collections of
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Southern art

center planned
From P.-ge 1

the Roger Houston Ogden Mu
seum of· Southern Art, expected
to open in 1998. Nearly $5.75
million must be raised for con
struction and another $S million
for an endowment to cover aala
ries and other expe.naes.. .
~ Leue land on Lee Circle to the
A.rt.s CQuncil of N __ Orleana for
a projected 75,OOO-square-foot
building houaini ItUdioa and re
tail Ipace for artim. In ~ ,
the UNO art department might
get free space in the building.
The buildiDg. which could open
in late 19%, would coat $6 mil
lion to $8 million.
~ Renovate the former YMCA
Hotel on Lee Circle Il5 an admi
nistrative and conference center
for UNO, the Arta Council and
the Entergy Arts BlUiDeaa Ceo
~r. No date has been set for this
development. Renovation is ex
pected to cost $.3.5 million.
For Ogden. Taylor and the
A.rt.s Council. the Lee Circle pro
ject i. ~e fulfillment of long-held
druma.
Ogden's interest in Southern
art began as a college student in
the 19605.
wl 14w a lAndscape painting bY
Alellnder DrYldale and I
thought, 'This me. this is Loui
siana,' " Ogden sai d.
He persuaded IW father to buy
tbe work. beginning yean of
scouting for art. first for hi. fam
ily and Later Cor hil own collec
tion.
.
Hill collection, which now ex
:ee<h 1,000 pieces. is 8trO~ in
~aiDtiogs and work.. from Louisi
lIIS. but it includes work in all
:Dedia from throughbut the
)outh. Neuly 600 pie<:es from
:be coU«:tion - ranging from
l8th century prinu to contempo
'ary ICUlpture - will (0 to the
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'F.kon -.f FIIooner,' • 1733 watercolor by John ~ '- the
oidest ert WllOft( in tIM Ovden CoIection of Southern Art.
tor of the Nt" OrI.ean.s.Muaeum
"Lee Circle and this library IU"£"

ROGER OGDEN
00nstIIS 600

pieCes of an

of Art. "For ~ long before it special to me and to New Or·
became faahionable, Olden wu leans," Taylor said. "I'm a coo
uaembl.i.n( Southern art with the lervative businessman, but I
kind of care ooe u:pecta fJ'Qm a know that certain areu in a city
public collection. ... Thi. oew &bould not be uaed for bars and
museum can only add to the T-ahirt ahops.
crowinc ~ of th~ ~di.s"This museum will be a great
~red n~ of Amenta I re
addition to Lee Circle, putting
:~~
ponal.n.
Southern art in a noted pie<:e oC
":";~
In 1960, u a younC oil com
Southern architecture. It's a per..-...:~~
. pany engineer, Taylor worked in feet fit."
Drawing new visitors to the
the old Howard Li.brary building.
He feU in love with the Ro
WarehoUH District, already the
manesque Revival 1truCture, the home of many art galleries. long
-~~.
only local eiample of the worlt of has beeo a goal for the Arts
'
~ ...
Louisiana-born Henry Hobloo Council, and a retail and studio
:I !.• - ' .... .;
Richardsoo (l838-a6), one of the Ip8Ce for artisu at Lee Circle will
molt prominent American ar
do just that. Executive Director
chitecta of the 19th C'eDtury.
Shirley Trusty Co~ said.
Taylor acquired the building in. For 2Yt yean, the council has
1986 and began ratol'ing it. reo been t;ryinJ to get IUch a center,
mov\ni a SO-)'1l&l' accumulation patterned after the successful
of falae c:eili.np, bloclted windo'Q Torpedo Factory development in
PATRICK TAYlDR
and other alteratiooa.
Alexandria. V L, off the ltI'Ouod.
Sells Lee ewe propenies
"We were called into the disHe evm reopened a long<1oeed
Mauachusetta
quarry
to
cut
CUMiona
thia Call and were abso
newmuaeum.
matching none for the project. lutdy thrilled. All parties felt that
"No other public or private But until now, he hadn't come up putting these project3 together at
coUe<:tion matchea Olden'l in with a suitable uae for the build
Lee Circle cOuld. only mengtbeo
&aid Jobn Bullan!, direc- i.nI
each other," Co~ said.
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Plans for CBD museum mix old, new
By CHRIS WADDINGTON

.·/~..~.~"> ,: ~~:.
....

The architectural challenge in creating a home
for Roger Ogden's collection of Southern art is to
meld the glass·and·steel construction along Camp
Street with the somber stone blocks of a historic
Romanesque Revival library at Lee Circle.
The financial challenge is to raise $11 million to
house and endow the collection of about 600 art
works that will be the heart of New Orleans' newest
museum.
Moving to meet ·both challenges, backe~ of the
proposed museum Thursday unveiled their architec
tural plans and named leaders of their fund·raising
effort.
Plans caU for the Ogden Museum of Southern Art
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Architecta
Steven Blngler
and Errol Bar
ron .ay de
aignlng the
Ogden Mu
aeum of
Southern Art
project. whIch
combine. a
modern at"l
and glall
building with
a 19th century
library, of
fered .peclal
chelfengea,

Se. PLANS, n.xt pllge
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From B-1
to house several hundred historic
and contemporary paintings and
o'ther artworks in a
:n;OOO-square-foot complex that
incorporates the 1888 Howard
Library, recently renamed the
P~trick F.. Taylor Library, and a
new building in the 900 block of
ClUnp Street.
.~. The museum would be part of
il development proposed by the
University of New Orleans Foun
'dation, which hopes to establish
a~.Central Business District arta
and 'education
complex at Lee
Circle. Other
components
would include
facilities for
the UNO art
department
and studio and
retail spaces
for local art
ists.

VlllERE

Co-chair of
~usetJm

.. ..

"

~

drive

GOLDRING
EJ<Perienced

ii1 funckaising

The project
was announced
in December
with a gift of
hundreds of
artworks from
developer
Ogden and a
land transfer
in which the
UNO Founda
tion received
aeveral Lee
Circle build
ings and va
cant lots from
businessman
Patrick Tay

lor.
0;' The Ogden Museum planners
hope to raise $6 million for the
new' building and renovation of
the .old library and $5 million for
'an o~rating endowment.
Businessman William Goldring
and civic activist Frances Villere
will be co-chairs of the capital
campaign. Peggy Outen was re
cently hired as associate director
for development, making her the
x;nuseum's first paid staff mem
ber_-·
Goldring is a board member of
many local nonprofit organiza
tions and is involved with the
Woldenberg Foundation, which
.. _.recently announced a $5 million
gift to Tulane University to build
an art center at Newcomb Col
lege. Villere's resume includes
volunteer work for scores of local
schools and charities, ranging
from the Audubon Institute to
the AIDS hospice operated by
Project Lazarus.

r

I successful, the Ogden Mu·
seum capital campaign will be
one of the largest arts fund-rais·
ing efforts in New Orleans his·
tory. Recent campaigns include
$5.5 million for renovating the
Contemporary Arts Center and
$23 million (or expanding the
New Orleans Museum of Art.
"We feel confident that this
campaign can be done over the
next three years," said Outen,
who has 14 years of experience in
museum fund-raising, including
the Contemporary Arts Center
campaign and a drive (or the La·
guna Gloria Museum in Austin,
Texas.'
.
"Our association with the edu·
cational mission of UNO will at
tract donors who aren't usually
interested in supporting the
arts," she said.
"It's easy to support this mu·
seum because it does so many
things for our city," Goldring
88id. "It will help restore Lee
Circle as a gateway to downtown.
while establishing a hub for tour
ism and education. It also show
cases an important collection of
art that the public will find easily
understandable because it reflects
the culture and history of the
South."
For architects Steven Bingler
and Errol Barron, the project of·
fers special challenges: to create a
contemporary building that com
plements the library while pro
viding the big spaces needed for
the display of contemporary art,
and to restore a historic building
while converting it to a space
suitable for the museum's exten
sive holdings of 19th century art.
Their contemporary addition
must wrap behind the adjacent
Confederate Museum to connect
with the library.
"The library, designed by H.H.
Richardson. is one of the finest
pieces of architecture in New Or
leans. We won't be copying its
turrets and arches in our design,
but we match the stone of its ex
terior and the scale of the other
buildings along Camp Street,"
Bingler said.
Bingler designed the renova
tion of the nearby Contemporary
Arts Center. Barron worked on
an earlier, uncompleted restora·
tion of the library.
The new building they have
designed will face Camp Street
with a two-story, curving glass fa·
cade that encloses a stairway and
interior walls of s{-.one.
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A Skid Row

TurnedSoHo
In Downtown
New Orleans'
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Arts Projects (and the Failure
Of a World's Fair) Revitalize
Warehouses on the Mississippi
By RALPH BLUMENTHAL
/'lEW ORLEA/'IS - All HOW\d tho /'I'lional C Day
MlJ.SoNm. whici'llandt"d he're on June 6. IIllnvaslon or art
Is Nfash10nlnl New Orlellls's once forlorn wareh"AJSt'
djstnci LnlO a due encIJ'"e ol cullure and condom in lams.
Old corton mUll and wareho\lses Lhal slockrl~

'.'loes from lM Mlss'sslppl Rlvtr as
far bad:

~~j:n

SoJllwm
is risinl Mar a (or,ntr
Cennan brn,'ery Ihal tells "he ii.ory
of l.~ VlCIOry over HlIier. and an(J"hu

largt conversion 15 lurning an old

"',11

industrial building into .nfsi Slul;O$,
anlldoces 10 tM crime Lh.at lJng
pla.gu~ the derell:1 warehoUSe" Jis·
lrlcl. u.nchiched bf'lwHn the Frc:tth
Qu.lner and the Garden Oastric!.
Whil~ tI brtan as • renewa.l !is
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Howard Avenue from the Conven:tOn
Center BouJevud 10 Mlgal1M' Slrt"tt.
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iop,thtPrUotr'l"bon
Res.ourct Cr-nttr on Juli.a
Str~l: a ~onprofit
orcaOl.UlJon that hIS bet'n

{lJidingwWUthouJ.C: ,
distrlctrev\v.1linNt'w
jns~t. lculpcurr al

Orluns:

IJI(" ArlJnl( Rnr.";' (,.,llrry

5upeordome. all1\<J5l doublin" Its Itrrl"
lOry and la.ki.ng in much of the bl'si
l"Itudislrtct.
"It w.n skid ro'Al," said Donna Perrel, dirK lor 01
CaJerie 5imooe Stem. one 01 lh~ urly arrl"als. 9le
rKalled warily Wilking !.he distriCt's S1r~lS. "I h~" !.
cuud 10 mue sure I wasn't mugged and could get to Ir.y
CIr," she uld.
Now gallery hoppIng 111 the warehoust dislrict IS
Jolrlillg the clly's tradlltonallnhlU.1lions ","'Ilh dlf"llng and
jUL In An open·l'lous.e program ,.tlr<t "Ar1 for An',
Sue," l1le g.1Uerlts. aboul 20 sprinkled around III" ~ru~e
01 J\llIl SlrH'l Slay o~n I'le on Ihe llrsl S.. lurd:JY vI
nch mOI'\Ih.. Thousands 01 revelers cor'IVer~<"d 00 It}e
d'SlrlCI on Aug. 510r the SUtlh annual \It'hlle llntn Ni~hl .
. (taluri"g gallery rC'Ct(llions and (thiS bcol"g New Vr·
("'lllnll"""'I /'(11'1' "~

.:;.

("'''llmwrd """I''1I·u,.:r III

..

h"..lrl~) ~'n 1 IIhJl'lC ;.llId ea:o~ It:lr~.
rultlllll;I!l1l1I In J p;lrly ~I lilt' [I''''
1""""ur;I')' Art~ CI:'Ult'r, A Cunq·rll...J
p"~rm;'lrrVllc;,1J "" .. rt-~oo~ I~al II('·
omc ~ homl"nr \"l~u;;J1 ilnd ('I('r1urm
Ill' :lrI' /,rut:r;,m~ In l!t;i.
Thr-rc ""·u ;.Iml'lt C01U).(' lor eric·
I/r:l.IIl1tl. s01id P~IOCl~ G01Y. t.l>('rullv('
dlTlTIOr 01 lhe: Prl·"C.·f\·,l\lun RI:"
!o-l'lUfee C('n!Cr, 01 !'HI\";llr nt,onpmrll
nq::.llllUIIO" Ih01I hJS bt't'n 'l.Iltlil\&
1'K' l'CO\'lnl Irom O1n
lu :n houu
I'" JUII01 SlfCT1. "\l1'lo:ll('\'l:'r -e do. "".~
end up h01nnl .lI rolf I)'." ~ht S.lld.
BUI lllrre II nuthln, fovolous
O1tJ(lul mueh oItMo ~n 01\ dl~rl::.y. Onr
prlr.le 'ho... ·C.l~. tht An~ur R0l:tr
G.lllcrr (;~ J\,IIII Slrf"('l. 'll.'.1tur('d the
p.lflCrpt'd painlin,s of Rotx-n Gordy.
ttlt 100ncllu!uulphlrn and p01inlincs
olld01 l\ohlmC"yu and lhe ...·orll of lhe
ShrCO\'C"pon .)culplor CI~'dC" Conf'lo('lI.
\;'nO""TJ for hrr 10lcmlc ll&urt'~. II ~Iso
:"rCC'nlly s.he...·t'd JIVII ,riU1lle mono
lllhs. Hulplurf'd by Jesus B:lUt'~I.l
~1urolC"s or Rn(1.:pon. Tex.. .....·h(l ""'JS
I r.:1olufcllIn ;;J ,ho"'" of Hisp.:llliC O1r1ists
:lI1 Ihr BrooldvT'l Mu5-t'um 01 Arl in
J!l!-'.
•

"12

MJn.... Indlhlrl:tl dlSlriclS. from
S<JHo 10 thr dO.....010 ...·OS of :"l· ...·01rk.
Pllt)bUf~h;md Clrq·l:lnd. C01n cl;'I1m
dl'~rt"('s 01 r('\'I\"01ls Jp.lr1:rd by 'HtS
prOJl.:CIS. BUI lhe comrback ~rr("
H'l'nl~ OIl I['J~I partly ~tlrl~ulahk 10
.:I rlJn:nH'rcl~1 dt"~:Jclr' HIt l!f~~ Lou·
I',all:l \l'urlu El"f""jJllIOn nr:lrby :II
Ihc f1ITrlwnl. Th«' ~C;.lnuaJ·l.lllltt"d
1:l\r, "'Ilh i'I{CV~i'lIIUnS ul Imf'lrf1f'lrl
\·lll·~. InrhlulTllO kH~bal'ks, Ius I Sl30

(omp."1 New,;
Tunday thloulh Sllu,dly.
B""i"ru D.y

I"," ',...lIrll C'''f''C'CI L'd cro....·d.o; l::lI1C'd
Iu In;lli'rl;!lI!l'. Ilul IIy rurhlalllllk
I'llll'r dl'\'dl'llnll'''1 ....·hllr dra ....·1nJ; ur·
rlLlh'('Illr:11 1;.11'111 11,1114: CllY.lllc: r1rll'l
:'I'P~';LI'l' ILl 11:1\'(" 1'1:,IIII'd ~"'ds II,r
II';:,>,"... pn':-l'r~':lllnfl ;Uld (l'ul'vdl1p
1111'/11.

"En'n lhrou~h II'w.·fJir "'a~ O1n rco
MnliC l:lJlurt. II rl·\·llalll.I'd Ihr diS'
Irlrl:' !'-':I,d 1.1':' Sllll'li'ltr r:11l'Cln. dl'
rn'IIIC ot rullht rd':lliuns IDr IhC' ul·

A boon from a
D-Day museum,
galleries and cafes
just keeps rollin'.
lr01·lu.urious "","d~or Cour! HOlel
dO""·"\("I.... ·n, n~1 f;lr rrum l"e disHiCl.
(In I~S CC.ll1dt ;"o:aU Tr,:l;\'l'In e;,lkd
Jl l~r IJ('SI ~01C'1 In lllr ""·orld.)
She- a.nd ~er ~usband. 3Il :lrchllrCl.
rrcl'lUlv rno\'"",, ull0 ~ ""art'houo;('
1~I'y r;'nl1\';,Ilt'll "It brou*,~l 100:lls
"':'Irk 10 Ihe rlwr. IikC' ;r rrn01;s,
J.01ncr,'· :ohr SJld "\I.'C' h:t\'C' rond
nll'n,ur Il'S lIf llh' .... ·01 hfs lair."
SUCL·CU. ""'hl'n il onlC', s~ms 10
h:l\'t pricl'l! ("luI m:tny .. nlsls .....rr
nr\','r ...·l·lll l~rOI'bh Iht loll phase."
l'':IJd tols. C,'r. rUl1lr01Slul& the Nc..·
Orll'oJIIS ("l"ll("rn'llce ...·111'1 lh;al. S01y. 01
:"c ..... York. ""'hl're ,:I;rllSts colonlZl~
c1lt'ap n\:JTluracluril1jt lulls. unl~' 10 be'
prlt l'd WI by 1~C' 6Ol·nlr.r.e;'litIO lhq
l·n~l·lId~·rt·d.

Sill! ,"umt .lirllo;lS h;lvr t..:lken up
rnl\.h'nn· In \~r ....·;.Irl.'houSt' dl~lrrcl.
ablllS (klmC' ....·ould S:;l)' rnCQm·
r:J~"l') :..III(,ollll·r hl~I(,oflC dl~lrICl. L.l·
!:IY\'III' Square "\l'e JU)'I SUrI U, diS'
""1I1~'11

con-n'd II." ).."Hd [llc'u PincUS. 01 j['w,
t·II·' ... ·~o~ \I'urk In };iI~'C'r and ~C"m,
.Clunr~ IS on <31~f'lJ;'IY In Arlod;,lnlr. a
cr:dt:s plk'ry on Juh.ll Slfl·I:1. She
;."d hn l'o(\flrll'1,f1. ""he b.'I~ muvc'd
ht'fl' In fl'lIrU.:lry Irom Chlc:llOo. P01Y
Sll:O D mumh for a Clnr-brdroom
:aj\:lr1mrnl tn 01 con\'rrl~ cullon mill
on rlX")"brr Slfl"Cl. She lI:1td Ih['y
....·f/Ylu llk\· morC' ~f'lJct' bUI fllld lhe
n'n" ~1I'·p.
51111. )IIC ~;'Id. they love the ""'are·
hf'ousr dl~1 flcl ;lnd Ihe oPpoflunilies.
ThC")' ""rrC' prumflI1)' put on. jury lor
IhC' Indrr"':ndcnl '11m 'rSll\'~1 Al the
Conlr-mpor01ry Ans C('nlrr.

"In Chic01'O' couldn'l hJvr ,ollrn
on , JUry:' ~he said. "1I's Ilkt' Ihry
....·ere 11l;:v.~lnl Ui fOr JUil sho....·ln' up.
II's \·try bl101rrr hrre••clually." But
be.)1 or 0111. she I;)ld. she ~old JOtnt'
(';arronIS 10 th~ novdlsl Anne Rice.
...·he hn ~ housr in 1M Golrd('n Oi"
Irlct.
1""0 olher bilE oprnlnc, In the
.·::lrchou~~ dlSlflCl ;art' ~t't Jor "C"Xl
yr~r; th~ O~dcn MUHum of Soulh·
rrn An 01 lht' l'ni\"'"'ly 01 Nrw
Or!t:;lns. hOUSIn, on«, 01 Ihr 1~'lrst
'uch COIlC"C'1IUIU to Iht' n~1ion. Wid
LOuISl;:v.;a An Work" .lI7!,OOO·sqUilrr·
fool comrlr); or ~lthrrs O1nd demon·
Jlr01110n Sludl01 lor O1r1islS Insldt' lhe
prrH'r\"rd ,ht-II or the old SUdlord
FurnllurC" Slore. rul up belorr World
\l,'~r I.
to1r~",·h.lt Ihr 0sdr'l. b«'inlE built
~r('o\l1}d I.~OO

...·orks don::tlt"d by lhe
aniJ
buslnC'um:&ll
RO'l'r H O,"dl·n. has opcnru J Irmpo
rolf)' sri. 1"'0 IJIO(ks l:I .... 01~ on Julia
Slrt't"1. Onr rC'tC"n( C'.U'llbllton rt01'
lurt'd O1rlrSI\' 1·ll·loI.·S 01 dally hft an lhe'
Soulh UIIT,", """orld W:,Jor II. • shu""
inlendl~ 10 mt'~~ .....1\1'1 I~rmrs 011 Iht
p~i1Jm~rOf'lISI

0·0;,)"

nlLl~l'um

The Ol,;I.h't1·s m·.· dHrClor. J . .RICh
:lrd Crubf-r ..... 1'10 C.:lme rrom A1I01111.ll.

On Sl

Ch~rkl Avrnue

in !.hC' w.lrthouu district in Nt'w Orluns•• once' derelict

....·h('r" h~ w;u 'uundl"' dlrrelor 01
Ihe tolorrls Musrum of Sout~trn An.
s01ld I~r C.l]Jrry scrnt "'''.lS ::.lrNcl')'
more conC'~nlralC'd h.ere l~01n In AI·
l.lnla .lnd bC'n(,"IIf'd p01nlcullJrly
lrom Ihr sIron, rmollon;lJ dr01 ....· ot
the o-OO1Y mus~um.
CIr::.rly t~t b'&;I:t'st sl~n of the
lllrn~rllund is 11)(' O·O.lY huildlnc. 01
n'cunstrUCllon 01 tht \I,'l'ekerlln,
Drr.·t·ry. BUill in 1187. II h;as bc:-I:'n
el"p~ndt'd 10 'D,ODG JQU:;Irt' frC1 ;at
M01,;azlnt 51fl~1 ::wd 1M 'orm('r
HO"";ard AvrJlue ..... IHCh ",..as rl'ccnlJy
n·nJ.nlt'd Andrt'w HIUlns Orl\'e In
honor of Ihr "'l· ....· QrJt01ns shipburldrr
""he producrd l~t ""·.lrs cr'\Icl:tl
2D.UOD In\'01sion bo011S \1.',11'1 lIS Sl:trk
...·arllme O1nlr01cls illid mil"td·mhll.1

uhlhitlon,. Ihe muS<'Um

h~s

pro\·t"d

100 popul](. p~nlcul;lrly ..:llh \I.·odd

\I.·::.r II \·rlN.lIns ilnd Ihrlr f.:lomilirs,
l~,:I;1 II h.HfC'j 11mC"d<nlry lIcll('lS 10
C';lS(' IIlr (:0"'" of 1.300 YUilOrs • d;ly.
A ~rcQnd ph3JC" of CDnS\NCtton is
upoeelt'd 10 up~ lhe' mustum's
scopr 10 l1'le p.:lClrk W.1r. ",,·lth Iht'
flrenlll' (I!;I ,.UOO,sQu:.lre-fool ex}llbt
lion $C'lwdukd lor J:>coc.. 7. 2001.
OUI tIl(' tluOm h.1s Its OcJ,,·nSldt'.
.....·t rrcenlly kist two nlius bC'
C;lUst SOII1('CJOe bou,.t\ll~e tNildin,,"
Uld Ms. Pent!. l1\t' 'J.IJt'ry dir«,clor.
"ThC')' ~:»d 10 tu"t''''
SIJll. Ihis Is a rar cry 'n1m th('
problt'ms of old. :.I, rrmrmbC"rC'd by
BC"'erly CIUtnl. nct prC"'dC"nl lor
p'",bile .11.11" ill Ihe MtlrupvhlJ.l1

~rc..a nur the .·,terfronl

Corl\"t'nllon .::r.nd \'Isltor. BU'C"3U. II
"';15 nol so lon, .:1010. she' Uld. Ch:'l( tilt
popul.:lotlon or thr ""';rrchou~ dl"Hiel
numbt'rt'd 1....'0. both of 'hrm Il\'lna 0'1
Ihe strt'rL Now. shC' uk!. JOn~ ~.00t1
pc'OplC' h.1\·e "loved in.
MI. Ptrr('l at CJ,!('r}f S.m~u'lC"
Slrrn nott'd thai "crime Is dO"A''l b«'.
C.:lu~
r<"OpJt' .1rll.' sl.:Iblhlin, 11,,'
ntll:hbor~ood. "
"1I's morC' Lhjl/\ a palin"." ~hr
said.•. J1's Hulrd. II's Join, 10 fl"~·'"
Ms. PC"rret uld slM' found Ihl'
"'''o:lrchou~t' d,slrict mure allurin.:
C'\'t'n IhJ.l1 Iht' somC'''''~.11 larlcr
French QU.lrl('r 11'1011 rrnliJlns Ihl'
Clly'S bJU«'U lounst drIJ .... "1 101'(,'
Iht' Qu;rrlt'r IikC" a \'llIa"t," shr ,.ald
"Bul Ihere's i1t\ t'"('ro,c)' hC'rl'."
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The Kin alld I:
A Gifted Clan's
Simple Cllarms
Corcoran's Willialll Christenbeny,
Showing How Art Runs in the Family
BT

L1WTUI'l

Wuu

1I·~V1F',,"fu..,.'W.ljfll·nl""

NEW Okl.I:.ANS
ilu.·aSoourrnr-slylc
hoo"lt:'\."ul1l;ni!:. "Inc- Art 01
Family-·n.:
Christcob<rrt>- dr.w> 00

L

lht' ~r\;

'J( Illd (olu ;l.IlJ lCIWI~
·WlS:ilik.c. It'Ii. CHI ~~. ;r,llhc

otdt:ll MU5e'UJn ufSoulhci'n Art

Suten

he~.

Itt.Mjhr1Df'Wlfd:

WillLant

At lh: center oj th< u.hlbil.

Willi.lIn Chn.'lcllb.:rrv

k~

Ctwid~":'
""GhoI1

'9f'm,..

"Ho~r Jot I.J')(' C.ukon,1l ,"hool

AlMrt_; W'tWMft
Ctwbtenb«Ty §of:.

olAt\~:,oUJ.mi~~)· e)\.'

(0( :W1lpN:. ordUW)' lUi', Hi...,
oc'1.wrt Ln..:.Iuril~ I.UW '\JIPlur~s..
s,uch ..., .1fI W\;It.k/n'IC\! ::.ho1~'W\

"h"~_

Church," lot\; •

.ooden ",.aAv,g
Ilkk_wnehom

Yudl.: paillllJIKSul S..ulht:m W,:,

sodl ...., ;1 ur.:< ~.k.:l
oo.vn-ullC'u-thid. W'ilh;,))\q'f
ltfc\:1\.\

","I~.,blloft,

lIld PlllfPk":t lfld bluc~ ould

by O..w.ll

fl:o~"'TeNn\ HIl~.

Clwi>lenl>crTy; ond

lOCtf;!U\JJ!d1rt,SlXhJ...., ;alr.uIK'tl

WiUi.MI

0.;.1.........,11'·'

!lCriC'S!)f)'dkJ'Ao'C'\J~dUl

.....-all"'-kfwUr l>J.KC'Sfll.IfTI
1940s 3Jld 21 U)k 1r:1LXl

"g..r, 10,," right.

tJ'M.:

wi ·Writing Dos&:

bbrk ilJld-wrulc- Dhul~Jph.ic

Y.lNnIII,." ltetow

..ndMnomlef1

J.nu-ujl<'> JJ>d "ortrul>.

(.....;0.

Thcrl""UC' ph.xos vi kucUu,

.\

I
I
I

wt.~lhcr-bc;;iu:n.....,..o:1. fO'I!\\.y.uJs.,
~1U:i.lry ~

.'JOh iJ ...·C'S ,mu

twJ llilles.. llK,

ill~(~ .r~ 5l.llk..

di.s.l..l.Ill ....i::.uw.
Ov\.-;,lC\lbcr.y·~

4Uit'l ~Uy

Just vlai.nspok~n

""". '" SUfTWnJ<.-J by llrr
m-.uvc opl ..-:;,....iOf\Soi ot..hcr

l)Ujc hukullL

Umily mc01bo.'1' lnd\ltl\l\~
• A.:..u"'--d ",·u~. ml'! .'IlK. :Uld J,
llJl()\ pt:O(.i!vn.wlo1 \li~","lJ~ of
.& Oluk by Christentxl ii"
}(nJld.bLhcr. D-JJ1td r\.
Ch.risl.~(Itx-TTy. ""ho In·cJ in

Vhutus Walkl'r b;u·~ l.:Out.ribUlt-d

t\iJ.ban\.lb-041l1~1

MtisL.i..: vl}i..:~ Kind of Uke tht:

to 1951.

.H.4l~""'JOlic.nlD)';'l;Uld
~ miru.alUfC' chur..:h WIth d

d\l..1-U~ root 11J.J( Jook.s uk~ /.i.Il
by Ovi.su'lltx:ny'~ ldtl'k:r. WOOll
A. Q.ri.s.Leobcny :if.. ~rn Ul
1~12.

• A p.:Ul1lin~ 410\:11k)r~biJu bul.

lIld' IX'S"lolJ< '" <k:;l.-,;ort 01
JdL:non n'C'<."l."\ lhc

kt............,,,,Jc vI·NOC<!. Sle<l

poin~ \IOP<f- gl;.>.< JJld rru.. Nl
mcliJ ot>;<\ts by Chri>'cnb.-rry',
""'- WrIliom A. Chri.strnbmy ill.
Tho:
<JI tJW !>1OWa]
ooljwnug is. .<llian ,1.1.1'. TIU,
i.s 1J'1(' fl:'prC::;Clll;;)Uoli of

,,,,,It

h{TYbmilY---f)f)UIUl~

lb.shy.

110

lJ'

JaJlIe:< Agt:e's l..d U~ No\llo
Men.'"

Pr..li~ r:lJrlUUS

Thl' hook, in bet. is flO c!i:::.v~y
ill lite ~aJll'r) bt.-ou:;e Willi:.un
Chrl.sU.:llbco"}· Jr.. t:H. 'Na::J
profuul1cUy in1Iut:!h:etJ by il He:
dL...;c\Jvcrl'Cf l::.....-a.n,,·9 .,uruaiL" u(
tCf1..1Jll wor\l..l;\'s ol)e day in.1

J~Il" phoc.lItO'ap~r

made ~ only
H:lum juw"ll(') lu Hale County
Sp;uc alld ck"anl ;uu..:h like ~
Hi.nninghol!n bvukshllp. He
lh( .u1 inside. me g-alkry is bci.JI~'~ ~
re-~ t./ullhesc ....'ere pll..1wes
lC:jf..'1! kw" ~l~ the m..~
u( hi; nc~b.n!o ill ~~ CowHy,
0gdclI M~i i.-a 1X~ cr~ .
Ab.
rW})(n it opcn!.lhc
~ •.
·'1 \u\t.""'A. ""-"\It: t1( lhl'~ vc..'Oyh:,") lUu,seurn-par1. ui the- Unh'el"Sil}'
h< rCCllb in a video, ''Hul1SC o,!-' - 01 New Orlean.-~iD be housed
Mcll'luries... th.:at ;.I\:l'Om~ the
In a rtt'l(Mtet.l188.9 building md
e.<hJ1ril R<<il ~Vlc in d:Is.sO:
• '"'" 6'e-<llory coolanpor>r)'
phoW«. Thi., "."",' tJwk~inning of
>lIuctun_ The 6i,OOHquarc-luu'_
Chrisl<uberry's ~ altair with
,""",wn will """""-1.200
on Juli> SII«\ in the W district
lIw: ~hulu",".pl(~ olh<r vi:Ju:.LI
work> of Suiallw:m art-includinli
rn<di:L
som< by Chri>l<,1bcrry-1IOm U",
about eigllt blocks easl oIl1w:
French QlwUr.
l·\Ilu v~" on disv~r in lhc
ooUcctioo l,){ New OrlcJt'iS
The show runs lhroui:h Nov.
lh.'""""rnjl,~hil"'~~d ~aJkry
philolnl/uupisl Robm H. OgdCfL
;he"'- holllSUI 19'/J_ wh<n the
J'ut
th< lr.ln>itiunal gan.:".",
'J:l.
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Alabama artist: Thework.. of William Christenberry Jr.
.
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A Wilham Christenberry Jr photograph entltled·'House end·.cflIr;'l)6!lf.Akron.'Alabama. 1961' .

Pilgrim'~~@;I"ihe heart

His celebrated photograp~;6·,~pa'f.'Itir;lg~Cl.~;8 ~~_ui-;~res captur!3 the timeless
essence of Alabama's BlacK Belt, where Chrlstenb~rry's life and art took form
.. -':"
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. Christenbeny
in. New . ~rleans

By ROY HOFFMAN
Wnler In ReslClenCIl

STEWART, Ala. - The pavement
hot, the air close, Ihe thermometer
groaning past 100 degrees, the alter
noon unfolds along a Hale County high
way a half·hour south 01 Tuscaloosa
where William Christenberry Jr., 63
one 01 America's mosl distinguished
visual artists - is driving to his grand
parents' home. By kudzu-filled ditches
and dilapidated garages, by lorgollen
gas sial ions and repaired fences, the
nalive son who's lived alar lor 40 years
Is making, yet again, a pilgrimage 01
the heart.
From the early 1960s, Chrlstenber-·
ry has resided north, having taughl at
the Corcoran College of Art in Wash-·
Inglon, D.C., since 1968, but it is these
landscapes - general Slores with
brighl Coca-Cola signs, wooden houses
with old Pontiacs oul Irani. churches
at the end 01 dirt roads - thai beckun.

"

,. -

. : South6lTl Monument-XV
(Delail),1963-64;1967

A two-month exhibition of art by
. the family of William Christenberry
Jr, opens Saturday evening, Ocl.
7, at the Ogden Museum 01
. Southern Art in New Orleans.
Richard Gruber, Ogden director,
said the show, the
first such perspec
tive, will feature the
homemade canes
01 Christenberry's
grandfather, his la·
ther's carved wood
en tools, his . 
mothers quills, his.
son's fumiture-·
. and Christenberty's
photographs and .
SCUlptures, Including ·Calendar
Wall lor O.K, Chrlslenberry."
For inlormation, call (504)
539-9600. The museum is al 603
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,.' Christenberry ,

By ROY HOFFMAN

. in' New ,Orleans
...... ";" . . . . \ :.:
J.': "

Writer in Aesidenc;g

STEWART, Ala,  The pavement
hot, the air close, the thermometer
groaning past 100 degrees, the alter
noon unlolds along a Hale County high
way a hall-hour south of Tuscaloosa
where William Christenberry Jr., 63
one 01 America's most distinguished
visual artists  is driving to his grand
parents' home. By kudzu-filled ditches
and dilapidated garages, by forgotten
gas stations and repaired fences, the
native son who's lived afar for 40 years
Is making, yet again, pilgrimage 01 '
the heart.
'
from the'early 1960s, Ch~lstenber
ry has: resided north: having taught at.'
the Corcoran College 01 Art In Wash-"
ington: D,C" since 1968. but it is these
landscapes - general stores with
bright Coca-Cola signs, wooden' houses
with old Pontlacs out front. churches
at the end of dirt rOads ~ that beckon.
Growing up In Tuscaloosa, he'd vis
it his father's parents' outside Stewart

a

~"':.,

A two-month exhibition 01 art by
'thefamily '01 William Christenberry
')r."opens Saturday ellening, Oct.
',7, at the Ogden Museum of
, ~,Southern Art in New Orleans.
... Richard Gruber, Ogden director,
,said the show,the
lirst such perspec
tive, will feature the
homemade canes '
of Christenberry's
,_ grandfather, his fa-,
ther's carved wood '
"
: en tools his,:' ;"'</.""
, ,m\lther'~' qUilts:~.is:· ':t:~
, son's fumiture~" " ,\,~~,;~r:
:South6/Tl MonumentXV
and Christenberry'.s, ' . P,:., .: " ~
,(Detail); 198~&4;;9,8,7
photographs and
, sculptures, including ·Calendar
.'~ .. '~"'"Co\(.~<'1~~ •••:'.. ':. '.
, Wall for D,K;. Christenberry."
::~;~::.':''t
j
I ' For Information, call (504)"
.:~~~'~,:
~
~,..~II1ff't:
.
, ~
..'-!......
5¢ Sign,
539-9600, The museum is at 603
~
Demopolis,'
Julia 5t. in the Warehouse Arts
':_ "','
.. .. : Alabama. ",~ District. '
" ", ',' " ,1~76,':,
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'Memory and ghost forms become very important to me'

• Corrtinued from Page 1A

on Wl;ekends and for a 'week in summer,
pickjng a little colton', listening to his
graTIa lather's stories, relishing his
gran,dmother's biscuits served after the
morning devotional. It was during these
years"also visiting with his mother's
parents in nearby Akron, when he grew
to love the colorful tales of the Black
Belt 'r'"eglon; when he found, In the melan
choly beauty 01 fading farmhouses,
sheds
and barns, the source of his art.
f,
He,turns Into a drive and parks deep
in the shade to keep his camera equip
ment,cool. He takes a swig of water lor
the crushing heat and snugs on a Univer
sity pIAJabama cap for the pounding
sun,
'Tve been a Tide fan since 1was a
baby," he remarks of his alma mater,
He'galned his bachelor's degree In
fine arts there In 1958, then a master's In
painting In '59, He received an honorary
doctorate In 1998, when he returned as
comjTiencement speaker. In his fantasy
life, he jokes, he would have been a star
quarterback on the football team.
S16wly, deliberately, he steps toward
the ba'llered walls of the farmhouse,
cocki'ng his eye toward the shower of
light, noting the shadows, the vine-tan
gled'eilVes, "It's a dying place," he re
flects,."and you can't help but be
atlr~c!ed to the fact It's dying, Memory
and ghost forms become very Important
tome."
He'comes to a buckled porch ~Ith ce
dar iree columns. "I remember my
grandfather, D,K. Christenberry, In his
bed jll the front room, He had one 01 his
canes:carved In 1942, When he was well,
I'd walk beside hlm.~
HIs voICe takes on wondermerit, a
boy a.llaln ImagIning his grandfather's
strength with the cane: "He'd knock a
scorpion out of the way, or a rock. One
day, tte slayed a dragon right before me,
"At night, we'd have cornbread and
sweet milk and a lot of Iced tea, There'd
be Bible readings, and he'd call on differ
ent family members to pray, J always
prayed he wouldn't call on me."
ll:' _ .......... ~_ .... ~ .... l" ..... h..,~

h' ..... ~,... .. ~ ......

,,'

. '.

Wlnln ClwtstInlIeny '.t,: Church, Sprott, Alabama, 1971

..

WIWAM CHRIS1CHBERRY JR.
Early Childhood

"

,

• Born Nov, 5, ~1'936, to William
',Andrew Christenberry from' Stewart,
Ala" and Ruth Willard Smith Christen
berry,from Akron, Ala. Lived In Tusca
loosa and Clanton, Ala., while growing
up. Visited parents In Mobile when fa
, ther was located In Chick8saw with '
Dairy Fre~h.

College
• University of Alabama: bachelor
of fine arts, 1958; master of arts In
painting, 1959; honorary'doctorate In
h, ,........ ~·..,o loHol""C: f.2011 1 COR

I(~n<::~c:.

ritv

• From 1968 to present, Corcoran
School of Art, Washington, D.C., pro
.. fessor of drawing and painting,
, • In 1973, accompanied Walker
Evans to west Alabama's Hale County,
where Evans had last Journeyed in
1936 with writer James Agee, making
photographs for 'Let Us Now Praise
Famous Men."

Family Life
• Married Sandra Deane in 1967.
• Three children: William A. Chris
,teriberry III, Emlyn Christenberry Ward
and Katherine Christenberry,

has helped revitalize the economy, but
there is high unemployment and high
poverty.
Hale County is a famous place In AJa
bama - Indeed, In American culture 
owlng to journalist James Agee and pho
tographer Walker Evans, They made
their trek there In 1936, chronicling the
hard lives of tenant farmers and publish
ing "Let Us Now Praise Famous Men," an
American classic.
"'t was the same year 1was born,"
Christenberry says,
There are far more connections be
tween Christenberry and [vans, whose
career retrospective opened at the Met
ropolitan Museum In New York last
spring, Is at the San Francisco Museum
of Modern Art and will be at the Museum
of Fine Arts In Houston beginning Dec,
17.
In 1973 Christenberry returned from
Washington as a professor at the Corco
ran College of Art, accompanying a gray
bearded photographer to Hale County. It
was Walker Evans himself.
Together, they visited the sites that
Evans had immortalized, the tenant
shacks, the fields, the corners of the
Black Belt towns.
Thomas Southall, curator of photog
raphy at the High Museum of Art In At
lanta, assembled a show and wrote a
book about Christenberry and Evans.
The similarities were many between the
two artists, he tells the Register. Chris
tenberry's work, he explains, "under
scores some of the things [vans and
Agee were talking about. It's not about a
temporary situation, it's about people
and lamily and life and the patterns of
IIle."
But he points out a difference, too:
·Christenberry had an emotional attach
ment growing up In this area." Evans and
Agee, relatively speaking. were outsid
ers.

• ••
Greensboro Is an antebellum town
where the county courthouse has a me
morial out front to the soldiers of Hale
County. Christenberry's family ties are
deep to this sleepy but picturesque
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The University ofNew Orleans
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84
Philosophy and Purpose

T

he visual arts and the American South have developed an inti
mate relationship. Their histories are forever intertwined. The
Ogden Museum of Southern Art will tell the story of the visual

arts in the American South. It will showcase the best of the past, present
and future of southern culture. Through its permanent collection, chang
ing exhibits and educational programs,
the museum will celebrate our multi
cultural society and illuminate the lives
of all Southerners.
Education and community
involvement are at the very core of what
The Ogden Museum of Southern Art is

all about. As an institution, it will be
closely affiliated with the University of
New Orleans College of Liberal Arts
and Department of Fine Arts. But its
broader mission is to reach out and
engage the community at large, and to
educate students of every age. Through
the visual arts, music, dance, film and
video presentations, The Ogden
Museum of Southern Art will evolve
into a civic treasure, engendering a
spirit of pride and artistic appreciation.

William H. Buck., Chinchuba toMoJJ Point, oil on canvas, 20" x 16",1882.

\

,

; k./
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he Collection

,ltn Dra}10n, detail, Fakon and Fakoner,
;;ul!rcolor On paper, 9" x 11 I 73.'3.
11

,

I

Nicolino Calyo, detail, Mauon Ponkharlraill,
oil on masonite, 11.5"" 9.25", 1848.

H. H. BellS, detail, On the Levu at Natdaa,
oil on canvas, 43"" 43", 1904.

n December of 1994, Roger Ogden initiated the donation of600 outstanding works of
art to The University of New Orleans Foundation. The collection-ranging from
18th century watercolors through to 19th and 20th century paintings, as well as

prints, ceramics, photographs and sculptures-includes important art from sixteen south
ern states: Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, Texas, Arkansas, North
Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas and
Oklahoma. No other private collection of southern art equals it in scope or range.

86

Iden Turner, detail, P<rrlrait ofa Lady,
ilonC'oUwas, 30" x 25", 1938.

T

Clementine Hunter, deLail, Floral Mosaic #5,
oil on canvas board, 22" x 28", 1962.

Ida Kohlmeyer, detail, Sigru and Symbols,
mixed media on canvas, 60" x 42", 1984.

he Ogden Museum of Southern Art will be a vital, living institution. It will
be active and forward-looking in its vision-collecting, preserving, studying,
exhibiting, and sharing and disseminating information on the visual arts

of the American South. Over time, The Ogden Museum of Southern Art will selectively
add to its holdings through acquisitions, gifts and bequests.

87

The Museum and Buildings

T

he University of New Orleans' multi-building complex at Lee Circle will serve
as the cornerstone for the renovation and revitalization of the city's most promi
nent circle. The UNO Lee Circle Center for the Arts will include programs of

the UNO College of Liberal Arts and the Department of Fine Arts. The project as a whole
represents the single largest investment ever made in the artistic future of New Orleans. It
will be a glorious catalyst, adding to the renaissance of Lee Circle and the continuing
growth of the neighboring Warehouse/Arts District.
The Ogden Museum of Southern Art will be home to several hundred historic and
contemporary artworks in an approximately 50,000-square-foot complex at Lee Circle.
The 18 th and 19th centu ry
art will be housed in the
castle-like Patrick F. Taylor
Library, a magnificent 1888
red sandstone building
designed by Louisiana-born
Henry Hobson Richardson.
This landmark will be linked
to a stunning contemporary
structure to be built in the
900 block of Camp Street
facing the Contemporary
Arts Center. The museum
will be a marriage of past and
present, the perfect setting
for this unique and wide
ranging collection of art.

The Great Rotunda, Photograph by Richard Sexton.
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Camp Street elevation of existinll. and future ?;allery buildings.

Flllllre Camp Street gallery building.
.-\lclliteClural renderings by Stephen Bingler and Errol Barron.

Key
Ogden Musewn of Southern ArtfPalTick F. Taylor Library
Ogden Musewn of Southern Art/future Camp Street gallery
Taylor Energy Company
Freeman BuiJcLngfUNO Deparunent of Fine Arts
Former American Bank and vacant lot/future Arts Council
of New Orleans
6. Ogden Musewn of Southern Art/Parking Lot
(future parking structure)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Impaign
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he mission of The

achieved by the fall of 1998.

Ogden Museum of

The Ogden Museum of

Southern Art is to

Southern Art will raise $6

showcase the nation's premier

million for the complete

collection of southern art. The

renovation of the landmark

museum will also provide an

Patrick F. Taylor Library and

operating endowment

the construction of a state-of

to

ensure

the highest quality programming

the-art contemporary gallery

and continued collecting.
'"rl.

adjoining on Camp Street. An additional $5 million
1
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The People
As part of its $100 million capital campaign, The University of New Orleans
Foundation has named The Ogden Museum of Southern Art its number one
priority. The capital campaign for the museum is chaired by William Goldring and
Fran Villere. A major gifts committee oflocalleading citizens has been formed and is
already hard at work on the campaign.

The Ogden Museum ofSouthern Art
Honorary Chair
The Honorable Marc H. Morial, Mayor of New Orleans
Campaign Co-Chairs
William Goldring; Magnolia Marketing Company
Fran Villere; Community Activist
Major Gifts Committee
Coleman E. Adler; Adler & Sons
Ian Arnof; First Commerce Corporation
Walda Besthoff; Virlane Foundation
Henry j. Bodenheimer; Investments Consultant, Prudential Securities, Inc.
Earl Bridges; Harrah's of New Orleans Management Co.
Sue Ellen Canizaro; Community Activist
Leah Chase; Dooky Chase Restaurant
Thomas B. Coleman; International Tank Terminals
Stephen A. Hansel; Hibernia National Bank
Arnold Kirschman; Kirschman's
John Koerner; Koerner Capital Corp.
The Honorable Bob Livingston
F. Walker Lockett,Jr.; Premier Bank
Peter A. Mayer; Peter A. Mayer Advertising Inc.
Nancy Marsiglia; Community Activist
L. Richards McMillan ll;jones, Walker, Waechter, Poitevent, Carrere & Denegre
William Metcalf,jr.; New Orleans Publishing Group
R. King Milling; Whitney National Bank
Grover Mouton; Architect/Urban Designer
Kenneth E. Newburger; Willis Corroon Corp. of Louisiana
Roger H. Ogden; Developer/Entrepreneur
Nancy Reuther; Destination Management, Inc.
Warren L. Reuther; Hospitality Enterprises, Inc.
Martha Ann Samuel; Martha Ann Samuel, Inc., Realtors
Moise Steeg; Steeg & O'Connor
Melba Steeg; Community Activist
Samuel Z. Stone; Educator
David Stone; Stone, Pigman, Walther, Wittman & Hutchinson

University ofNew Orleans Capital Campaign
National Chair
james R. Moffett; Freeport-McMoRan, Inc.
Co-Chairs
Susan Hess; Community Activist
Paul Nalty~ ChafTe, McCall, Phillips, Toler & Sarpy
Clenn Haydel: Transit Management ofSE Louisiana, Inc.
Cregory M. Sl. L. O'Brien; Chancellor, UNO

.~

.
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THE OGDEN MUSEUM OF SOUTHERN ART

NOW OPEN-603 Julia 8t.
The Warehouse Arts District
The transitional museum opened to the
public on October 2, 1999, just two blocks
from the future site,
on Julia Street's
contemporary gallery
row. Revolving
exhibitions from the
permanent collection
and curated exhibitions
featuring nationally
recognized artists
are presented free
of charge. Hours are Monday-Friday from
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. or by appointment.

THE OGDEN MUSEUM OF SOUTHERN ART
university of new orleans
603 julia street. new orleans, la 70130
504.539.9600.504.539.9602 lax
www.ogdenmuseum.org

FfOnt covef.leh. derail from Portrall at a Lady. Helen Turner. 1938.
right, delatf (rom Yellow Queen In the Fires 01 Hell, Robert Gordy,' 983.
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Errol Barron. 200C

THE OGDEN MUSEUM OF SOUTHERN ART
university

o f

new

orleans

The new Ogden

philanthropist. Roger H. Ogden. The

historic landmark building, now the

Museum of

collection encompasses the best

Patrick F. Taylor Library on Lee Circle,

Southern Art will

examples of Southern Art from 18"'

and the newly constructed

tell the story of the

century watercolors to 19"',20" and 21"

five-story contemporary

American South

century paintings,

its past. present

prints, ceramics,

and rapidly evolving future through one

photographs and

of the most outstanding collections of

sculpture.

Southern Art in the world.
The museum
At the heart of the museum are the

complex will consist of the fully restored

1,200 works donated by New Orleans

(1889) H. H. Richaroson designed

building, Stephen Goldring
Hall by the New Orleans
firm Barron & Toups.
A tunnel gallery
will connect the

museum will exceed 67,000 square feel.

Left: Elvis and Eve, Francis Xavl(}r Pavy. 1992. midd'e: Bluebonners and HuisaC/18 at TWIlight, Julian Onderdonk, 1920: right: Going Home, Willie B~rCh. 1992.
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WAREHOUSE
I

CONTEMPORARY ARTS CENTER
Galleries Tues-Sun 11-5/Call for Cafe Hours
900 Camp Street
(504) 528-3805 www.cacno.org

MUSEUM

~

!I

LOUISIANA CHILDREN'S MUSEUM
Tuesday - Saturday 9:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.; Sunday, Noon - 4:30 p.m.
Monday (summer only) 9:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
420 Julia Street
(504) 523-1357 www.lcm.org

THE NATIONAL D-DAY MUSEUM

DISTRICT

9am-5pm daily, excluding major holidays
945 Magazine Street at Andrew Higgins Drive
(504) 527-6012 www.ddaymuseum.org

m

TlfE OGDEN MUSEUM OF SOUTlfERN ART
UNIVERSnY OF NEW ORLEANS
Mon-Fri, 10-5. Sat. by appt.
603 Julia Street
(504) 539-9600 www.ogdenmuseum.org

CONTEMPORARY ARTS CENTER - LOUISIANA CHILDREN'S IAUSEUII
THE NATIONAL D·DAY MUSEUM- THE OGDEN MUSEUM OF SOUTHERN ART

5
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Contemporary Arts Center
The CAC presents the works of artists, from emerging 10caJs to
internationally known. In our renovated warehouse, you will find
dozens of musical and dance performances annually; national
and international lOuring troupes; resident artists; anists' leclures;
an-camp; and New Orleans' only free cyber cafe the NewOrleans.net Cafe.

Louisiana Children's Museum
\1 \

Ll'Ul>ldnJ ChilJren's \\useum,learning is FUN' HOls!
f' J hall. Sh"p un!l! vou drop in a pinl size supermarket,
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JII Ewn lillie one, hJW a si>c(i, I space 10 (11mb,
.• '" .,II~ <'\pk"e Th I.\,lUI",Tn:! Children's ;\'luseum IS nOI your
1'!Jlr,i:1 plJI'huuse
J
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The National D-Day Museum
Found~d by national histoflan and best-selling author Dr. Slephen
Ambrose, this museum, containing a rich array of artifacts and oral
histories, is a tribute 10 Ihe men and women who contribuled 10 Iht'
Allied victory in \"/WII on the battlefront and Ihe home front Enter
on Andrew Higgins Drive at the corner of Magazine 51.

The Ogden Museum of Southern Art,
University of New Orleans
: \ efl(!hc h~ ~0uth. 1(;' pJSI. i>resent and rapldlv evolVing (uilire
,c!~"u~,i-, IM( pr"mler ellll~ltion ot' Southern An in Ihe "'orld.
lemp rJT\ lullo Sireel gallay previews the comprehensive scope
,'II "ullle, i'Jn - \,atercolors, painllngs, prints, ph Olograph
.<[,lml,-S JnJ SeU! lureS t'rom Ihe 18:h - 21 <1 (,'I1IUrl'
\"", 'jlUS,'Um 0f'"ns 20UI
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In tribute to the opening of our sister institution, the

OPENING lU~CEPTION
highlighting works from

National D-Da,y Museum, the Ogden Museum of
Southern Art 1s exhibiting a collection of works
depicting life in the South during the era of the
Depression and World War II.

603 Julia SI

1 n:1 0- 1 n5 0

the permanent collectior

Sl-l'l'l]UJ)l-lY,
tJ(]NI~ :Jno, 2000
--'u"""'--+I----

6:00

SI Joseph St.
New Ogden Musem
conslruclion Si~

P~I

- 11:00

I)~I

D CJ>C
DD-Day Museum

on view until July 28th, 200(

Higgins Ave.

Lee Circle
if,
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Artan.fQ."i Sharl'uopptr.\",

Bcmartla Bryson Shahn. 1935

www.ogdenmuseum
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WILLIAM DUNLAP
OBJECTS: FOUND AND FASHIONED
OPENING RECEPTION
SATURDAY, DECEMBER

2,

2000

6:00PM - 8:00PM
ARTIST WlLL BE PRESENT

"Objects.· Found and Fashioned, is an installation ofpaintingJ,
drawings, sculpture, photographs and other diverse objects, that wants to
work somewhere in the middle of Robert Rauschenberg's 'gap between art
and lift. '
"What interestJ me about this exhibition in the Ogden Museum Julia
Street space, is the process by which it will be accomplished. I am fe/eccing
works I've made along with objects I've collected When all material iJ
gathered in the several days before the opening, I will choreograph these Jtatic
players into a chorus line that I hope will sing, dance, read, resonate, and
maybe even iritau, the viewer.
"The risk of.failure is a constant in the art making proceJJ. To bring
that risk into the usually soft and secure installation process, has certain
value"
WILLIAM DUNLAP

ON VlEW UNTIL JANUARY

26, 200 I

LandJeape and Variabk: The Bounty and Burtkn
Colketion o/the Ogden Museum o/Southern Art

0/ History,
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Appendix G.
Outline ofIntemship
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Internship for Stacy Botsay - August, 2000
Act of Donation paperwork - for art donations
oS 2)\ ~
Long term loan document ~
1\ ) \-,
177
~ :.,Y ~3. (~Secure new guidelines and annual report from Kresge Foundation,..... Qfo-~
,.q
6\r-~Ijl~ Philip Morris (New York), and BeliSouth (Atlanta) - J 6J-N..-JG~ L, ~ ~
'. : {)J>l~\~F
Using binder from Roger's re: traveli~g.~xhibition.s of the collection ~~'
A..'J .
~
a. Compile dates, places, art o~ exhibition, and In~>ude any other
~
pertinent data
'No y" d. (~Y \.1\ i It')
v
I
~ Compile archival/marketing binder for thE;})gden Museum
• /_
<,~ re-- v ··6.
Space rental study
C!LtJ.L 0-;q c - 'fl ~<; R~ t tvJ.. r:pa ~ e /
7.
Research
- tV 0 fV1 rt
OA C::-\-I11 ~ - ~
a. Challenge grant for charter memberships
'1 _ G1'e-~
.....
....
b. Capital funding
~
opeN I rY
.(~
( .
'--c. Endowment funding
Sp Q ~f Q..2 yvI-
d. Spr~eventlgr.and ope.~i~_g funding
------.
f-,-' Scho1arlysymposlurTP__

vi.
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MEMO FROM: Bev
FOR: Stacie
DATE: September 19,2000

~, . . . A - .
T IY.,;x

j

V)
/

~

rJ
r Ai /JO l' ~
-ro .h,~
'-' vlJ' - J..,., /' ~
r>

~CJJ:;: 05

.

National Endowment for the Humanities, Challenge Grant - Due May 2001.
Please print any text and application from their website.

\/2) Invoice pledge payments due: Compare campaign report, format from past statements
3) Please research (see what you can find on the web), and request application guidelines,
annual report for the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Union Pacific Foundation

~onald IN

V

1()'\tllX.a

Reynolds Founpation ../ tJ~~ ~
() ~
l\l
CocaColaFoundationv
~
~- ~aA\].~
National Arts Stabilization (see Chror.licle of Phila
y)
~Ford Foundation -./ ~ ~
~ (Cl0 (\
Pew Charitable Trust .,/ ~~AH'trd
~
Mercedes (plant in the sOU:;;Jth.) ~(rJ- f
~-.
Honda (plant in the South?r---: ~ Itft/U " ~~
BMW (plant in the South?)
uerZt--t
--

=-\

net

~ \f\~~

~tt

~.+i.~~~)~JS~

'lblic Library on Loyola and Tulane Avenue lLQ.qLA.C.-.
J through foundation and corporate directories and look for those who may give for
apital - buildings.
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Appendix H.
Examples ofIntem's Work

Grants
Grantee

Type of
proposal

Status

Date Sent

Additional Information

Union Pacific
Corporation

Application

Donald W.
Reynolds
Foundation
Coca-Cola
Company

Not eligible

Revist the website
after January 15,
2001
Not eligible

Letter of Inquiry
Less than 5 pages

Letter requesting annual report
sent October 16.

Pew Charitable
Trust

Letter of Inquiry
Less than 3 pages

Sent email requesting annual
report and grant guidelines
October 16

Funds educational: Deadlines
of proposal are March 1, June
1, September 1, and
December 1 Grants are
reviewed in Feb, Apr, July and
Oct.
Trust does not have deadlines
but board meets in March,
June, September, December
Response time to letter is six
weeks A proposal that is
turned down an organization
must wait 12 months to send
another proposal

National
Endowment for
the Humanities:
Challenge Grant
Nalco Foundation

Application
Due May 1st, 2001

Proposal

Emailed Sept. 6

Funds operating, capital, and
I-'

o

\.0

Deadline: March,
June, September,
December

Nathan Cummings
Foundation

Letter of Inquiry
2 to 3 pages
Board reviews in
spring and fall
Review process
takes 60 days

Knight Foundation

Letter of Inquiry
1 to 2 pages
Deadlines:
March, June,
September,
December
Application

Bellsouth

Kresge
Foundation

Proposal
Deadlines:
March, June,
September,
December

Emailed requesting guidelines
and annual report October 16

special projects and programs
Send only one copy
Last year Nalco funded 19
grants in the Culture and Arts +
133,150 equaling to 10% of
budget
Nathan Cummings Foundation
1926 Broadway, Suite 600
New York, Ny 10023-6915
Does not fund capital,
equipment purchases nor
acquistions

Proposal sent to:John S. and
James L. Knight Foundation
Attn: Grant Request
One Biscayne Tower, Suite
3800 2 . S. Biscayne Blvd.
Miami, FI 33131-1803
4 In Quarter new
guidelines come
out
Received guidelines on
September 12

One copy of Proposal
Decision is made 4-6 months
after proposal is received
Updates of funding sources
during the grant
Requires a challenge

I-"

>-,

t--'
t--'

o

grant of the organization
Limited to one per institution
Per year
Philip Morris

Proposal
Deadline: October
1sl

8(g) instructional
Enhancement art
program grant

Application
Deadline October
30, 2000

Ford Foundation

Letter of inquiry
No application
form: Letters of
inquiry are
accepted year
around

Letter sent Sept. 6
Received guidelines October 4
Called on Oct. 5 for separate
arts Quidelines

Sent email requesting
guidelines and annual report
Oct. 16

Does not fund capital:
Sometimes matching grants
are required

f-'
f-'
f-'
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Foundations
George I
Alden
Foundation

Funding
Sources
capital
building
and
renovation
building
renovation

National
Scope
yes

Assets

Average
Gift
194,810,449 10,000
100,000

Lowest
Gift
5000

yes

2,710,215

100
1000

100

Historic
Preservation
Art and
Musewns

?

yes

2,248,021

22,550
H

15

Arts,
Museum,
Preservation
Historic
Preservation

capital,
La
building
renovations
yes
?

41,044,454

100
25,000

100

2,179,901

49000H

150

Arts Historic
Preservation
Historic
Preservation
Musewns

?

yes

13,795,051

200

?

La

4,172,802

290,266
H
40,000

capital
Building
Renovation
?

La

4,172,802

40,000

500

yes

33,254,626

86,500 h

14

?
Arts
Museums
Arts,
Capital,
Museums,
Building!
Historic
Renovation
Preservation
Historic
?
Preservation,
Museums

LA

67,384,551

566

yes

35,676,256

10,000
300,000
117,766
H

yes

11,582,951

17,500
333

333

Arts,
Museums

capital

yes

904, 163

105,000

50

Historic

?

yes

13,346,531

100,000

2000

Scope of
Giving
Historic
Preservation

America the
Beautiful
Fund
Charles F
and Lillian
F Appel
Chartiable
Trust
J. Aron
Chritable
Foundation
William s.
and Ann
Atherton
Foundation
Azby
Foundation
BR&R
Foundation
RC Baker
Foundation

Historic
Preservation

Bardon
Cole
Foundation
BellSouth

Arts Historic
Preservation

Frances &
Benjamin
Benenson
Foundation
w. L Lyons
Brown Jr.
Charitable
Foundation
Burington
Northern
Santa Fe
Foundation
Tim and

100

50
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Richard V.
Carda
foundation
Catesby
Foundation
CBS
Foundation
Chase
Manhattan
Bank Co.
Social
Chipstone
Foundation

Preservation

H

Preservation

?

yes

2,540,497

14000

500

Arts
Museums
Arts

Capital

yes

4,771,159

1000

?

yes

16,701,670

2500
35000
1000
7500

Historic
Preservation
Museum

does not
fund
capital

no gIves
to
Northeast

500
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Short Bio of Ogden Museum

The Ogden Museum of Southern Art, which opens in October of 2001, will be a
national museum and have the largest and most comprehensive collection of
Southern art in the world. In October of 1999, the museum opened in a
transitional space, which is open to the public and rotates portions of the
collection in different exhibits. Ogden Museum's growing collection consists of
two thousand different works of art from sixteen southern states. This collection
consists of 18th century watercolors, 19th , 20th , and 21 st century paintings, prints,
ceramics, photographs, and sculptures. Ogden Museum will be a resource on
the arts and rich cultural diversity of the South.
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September 6, 2000

Ogden Museum
603 Julia
New
eans, La 70130
Philip Morris Companies, Inc.
Contribution Director
120 Park Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10017
Dear Contributions Director.

~gden Museum of Southern A

'k1
.

~ (JJ

.JJP

~

... ~

ttl

~

. 'JU A;bd;l~

~

~

,which opens in October of 2001, will be a
national museum and have e largest and most comprehensive collection of
Southern art in the world.
gc!@n MUSPllm is located in a-temporary space ~ti
Octobe.r.2Q01. Ogden Museum's
lIect consist of two thousand
different works of art from sixteen southern state.
is collection consists of
th
th
18 century watercolors, 19 .aR&20~ century paintings, pnn ,
s,
photographs, and sculptur~. vOgden useum will be a resource on the arts and
ofth South.
~

aJ~~~~:tIa--vettlplease send -

~
the following
information: the new grant guidelines or Philip Morris, a copy of the program
brochures for corporate contributions n culture and education, the annual report,
and the grant application. If you could end any other information on applying for
a grant it would be greatly appreciated.

Thank you,

Stacie Botsay
Development Assistant

~~

M
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October 18, 2000

John S. and James I. Knight Foundation
Attn: Mr. Hodding Carter III, President
One Biscayne Tower, Suite 3800
2 S. Biscayne Blvd.
Miami, FI 33131-1803

Dear Mr. Hodding Carter,
The Ogden Museum of Southern Art, which opens in October of 2001, will be a
national museum and have the largest and most comprehensive collection of
Southern art in the world. In October of 1999, the museum opened in a
transitional space, which is open to the public and rotates portions of the
collection in different exhibits. Ogden Museum's growing collection consists of
two thousand different works of art from sixteen southern states. This collection
consists of 18th century watercolors, 19th , 20th , and 21 st century paintings, prints,
ceramics, photographs, and sculptures. Ogden Museum will be a resource on
the arts and rich cultural diversity of the South.
The Ogden Museum's collection contains many art works that are either created
by Mississippian artists or contains Mississippian themes. Some of the artists in
the collection are Walter Anderson, Marie Atchinson Hulls, William R.
Hollingsworth, Jr., and John McCrady.

Enclosed in the letter you will find a brochure and the Cd-Rom on the museum.
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October 16, 2000

Coca-Cola Foundation
Grants Administration
P. O. Drawer 1734
Atlanta, Georgia 30301
Dear Grants Administrator,
The Ogden Museum of Southern Art, which opens in October of 2001, will be a
national museum and have the largest and most comprehensive collection of
Southern art in the world. In October of 1999, the museum opened in a
transitional space, which is open to the public and rotates portions of the
collection in different exhibits. Ogden Museum's growing collection consists of
two thousand different works of art from sixteen southern states. This collection
consists of 18th century watercolors, 19th , 20 th , and 21 st century paintings, prints,
ceramics, photographs, and sculptures. Ogden Museum will be a resource on
the arts and rich cultural diversity of the South.
Please send a copy of the annual report and the grant guidelines. If you have
any other information on applying for a grant it would be greatly appreciated.
Thank you,

Stacie Botsay
Development Assistant
Enclosed
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DONATION

*

BY
(Donor)

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

*

STATE OF LOUISIANA

*

PARISH OF ORLEANS

*

CITY OF NEW ORLEANS

IN FAVOR OF

*
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW ORLEANS
FOUNDATION

*

*

'"

*

'"

'"

*

'"
*

BE IT KNOWN, that on this _ _ day of

, 2000,

BEFORE ME, the undersigned Notary Public, duly qualified and commissioned in
and for the Parish of Orleans, State of Louisiana, and in the presence of the
undersigned competent witnesses,

PERSONALLY CAME AND APPEARED:

Donor's name, a person of the full age of majority and a resident of the Parish of
Orleans, State of Louisiana,
(hereinafter referred to as "Donors")
who, by these presents, represent and warrant that they own free and clear and
unencumbered of any and all alienations and liens, the works of art listed on
Exhibit "An hereto annexed (hereinafter sometimes referred to as "Property"); and
who, by these presents, do hereby transfer, set over, irrevocably donate, and
deliver unto:
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW ORLEANS FOUNDATION, a Louisiana non-profit
corporation, appearing herein through its undersigned representative (hereinafter
sometimes referred to as "Donee"),
all of their interest of, in, and to those works of art listed on Exhibit "An hereto annexed:
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the said Property unto Donee, its successors and
assigns forever.
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This donation is made subject to the following provisions:
1.

This donation is made for the benefit of The Ogden Museum of Southern
Art (the uMuseum").

2.

The Property shall be named (the collections name).

3.

An acknowledgment shall be made at whatever time these works of art
are on display at the Museum.

AND NOW COMES AND APPEARS the undersigned representative of THE
UNIVERSITY OF NEW ORLEANS FOUNDATION, who, in this capacity, hereby
declares that this donation is for the benefit of The Ogden Museum of Southern Art, and
that it has been made voluntarily on the part of the Donors, and with no anticipation of
receiving any benefit or gain from making this donation, and is not made in
consideration of any benefit or gain to the Donors of any nature or kind whatsoever.

THUS DONE AND SIGNED, on the day and date first above written, in the
presence of the undersigned witnesses and me, Notary, after due reading of the whole.

WITNESSES:

DONORS:

DONEE:
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW ORLEANS
FOUNDATION
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BY:

NOTARY PUBLIC

_2_'
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Appendix I.
Space Rental and Other Studies

Page 1 of 2

Space Rental

1
2

A
Name

3 Oak Alley Plantation
4

5 Audubon Zoo
6

7 Aquarium of the Americas
8

B
Accommodations

Cocktail reception: up to 250 g
Large group= over 250 people
up to 600 in tented function
price: 1000.00 to hold date 50%
of total due 3 months prior
Number of guest expected to
attend is due in 2 weeks prior
balance due in 2 weeks prior
with 2 separate checks

C
Dinner Seating

Lunch groups can accomidate
up to 168 guests
Groups of 40 to 120 served
elegant sit down dinners
Menu Prices $35 to 50 per
person

candlelight dinner
Odenheimer Complex terrace
Louisiana Swamp accomidates 100 to 500
100 to 750
Hygeia Pond seats 100 to 1500
Swamp Stomp=1000 guests(
guests
Asian Temple can seat 150
reception)
CNG Learning Center seats 100 guests
Corporate Picnic Pavilion seats Miriam Walmsley Cooper plaza
200 -5000
can seat 1000

Creative Convention can
accomidate 15000
Pisces Room

Pisces Room can host a formal
dinner for 200 to 250
Imax can seat 354

D
Weddings

E
Availability

catering ranges 30-40
per person
bar: 11-19
touring after hours is
$12 per person with
Private opening fee
750.00 with a
minimum of 40
people and max of
250

Weddings available
at the Historic
fountain or on the
grounds

7 nights of week
Picnic Pavilion and CNG learnir
Center are available during zoo
hours-25-5000

Open 7 days a week at night
and can accomidate day time
visitors
at Pisces room, Woldenberg
Riverfront Park,
and entergy IMAX

I-'

N
N

Page 2 of 2

Space Rental

A

9 Louisiana State Museum

B
Cabildo, Presbytere. Us Mint
500 cocktail reception
75 seated dinner
Madame John's Legacy 200
cocktail reception/ 75 seated
dinner

0

C
Business meetings:
Arsenal up to 100 and
US Mint to 175 Classroom
available seat 50 and 75

E

Rental rate of $300 per day
for conference rooms

10

11 Contempary Art Center

Meeting and Presentations
Intimate dinners or seated
for 200
banquets for up to 250 guests
Website showcases and
Cocktail receptions for up to
Presentations for up to 200
Convention and concert events 1,000 guests
for up to 3500 guests

I

II

"""""'
N
W

Audio Guides
1
Title

Technology

Acoustiguide
Cassette
Players

Linear

Acoustiguide
Denon

MP2

Acoustiguide
Inform

Personal
Recording
Unit

Acoustiguide
Maxim

MP3

Acoustiguide
Mini

MP3

I Acoustiguide

MP3

Wand
Antenna
Audio
Gallery
Guide
Antenna
Audio
x-ploTer
Antenna
Audio
Cassette
Antenna
Audio
Radio
System

Cod
quality

MP3

cassette

Standard
Capacity

Keypad
& Power
Save
Second
Listener
Capacity
No

Number of
Tours and
commentaries
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Data
Collection

Size and
weight

1 language
No
and tour

3.5,4.5,1.5
80z

Recharging
Time

8 hours
of use
4 hours
recharge
6 hours

1 Yz hours
stereo or 6 Yz
mono
2 hours

Lighted
keypad, yes,
yes
Lighted
keypad, yes,
yes

9 selectable
999
messages
1 tour
250
messages

Yes

6,3,1
8.2oz

Yes

11.6,2,1.34
120z

6 hours

200 hours of
stereo or 200C
Hours of
Mono
1 'Iz hours
stereo or 9
hours mono
1 Yz hours
stereo or 9
hours mono
50 hours or
10,000
messages

Lighted
keypad, yes,
yes

250 tours
12,000

Customized

7.08,3.92,1.55
150z

3 hours

Lighted
keypad, yes,
yes
Lighted
keypad, yes,
yes
yes

250
8,000

Customized

5.62,2.62,75
5.1oz

3 hours

250
8,000

Customized

12.5,2.5,.75
90zs

3 hours

N/a

yes

N/a

N/a

72 minutes
stereo or 15
hours mono
N/a

yes

Mutli
language

customized

68 mrn x 110
x 2 % in
50z
N/a

yes

N/a

yes

Large buttons N/a

12 groups
can use at
once

N/a

Yes

I

i

l
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Project Director's Final Evaluation

1. Grant Title: The Art of Family: The Christenberrys
Grant # OG00604-125 Project Director: J. Richard Gruber, Ph. D.
2. Please provide estimate figures for OVERALL audience attendance for your
program in the following areas:

1614 Total Audience
354 Ethnic Minorities
1244 Professionall Business
o Farmers
o Labors

646
20
646
677
212

Men
968 Women
Students
18-30 years of age
30-60 years of age
Over 60

3. Please Provide estimated figures for audience attendance for each
component of your event (Le. separate film screening, lecture, exhibit, panel
discussion, symposium, etc.)
The opening event, which took place on October 7 from 6 to 9, had an
attendance of 1583, which the museum obtained through using a number
counter. The lecture, the next day, had 31 people that attended.
4. Please describe the audience response to your program and cite examples.
The audiences' response to the exhibit was very positive. Many of the
members of the audience commented on different works being exhibited.
One example of a work that caused deep thought and conversation is a
colored photograph, entitled Kudzu and House: Tuscaloosa County, where
the building is being taken over by Kudzu. The Smithsonian Magazine in the
October issue had written a detailed article about Kudzu, which many
members of the audience had read and were quoting.
5. How did you publicize your project? Was this publicity effort successful?
Why or Why not?
The program was publicized through the Ogden Museum's invitation (copy
enclosed), The Times Picayune: Lagniappe, by word of mouth, and the Art for
Art's Sake brochure. The publicity was successful because the museum had
an increase of twenty-five percent from last year's attendance records from
1207 to 1583.
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6. Critique your project by discussing the strengths and weaknesses of the
programs, the contributions made by the humanities scholars and
consultants, and other aspects of the project. Attach additional pages if
necessary.
The Saturday exhibition was extremely successful. The video House of Many
Memories produced by the museum and Staniski Media was well received.
During the day interviews were recorded and filmed with William
Christenberry and his family. The interviews, exhibition, and video together
are the basis of the book, William Christenberry: Art and Family, being written
by J. Richard Gruber. The book will be published for December 2000. Many
members of the Christenberry's family came to support the opening of the
exhibit. William Christenberry and Andrew Christenberry were on hand at the
opening to answer questions about their artwork.
The lecture on October 8 was attended by 31 people. The lecture was
advertised through the invitation to the event and fliers which were given out
at the museum during Art for Art's Sake.
Arrangement had been made with our New Orleans Public School liaison,
Lori Jefferson, for the artist to visit with a school-McDonogh No. 15. The
school, however, had to cancel out.

7. What groups, organizations, vendors, or individuals did you or the sponsoring
organization interact with while conducting this project? Which of these
represent new contacts for you or the sponsoring organization?
The organizations we used during this project were: Contempary Art Center,
Upton Printing, Speedy Printing, Wooden Box, Eastside Florists, Philip
Collier, designer and Staniski Media.
This was the first time The Ogden Museum of Southern Art worked formally
with The Contempary Art Center.
8. Please provide as estimate of total project funds that were spent locally
(within 50 miles). Also, provide an estimate of LEH grant funds that were
spent locally.

99% of funds were spent locally, the other 1% which equaled to $1500 of
LEH's grant money went to pay for honoraria to the artist. Of that artist
honorarium $508.99 was spent locally for the remainder of the family's airfare.
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Appendix J.
Exhibit History of Ogden Collection
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0Tw!rvI1I. County M'u..am or Art UaJYWTlfy of Sou~ l..oul.ua.
Plllel

Oneuvi.ll., South c:..a-uIJ..

W~,

Loubl_

Aa:lbuMdon Art
ED'lbun" BnI_

Prosnm-

~ MuMUII'I

or

M

1'1.... C>rt.MGlI Mu.aouaI
of M

TIM Ro..,. HOIl.oo 0I;d.n

I"]

a.o.-abw 26.199)

11.199)

(f'OCI'I

lui'! 16· AlJi\lft 29, 19\1]

'Uw1 Atu Mu"",." or tb. BouCh,
Mobil•. A1.a.m.

""be
Artin'
."kIt

RAid

.Janw.

TlUo: PortNI,
Ar1f,ta 8ha....,

tV' •

~lJ

•.=-",_

~~~.=..::..te::~ ~
TItWI: POf'froIl

Atthl:)a~A1I:I..I.

,.,..,. P()If79rt

TkH:Mor-Jom

.l..eoq.I.n
from LbI Lo ... Conoa Pre-.., Ooill.ume

ArtiIlC: D.W.}.4oody

N-

Ontl'-..." .. ArtJn: JobD Dr.,1oo

mtTN'

~

11$1

Luol.., A-..

tV' W.,., BII... w({, of B,,,,,,,.I,,,
ttl 6~...". ,.,.. rq 1I.~n.
IMff'" C..., • •, ,., B~"

MJot;_Fuhoo~

Artill: C. R p~
P~(,

Shr, IIdtritu. ,,/ II...

J..., D.

0{ U"

a.•

0.8"..

on-."

Muk

F.loon • f'#ConH
PtwTrDit qf Mary Bill', "'V, 0/ &'1/."""
Pora,.
Po""""'/ of 8'''/0'''('' Po,..,. 0{ N.,,,It,,. US
ArtJat .Mm" fvhoa P'TlatSe
SItf, N"It:JJ.,t, qf N...

Sftl4JIt,• • "tJ"r

R.-tnt P.....,L -tJ C,.., RU/H JI"", AnI.,: Thomu A.ddiMJa R..iGbanil
TOPHfI
JlIJ.tk, UJ"'HII'~

Jo.

~e

MIIIC: Ed'wwd W1.lliuc 91.AldIlC: Charf.n Oirouw:

MS

.....-d.t: JOM Drlyton

PoNp

"rtd"0

Or""",

ScutUb,.

R,./-,

PO~MII, d",tl

CkJ.. f{,.~ M.t.. TO,MII

ArtUt: CoR. Pu*
Purr-II

-I

M,..,. J••"

D. !. AttIJt: ~

V~

Porn" 0/. S"pHJltNl.J Orlllu.....'"

DdJuw

Am." lobe _
Arti.t:
Franool.t
J"tl" Cltrl,,,.,,

flehobboUl

lJ,.",...

Arthl: 'iVUllc:a. Hd')' 8uot
CJ,I"dt,d. kJ JltuI PtIi"t

MiJ'l: Jnn)o. V.udoo~
PorfNlt 0/ II B"~"flJclltlO""w-a"

ArWc..: H. H. 8oc'tat.IIi
SIIU U/t .",tIt oPwltuJ,

Mit: }oba )iDW1 Auduboa
BI"f1W'1t P,Ur-o"', rotl..,

~boo

P,I1Of111, rOf1lll\6

&,.j#I.'" Hmof
AttUc:: bit- OiptlU:

Mb<cEIu-rtllWoodwonf

Stl",,'_~IS
.....p

BI__

MIl(: Thomu AddlIDl.IUi&twdI
D.,~"'dNS....,

ArUI'I:

a.rt. otto••

Tow""",

O.W.,.
t. t...r,4a,..
Am." lo ..... llwllot ......

,,'''-f-

ArtJII: WLi!iua Woodwvd
.J"...." Se-ll

P~d f}wlJr1n

AtUa: ADoa
~d

sc- CWk

Qw".,.,S".,.r.Jt-e.w, II... QrI.,.",

Mi><: AJ..- 101m DryodoJ.
(fty""fN"

""u<:RJoI>onlCl_
C~

C.1'1 .,.. H..... . . . l.ovlllo".

P.,..H o/CW"U n..

Mitt: H.lea M. T\U1*
C_""..,.wJ', S,. CIottJ,

Am",Monbolllooopl.llaldI.J<.
UI~"It",., l'f.Mtrv "fllil"

MUt ADpI.

L4"J_~

R~, OiplOu

ArtillC:

'Thot!'W AddillOv Rlcat.rdl

Dttdt..IJt,S__,

AttIJ'I;

Clw*

0"111,,,,

Otrv~

f"wm.lt, /If Lo'tIIIw

""I..: Iowph R..... Moobt

LAwfd.rldno...,.
BGY"fI '''',,,• • ,,.-,

Atthl:

$1#""'_ tx_.t G_~,

~/,fo_D".....

BlJ)OtI

Pt.."".",.,

Art.ilt: RJohard Cll1fU.
C--.; Co1'1 O"J HOtrH '" • Ll<wf,tD"tJ
UJ"~fH

p,.,.""

o..py

n"".. o-,6,
Artilt: Cla-. MiUet

Jo.

P~Jro/C~,."",

Artilf: ~ I
Smith, n.
l.JJJc"lurt '1,1t"" YI1l~.

Mlot; AJp/lo_ V.l.opo<
Stm LI/... A 81,-4", "'ut, Bu' ."tl FI"UI,
Attbt ,4",hill. PwerH

MJ'" AJpbo_ V.l.opo<
SrtU U/t: A BINI'J Nut, Bn' &IJH/ P,.."
Mla:AolllIIoPonW

Jtt_Ct/lltIt,~

N.., fit. Rl604ctJ
Am", Ooo<p

N

SJUtMlOffSr../oWtt',NYw

JI-.It.Jft_
_
Morioo So"'*"'

5/,1."'" _ Sf. J_',/U.,.,
Mb<: H.,.1d R....I..

.J....

o..,S--,,~

S.."""Sw",..,

...,.;", WUIJom"-1'_

Attbt: MwM

6t1)'Of1T.Ju,.~....,

~MIa: llool R<>oIaDo<o

_lo4oC4ld

,S.,,_

MIa: !lc'old R"""~

...,.;", 0.0

"-1'c--..

x._
MIa: WiW-;Jbo ..,alb<

S~

~J, NI~JctI«?N

0.0

F. CootWoa
~H~

M1JI:J:.mI.. H_

o--Wl

CIJ .Jr~ p"..,....d_ RoO

TJc./Ua H.,.,1t

MU<: 1lDu.ad Ooldoa

ON ,.,

OU TtfM A.It,t_

r.,.,. r_w,.

""",tlwR~I.D

Mlot; (log"" _

MoC4nI

ArtJI{; William Hcny Bl.lilIIl:
Ba)'O'II T.C"It,PUf'0it91

Min: (log"" H..,. C I _
SJuu,-'", lit, X"tw,
.Nt.ll'l: Wi)Jj1ftll AtbD Walk
J1llltfctH.,.,."
"" lA, 7'.ylo ~w"

f-'

N

ro

Elftllbtl HIstory

ArtiSt: Geor~ David Coulon
Bayow B,olJr-ega,d, Sl, B"na,d Po,fJh
£"d of City Port
Or/"MJ Canol, Friday,
May 19,/891
Anill: Adolph Krool!ngold
Rood til Mand,vl({,
Frrnch Mo,in EV"""R
Artirt: Ot'~r8e Josoph Amede'
AniJt Ida Koblm8)'et
Coulon Portrall of E';oll/l,I!II, Oak
MyrhfcS"I'$ilJJ
Artist: ManIO JOOnsoo Hudo

",Q,

AniSt; George David COUIOD
Bayou B'CJu'~iord, St, B",./J,d porj,1h
BlId of CII)' Pork Illar 0,[,Q1I1 C,,,,al,
Pridoy,.\(oy lP. /891
Rood", },/and,\lJIl,
Artist: ~rJle Joseph Am«k COUIOD
Po,rroh o/E\'on/ltlf,... vok

:\rtht: Martin JOJuljOD H~tde

Su",,,,,,

S.."""'"

Artiu: Achille Prmti
F"nUt Qllar'" Dairy
Por1raiJ of John L Su/llvon
ArtiJl, Julia M MJ..wc
F""cl! Quo"" COlirlyl:lM .... ,rll Sro"d"'E

Art.uol: ADhille Puetti
Frrnth QlliJ"'" Doiry
PortrQ/r of J"1I,, J. Sulf/"'On
ArtIsl. Julla ~{Maule
P"nch QIU..,tt, Cowrt)'Qrd .... /'h Slandin6

Cl1f,rn
Mill: Marie Seebold (Molinary)
LOllf1!a"o La"dJcapt

OJ/'I?!

RofUI ih,Olllth Auru,""

r"'J

ArtiJl. Wlthl1Il Wood ....,Md
Jel SrOf711 on Ih, Mwu#ppl Rlw,
&d: BayMoon, Bfloxl
Moo" ov" Lok, Po"tcha,rra/n

Artlat: FrllJU)is Davit Millet

Th, Swrrtnd" oj "'Ic:'bbll"
Artist: Anc!rlJS Molina.ry
Srill ut, Mirth VtoJe'l and ROJIJ

MIlL Mar" S«bold (Mol~)
LowirlllPlo LandJCQp,

Ani'L H~J' !oincr
Th, BIrth T,."
R~d rh,oll~h

Autlol"'"

T"t~

Arti~t William WClodu.'.ro
Bad BQyMoOtl, 8110xl
Moo" O\lU LAb Porlttho,tra/n
/C"I S,O",. on r",MI.. ~n,p/ Rtw,

Arulll. FrtMi~
Th~

0...." Mille!

Surrtnd" of Vlcksbw,g

ArtIM.: EIlI\l'Onh Woodward
'rlrst StlJl' Ow,
Pln'J

,f1,

Jrts Fi,ld "car ,1oI'lf'comb Grr,,,hollu

S,or,d Nwd,

Anllt: Andru Molic.ary

Stjl/

Art.,l (}e0re:e louIS Vis.....m
/'Iotu" ),fo,', • SquJ,,.,1
Annl: Robert Walbwroth 01'&1\00
F ',lIch ),fork.r, N,..... O,I,anJ
Artist: O&et&nO Capone
:'it ..· O'/,OtlJ COI<'1)'O,d
Artilll, A1eunJ.or John Drytdlle

Sw"Hr MO'"'~, Jim, RQHJ, Clry Po,k
U'" Oob o"d Boyow ..... ,rh Wart' LlU,J
Blw, lAltoon - CityPorlt

[iff. .... I/~

Vlo{,lI Qnd Rous

Artist: ElI,woMb Woodward
Pirsr S'or Own rh, PI,....
/ri, Plt.ld ,.,Or N'~o",b Qrn1lhOlfJII
S,al.d :/ud,
Artitt: George Lou:, Via\ut

,'/atllff.'Jorll·SqlJlrnl
Artnt Robert Wadswroth Orat\oo
F'f'nch Mo,k", N,..... O,/,a"J

Mist· Gutano CtpOne
N,,,,, O,It.a"J COIJ'tya,d

ArtiS'!. Alexander John Drysdale
Artis!' Knute Heldner
F,,.,,ch Qwo,t" RoofTopJfro'" HIJ Studio
Boyea Swnday

S",,,/I, MOrrllnR. J~". ROI,S, City PA,k

LlH 00!J at'ld Bo)'olJ ...,flh WOt" LJJlu
8114, Li:l~00tl· CftyPa,J:
Artist: Knute Heldner

Artiat: Marie AJ.dunJon Hull
PIIlfJ - S,. P,llrJbu'6

Artist: Williftm

Poa~

F"nch Q~O"tr RoofToplfro,," His Srudlq
Bayow Swnday
Artisl: ~.arle Alcl:unloo Hull

Pints· St. P",rsbw"
Anilt: W~njlWl PO~tly Silva
Fog fn 1M GCJrd,,, of

Early .\lo't'I;'n,

Silva
Eor/yMornll1R Folt I" Ilu Gt..,d#/1 ofO"tJ"I"!Y
ArtiJ\: J\lbena K UlJey
Still LJf~ ROJ.J In VaJt
F""ch Qlla,,,r Ral"y Day
AnIS\: Pl:lul Nina.
,-:!\I,r)' lJltmd Salt.\{Jn,s

P,.,,,ch Quo,t" RP!,.y 00.\1
Artille P.\lJ NmlS
...IwryIJI.J"rlSolr,\fll1u

OtJllcin/l Ffgul'fls

Do"clI1/l FI/llJl"l'J

Orr","s
AnISt: J\lbcr1a KiNey
Sufi Lif, RONS In VO,It

Arti~t: Fon\'ille WiMIU

Ani.\: Fonville Wilwu
.votl\l, Shri1flp,"on, GroM bl" Low{J}altO
Dlxl, B,lIu. Cllttrol Lowuf(Jno
LoltR COUltlry, NO/MItOc.Jt,J. LOIUilOltO
ArtUt: Caroline Duriuux

LOIIR COUll,? .\'Qtchitod"J.
Anill: Cuoline Durieux

DUPQI,

D,~po(r

Da",,~ d,

Pi/loll,

Nal/\I. Sit,/",p,"o", vra,ld 'J/" ;"ow{slona

DI:d,[J,lln C,,.rral Lo,mfQl1a

DOM" d, PIRO'"

LouillQnO

Mi'l: Chutes Reinike
Actiu: Charlu Relnlu
SI. P."r', 8opt/JI Chwrdt, Sr. Frortdtv1l1r,
LoaJ.Jiorlo
Artill; Clueu:oe Mi]}et

Arti,,:C!I'fenl'J.MIUct

MOO,.KQP·

JloonKapt

Vtol"LocQ
Min: A1.tcrU. Coll1cr
SulCdMulatto

VJol,r Lodu

Arti.n: AJbom Collin
SfiJ/,d}.{ulot14

Mi.c HOH!:I\ M Tum.r

Arti" Helen M TUrTlCr

LAd.v
Artl't. Mar.oilD POll Woleon
....'.IlNJ EM"'14i MovI, Th.arr..

°

Porf1'QI: 0/0

.HIJJ/uippl, J9J9
R.uling fro," Htu.lrlB COI/Orl,

Ort

B,Uonl,

'h. AJ!,n

Plorllo(/on

AItJ.tt: Jo.tpb Woodloo ("Pop' ') W'btosell

\lJhileMule

Porralt of LAdy
ArU.,: "'~rion Post Wolcott
,V"f'O Enl,,.in,z MOVf' Tlll"tr"

B,lJon"

MlutJ:I'ppl19J9

Rl.Jtt1ll jrO#fl Ho.in, Collrm.

Oil

Ih, All,"

PJa"'~tI'o"

Arttllt: Jossph Wocdlou (-Pop') WbHeaell
rYlt/t.Mul,

F,.,,,th Mork,/
Artllt Busie C.r)' LernJy

Freno'n Mu'Ir::OI
MIl. Senl(l CI1}' LemJy

1,.{,I"

"'olU'

[rl:lI"Q

S" P'''U'J Bop fill Chu,ch. S" Fro"dJ",i/.,
Lowlll4lllJ

Af'\111,

Q

V~"f

Wt.ll Henry SteYe'1U

AbJrro/I011

Artijt: I,lr,'l\\ Henry Stevens
AbJtTOCt101l

ATtnl' Walter ADdanoo
P"~h,,Plo1ttJ

T/llsr'.
BJw,C,..,b
AlII•. Clarence lohD l.tlUg.hlID

Arti,l. Fria. Bultmal:l
Acl.o" Mal. Stili Lif. JI

Arti'l: W.Ile.r Aodmloo

n., Erl(hQrlud Tr"

PI/ch"Plo1'o"

TIt. D.".<>n,( T",

Thiltl,
Btu, Crab

Et'ffY!orMo,1J lAfld

Artl.t: Clu.oc. John LeugbJio
Tit, Enclto""d T,."
Th,~",<>nlcT""

Art"I: ,lohn McCrady

Th,PQt'Od,
AItJ.tt, Chrlu Rlchardl

1!'./lY jor MOIl wfld
ArtlH: Jobn McCndy

010 foufl' G,rt
Artlsl: Ch"n.entinll HWI(eT
Cho/.ur. TIl, S ...n Gho

,\'Wdl'

Th. Porod,

dj7

Floraf.'tlolok H

Nude of. YOUnA G itl

Artisl: Clementine HUDler
tiS7 Challl:Jr: The Sun Grvcs Life 10 6 ...""C'T)'lhICi
Floral MaMio tiS
Artjll: Noel Roo\anoro
8,111, ond D,D, PI"", P",s,rwJtlo1l Holl
AltiII;MilueWoh!
CorrtPOSlllo" _/th R,d
Artitt' Rolland Ooldan
DOllb-l,C<>14
Arti.l: Goorae Dur.u
eh,rub
Arti,t: Si,ler OOftnuio Morpo
Kf1'olldam ManJfo"

Arti,t: Rt\bol1 Oordy

Fir"'. if! (J lAflJICOp, II I

(Pools)

R'o"d."r

Arti.n: Elemor. Morgan
OQkS},op.

Artist

k1aKob.l.m.~

SIRnJ and Symbol.J 8.5-1

Artin: Doug!a' Bourgeoi.
GlaflrHtJr"
HoroJCop, Srr'JJ
Attl,t: Dobbie FlemlD8 Caffery

L'as /" S",o"
B,jorrDoy
E"r,'prb, SIlIQTMIfI

I. if' 10

E\i'f)'j},I1lB

Altist: Charlet RJoharda

MIlt: NO'eI Roclcmore
llf/llr and 0,0, PI,~" PTu.rvarJon HaJi

i\nut: )"511io Wohl
Compos/Ion ,.. I,lt R.d

Artill: Rolland Ooldctl
DOllbtc Cola
MI.I: OeoIQ'O ~u
Ch,nlb
Arti.t: Si.ter OertrudiD Morpn
Ki"j1do", .'f,m,rlofl
Anill: Robert Gordy
F1Ilw""J In a lAntUClJp, • J (poou)
W:J"dt,,,r
MIll: E.lemore Morgj.n
Dok Shop.

Ani,t: Ida K\:Iblmeyer
SIIl"1 41ld SymbolJ 8j·l

Artitt: DouSI.. Bourseol'
QlontHorl.
Horoltof!t Srrtu

Atti"t: Debbie flemioQ C.(f1U)'
L,gs ,,, S",<>x#
B,!t1 r .Doy
ErtfrrpT/J, S..,or ,Wlfl

Artia'

~d alttt

~

J:

Q

1

!"

"

~
~

~;; :t::~

H

.:i

.,;
U

~

..

0:

~

.£

Q

, ..~

.

~ ~

~~
!~
.:

,,~

! •

f l!a
~

~

Q

Q

~~

-......
i ".~Q:~
3t!

..

W QQ

.~

Exflfbll HI$IO<y

Annt:
~bill~
P~tlh

Tido. Ncu
~e

Rliolel'
Arti'l'
Oeorg~

Hort>en
McCord
Title::
$u.aN:1

St.

00

Jol\o',

RMr
Arti5l.:
Huold
Rudolph

Tid.,:
Swamp
Su...l

Artist,
William
Honry
Buok
TItle:
SI}'HI

Tethe
PUloral

Arti31:
Oeorge

H<nry
Cka!ents

Tnle:
SbupW"ll
tho

}(n:j\.'n

Mia::
Witliam
Aiken
Wa\b<

Tidu: The
Ri..

H4t"",

EXHIBTTJON: Cr.,'dl! ConneU

ODlh<
Way

DATE' No\'omber \7, 1992 • Deccmber 30.
1992

W)

~\lt'I~du

PLAce. Mill' CoUello An GlI.llcrv, OlkJlOd, CA

Ani..t'
000'-80

0."'"
Coulon

WORK EX!< IB rrnD,

Til.le.J:
&)<lU

Bcaure8ard

S,
Bornard

P.rish

Pondrrina P110ll

end
City

01

Pili

o.tuno
Cr~t1Jtt't of !.he

HOI Humid E.nh

Canal,
Fndly,
Mov

Road La
MudevilJo

29, \891

EXHIBITION: Trell'llUres of the Church: Two
Hundrod ¥eanofFailhin

Ser\'l~

Artist:

George
Jo_ph

Anlolo
CAulon
Tltlo.

DATE: April 14, 199]· July 18.199]

Portrait of

E\'&tlpllne
0 ...

PLACE; New OrleQll M\JMum of ArI
WOR!( EXHlBrrED,

AniJl;

Manin
Arti.,t:

JIOQUtli

G\JIUIUm(l

LUClt.TI

John»o.
Hl!ld
Title"

A.rTlIJU

Tillo. Motr,Awet

C:X.l-£IBITlON.

F:l~:

SU.D\llltt

Artist'
Ac.h.Llle
PorenJ
Tille:

BultrnilJl Re.trospe<;;l\\'e

F_
DATE.

Au~Sl

Quarter
Dairy

7,199]. Sep!ember 26, 1993

Port1t::it of
John
L

3ulJiVI,D

PL·\CE, ~.Je.w Orleans MUJleUrtI of Art

WORK EXHmITED:
Artist, .full.
~t

Porta~

M.u-"

l'itle,
Ftel):!b

Qu_
COU1"T'/lJd
with
Standi"l!
Cillem

A&leOll Mall.:

F.XHIBmON": Art ill tho Arr.cr1c1lJl South (1"7))
\9'89): Selecl10ns t'r-oltl TTK:
Roaer Houston ORdoa CQllcOUOD

Arl

In

the Anll:ric3-U South (contirrucd)

DATE' July 16 - Aup;u3t 29, \99]
ArtISt:

Mari.
Se<bold
(MaUnarv)

PLACE. Fme Arts Musoum of the South

MobilIS, Alabama

Tillo:
Loui.N1StIl
Uud>capo

Artist: JohnDTI'1on

Arlilt:
Hanoy
Joine1

Title: Falcon - FLleoner

TiLlo.: The
Bln:h Tree

\liOR!( EXHIBITED:

Road
through
Autumn

T,..,
Anist: Edward Wllli.to West

M.t.
Titles: portrait of Mary EIlIi, .. ~ire of

Wilham

BenjlUJltnFarar

Woodward
Title.: Ico
Portt.il of

Storm

on

Bo.n)lIJ1lrn

tho

FlIJlU'

Mini"ippi

of
N"litehn,MS

RJ""

Bode Bey
Moon,

BiloXI
Moon
OVCT
Utke
POD,l.Chartn
f\l-tiJt.

lames Fullon P,i!b1l.

Tltl\!: SbJ.p N8lobcz. of New Orlc,ms,
Scluddin.cz ur.der. Ret:fcd

"'

fot'Cll.ik *t.d Clo.K'
Reeled Mam Topuil
Mi.t'

Fran;i.
Dt.'I'i~

),(iUel
Tille: The
Surrt:Oder

of
/\ruS1: fun JOJe'Ph V.IJd«ha:mp

Vicksbun

Tille: Pon:rkit of. Be5PeoLioled GCflur.ntn
ArtiSl~

ADm"

Molic.Q)'
Tille, SLiIl
LUe '.vitti.
Vjole~

Anlst: John JanlC!l :\uc!JOOD

-.nd

Ro,",
Mist:
ElJs'Nonb

Tille: Browl1 PeliCIO, ¥oun,(l.

Woodward
Tille.' Firlt
Stu 0=
lhcPioc:s
Iris Field

.,..,

Newcomb
GreenhoUf;
Artist: Rea,it Qip;noux

Sealed
Title'

SUlUl!:t

on DitroIrl Swamp

Nu,",

Mist:

0",'8"
Lout"
Vi....'8QJ
Tide'
H.ttlre
Mone

A1tl.I: lbomu Addison R10ba:rW

Titlll: Dux In lhe SWIl1l1P

Squtml
Mi.l:
Robtn
W.d''>loTotb

Artis1: Charles GU'oux

Grafton
Tille:

Frencb
Millcel,
New
Tltl,,: Golden. Twjli.@1 in Loui.i.ana

"'leoN
ArIJlt:
G•...,.,
C"",,,,
Title' New

Attilt: JooMph R\lllinp. ~iu.kM

Title:s:

Lal!ltllN

Dawn

"'I....
a,you

Co"""",

Pllmcttlll)CJ
Artm:
A!ClC8tlde,
Jo,,"
Dn'l4tle

Tilk-.:
Sunht
Mol'T\lf.g,
Junl!l RO~l:s,

Cit)' Park

ArlIs!: R1Qh&rd ClajlUl!I

Livt
or,"
Bayc.u WIth

0."
Tnl.s, Covered Cart and HOfSoC
L,'lui_lotllll Landtc-eDe

It:.

W.,.,

..I

Lilios

Blue
Ponrlljl of
;ra:u

Laso;:.n

ClC','P81k

C~·,:~U

Artif1:
Kn\J~

Artist:

Marahat~ Jo~:h

Held.ner

Smilh, .',

Til!u'
Frencb
QLW'ttr

Roof Tops
from Hi,
Title: Uhmore FishinA, ViUllllO

StudIO
BIlJ'ou
9und,aS'

Art in tbt Amtmll!l South (conliDlJetS)
Art in

Artist: A1phoQlle V.

tllf: ,\mencaQ South (contInued)

u:;uo'
Arti,t:

Mari'

Ttlle: SHit Life: A Bi.rd'a NnL Eggs Ind
Fruil

AtehiNoD

Hull
TItle: Pw,
SL

Peur.bw"a
Arti&l: Achilll!lPcrelJi
Ani3t'
IJr,f1lliam

Tit!&: N!l8T the Rljloleu

Artl't. Oeorjlc Herbert

POHV Silva
TIUo, E&11r
Morning
Fog in thB
OIJ'Oen of
DroMu

~Cord

ArtilL.

AJboru
Title: SUl\!IClI (In St Joh,n', River

Kilu<v
Tille.: StiU
Life RON.
in VISe
Fr~c.h

Quanor
Raim'Day

Arli't: Harold Rudolph
Tille: SW&mP S~I

Artilt: Paul
Nina,
Title,:
A",'Y

l'land S.lt

Artisl" William HlJTlry Buck

Mines

Daru>ini
Tithr Bavou Techt: Putorll

FI.QUIe8
Arlin:

Ani,," GC.::lrill: Henn' Clemm\5

Fonville
WinaN

Tillel:
N.II)\-"tI

Shnmpman

Orana
bIro,

Title: Sl:!.i.rpeninlllht Klll\"1:J

Loll(fi&na

Dixie

Belles,

em..1
Louw.n.ll

Lo"".
CQuntry.

Nuch.iLOch

".
Ului,UlD8

Nl1tt: \VrlH..1n AJ.ktn \l,1.1~-a
Tba Itlc.e Hll'Vnl

Titln~

WI.}

AniSI:
ClU"olll'lt

10 KllOW~odacl

I)t.J.rLoUX

0::111"-,('

Tltlel.
DefPllir
Milt. Geor.>lc DI1/ld Ccwor!.
nUllS BIYOu Belurcglrd. St

Dames de
Pi.£allro

Bernard

Pari5.h

Eniiorc.ry
Pjut
ncar

AniJ!:

0,1"""
CanaJ, Frida)',

Charles

Mov

ReuUk.$

Tit.le:

51.

PeldJ
Blptirt
ChtlIch, St

ROlild
1}.W:,!h-ilie

In

Franm~)lle

, LoLlltjl.J1,l

Arti't:
Clartne<
Art.lllt,

Oeor~ Jos~

~iJl1,t

Amedc Coulon

TIt]N:

THill: PonnutofE"'J1AllhneOalc.

MoONCllpe

Violet

Loeb
Arti!I: Mamn .lowon Heade

Anist:
Alt-ru
TIlJe, Summer

~lUer

Till.:
...ted
Mulatto
Artist: Adulle· Petcu\
Artist:

Helen
I""""

Title: Frenoh Quaner DIIJl'Y

M

TItle:
Portrait oi
I tidy

Portrait of JOM L S'J!!i'.an

Mi'l:
}vtarion
Po",

Artut· Juli. M Monle

Wol~ll

lin.,·

N"i1o
Entering

Tlllro: Frenob Ql1&fWr
Sta.ndi11,ll,Ci.!lem

CourrY'lId

with

Mo\),
l'butre,
B.!loni,
MaalUippi
1939

RC"f\ing
fJom
HOlllnQ

Colton, on
11'.0
AJlen
PI.tJ'!tallotl

Art in the AmcnRa Sov1.b (QDnhmJed)

Art m tht Amrncan South toontinul!ld)

ArlllJ.. Marie Seebotd (Mollnar'j)

Anlll:
JO$ll~

Woodson

rpopo')
Tide' Louil!1lJ:iA ~pc

WhlltHll
Tnh
'Mute
Mul'

french
MaruI

Atti.. L H.".~ JoiDflr

Tit.ln: 1M Bir,m Tree
Road

tlm>uih

Arti,t.
Benio Cary

AulutrWlTrec-.

1.=1,
Tillr.lflJLn

.. vue
Artist" 'Nllhzm Wooci;t"riJ

Tille~

ko Stonn on lhcl

Arti,t: Will
Hoary
51....,.

!'-fi!.s;s'l~;i R.'.~

B4ek e.y
BiJoxl

~iooQ.,

Mo()T\
Lotkc

Tille:
~teliQn

o~

P~'nLcI:a:n.rBil1

ArtiSI:
Walter
Alldm<on
Till":
PU<Mr
..\ 1tin: Frtr...,r¥Oil'.1s:M:ilJel
Titl\.". 'I"'lz SurTmtdeT of Vicksburll.

Plao.l.I
Thinle
Blue
Clllb

Artilt' Andrej !o.1.olillM'(

Ani",:
Cl&tence
Jobo

LaullbliD
Title:t~ The

Title: Still Loe with Violol5 and Ro"!es

EQcblUl~

Arti:.l·

~Il~ .....onh

T".

WOOdWilId

Th,

Demonic

T...

Tllln: hhl Sl.lI" Ovtr the Pm!!s

kl:l FIeld
nw
Newcomb

Elegy [or
Mo •• Land

Or~~ouse

Seued NurJ.e.

Aniu: John
McCrady
Title: The
Art.,t: Ge<Hll.e Loui.. Vanm
Tille: N«ture Marte - SQlJllTe!

Pan..
Min:
Cbltle,

RilOWc1Jl

Ro~rt

Artist.
Trtlc.

Title. Nude
of II Young
Girl

Wad.!JwnHh Gnfton

F~b MukeL,~ewOrIUQ6

Artist.

C!emeol.ino
Hunlor
Titln: 1157
Chll.ltlUI.
The
Sun

Gives Life:
E~·t.~..h.ina

Artut" GU{atUJ CaDOrw

Flot

Title'

N~w

MOllie *5

Orletnll Courtvud
Arli!l
!'or-l

Ruck:rr.ore
Tille: Dillie:
:lad OeDtI

Artist: Alexander John Dn'!d8lc

Pu!ro:.o.,

ilu.. Sunli' Morning. June Ra'n Cily

Pre~ervelio

PL'l:

o Hall

ti\'11 0Us
«nJ
wtlh

.EH)OU
W.~r

lihei
L~goon

Blue

Arti~l

- City

~.~Hie

WoIll

P"k

TJl(t:.

Compositi
with
R,d
ArU,t. Knul~ Heldnor
Artt!t:

Tl\les French Qull11er Roof

To~

Rolland

from HI!

Golden

Su"d,jo

Titlo.
Bi~'OU

Double

Cola

SundIl\'

Arti1t:
George
Duteau
Title:

ArtlIllho Am~riOUl South (continued)

Cll"","
Art

Anist: Mane AiCrunlOD Hull
Tttle' PUle, • 51. PetetlburA

itt Lho Amm-ce South (oonMued)
Artj.. t~

Snrlllr
Oonrode

Mo",.n

Tille:

Kingdom
Anut; Wilham Pose... SIl,...

M&l\oSjl)n

Titlo: Early Mornin@: Fog in the: Garden 01
Dnaro.
Artist;

Rnb<"
Gordy

Titles:
fiSU~irlp.

Lando..",

III (pools)

Ani,I: Alberta.Kinsev
TilJe~

SllIl Life

Ros~

in Vue

W&Dd.eror

frtTlcb.
Qul.rtCT RaiDy

nov

Mist:
Etemoro

M".....

Title: Ou.
Slap<

Artist. Pow Ninu
Ti.tlet. Averv b:~ Sail ~1Jr,es
D..IX'.c,it'~.

Fij;lUres

Artin 1J.e
Kohlmnn
Tille: Slgm

"'S)n>bolJ
"

85

I
Art.l.t: Fon\ille Wlnan~

Arti.lt:
Title-~.

NQtln SbtimpmClO, Orand
LouuilJ13

DooglM
Bour.Qooi.

l~l\'\.

Dix..ic
Ti~le.:

Belles,
CIhl:l'1I1

Ch...

LoU,11ClI

H"....

long
COUDUj',

Ho.rOJ::opt
Slien

tJU~bIUloh~1.

1.o\.lltlc.A

Arti.t:

Debb>.
F1ening

Mi_l Carolioe

Ca/T"",
Tille": Legs
in9mok.!:

Du~u'(

Tilles: Despair
~;jme~

Before

d4!:

DIY

?'1UlHc

Entuprite
Su~M.tl1

Artist: CharllU Reimla:

Tille' St. P~er'. O..ptiJl
FT1UlIlis\ille, Loui-.ua

Chur~h.

Arti8t:
Da\id

S,

Bal88

Title: Blue
Heron and
Oreen
&lalao

Artillt. Cla.tence Milltt
Art••I:

Elemore
Titles. r-.:.)OTlSClJpe

MOf.lWL,&.

Title:
Loui.iana

Sw..
Premier,

10,,,

VlO'Ir1

Abbeville"
~Uj'lllnfl

Live Oak
on
the
Amile
Rivet, tlfllf

Cllo,
Loui,iana

Miniu;ppl
Ri\'W from
tho Bluff.,

neer
ArtiSt: Albe1r:a Collier
TIt..lt: Sei.ted Mul.. lIo
Arlin: Helen M, TurneT

Port

Hudloo.

Loui:iill1ll&

Roger
Houston
Tille: Portllli ( or II LJJ...

EXHlBmoN, Art in lhe Amirtiun South Ogden
(1 H3·1989} Sc!rclUOnl from 11»
CoJJ«:I;1ln

Mis.\ Manoa Post Wolcott

PLACE.

DATE NO\'CTnber 16, 1993 - Jilnuary2. 199-'
LOOIIII.!'I'.l

Am and Sc,ertea Cenler
Balon

Tille.!.

ROUSa,
loui...um..

Negro touring Mo\-ie ThnUt,
BO~[jI, Min:lmppi,

R"-tin@
(rom Hoeing
Cotton, all the
NI",
Plantation

WORK EXHDlITl?D:
ArUit: John
Drevton
Title"

At1

in lhe Ameriean

S~\llb

F.kon
Falooner

(coDlinued)

Anl.t'

Edwud

Willlim
Milt' Jo#Ph lJ.'oud.iiun (·Por') ",

\kbJt,",~dl

Wetl
TitlM;

flortlail of
Mary EIII.,
....'iio
of
Benjamin

f ......

Title. While Millo

POrtli"t

ot
B~l\i.min

fUlr

F"n.:nch

of

Natchez,

~Wktt

MS
Artisl:
James

Fulton
Mil; Btule Cary Lcmtv

Pmwe
'hlie: StlIp
Nllchez. of

N.w
O1'lom1,
Sou,","",
wrlo'

Title: tn.JOa Va.se

Reefed

Arti8t:Jc:an
Jolepb

VeudDchAm
Art,,,;

win Ih:tl1Y SIe\'tYTU

p

Title:
PortT&ll of

Bovpcotaole
d

Titlo: A.bJ1nc.lion

o--eD1lcrrulJl:

Artill; John
.'ilTI!CI

Audubon
Title:

Artist, Walter AndenOD

BrowP
Pelican.
Tilles~

PilCMT Planl$

¥OUtlR

lQ.1li'lj~

ForCilllil,
atld Clo58

Rutod
MaiD
Topsail

Allin"

Regi,
Gismoux
title:

BI~Crab

Su~t;1

Diunal
SWi!mP
,\r1..li~'

Clarel106 John Uiu)lhJm
Aniet·
Tho"""

Til)",

T~

AOW<on
RichllJ"tb

Eacbllntt':! Tree

Title: Desk
in
the
Swamp

Th'
DemoruoTree
elegy (or
M<>t.l.W

Artis!:
Charl~

Giroux
THill:

Ooldc1l
Twilight in
LoUlmlln.8

Min: !ohn ~.{cCl"I.dy
Tille: l"b;. Pmc.

Arti.!
Josepb
Ru.ling
Moe...
Titles.
LoUlllaf\i

Dow.

AnlSl Ctwin Ricr.anh

Beyou

PIII.jU«J"Iina
Tit.le:Nudiloin YouDp,Girl
,"rtilt:
Richard
Ani~l.

Cla~e

Clementine Hunter

Tillel!
Co"'\:red
Clti
IlIId

TitJIJ': _57 ChallNr: The Sun Givos Li(e

HOr2 in
Loui8iana

10

8

t.m.bc.""

C:~·m1hjnll

floral
MOllQicl/5

o(

Mist:
h..f&nbaU

loa"'"
ArtiS!

Smith, Jr.
Title:

Koel Rookmore

L&ko&ho'"
ritle: Billie aDd DeDe Pieroe, Pfl!lt8f"'lItion
HoIl
Mm: MIllie Woh.!
Title: Compo,ilion \\'-lUl Red

Fiilhulll
VillaAe
Art

in the

i\m~'ric~n

Soulh (contUw,cd)
Ani.t:
Alphcn..:o
V.lt:jIros.
title: Still
LIfe:
A
Bird's Nnt.
Egp lU'ld

Mit: RoUand Golden
Titlo: Double Cole

Ponrnt
Cypra,

I'le

Fruit

17

ExttJbH t-iisIOry

Artlll:

A:o;bille
P~h

Tille: Nelr

tho
Ri.lloletl

MifL OOOtltt DwUlu

T,tle' Chllrub
Ani1t.

OOO<Il'

H."""

McCord
Titl.:
Sunaet on
51. John',

Atl in thlI AmcriC4ll $oath (tominu.ed)

RJver

Artisl' s.iSltT O'trtJ'UdI! 'Mornn

Tltl~.

KwJZdoro

Arti,t:
Huoki
Rudolph
Title.
SWlltDp

~t4nsion

S...."

Mi.\. Robert Oordv
Ani..
Wilham
fUnry

Bu""

Title" hA'IIfU ttl. l.&!dIcaoc '!IPool.l

nt.1~:

BI~"Ou

Te;::ns

W.sn4eler

P,lll0fal

Artl":
George

H.nry
C10TTlGt1t.

AttiM:ElornoreMorll:llll

Tille:
Shllrpmins
!he K.r~1oet

Title Oak Shloe

Artilt;

Ani~l:

WilliAm
Aibn
W.1l=

Idl KohlmcyCl

Tiliel. The

Rice
AIl(\~11

Tnlll Si.ansandSymbol .. 85·1

On"'"
W.. ~'
10
iCoowlt'\1t(e

Aru..M. Dou5du BOUtlttlOl'

Arti,t:
OcorQO

Da,id
Coulon
Titlu'
Iloyou
Buureprd

THiel. 0 iAQt HorSl:l

ill.
Horoscop8
SIren

Bcmtrd
PlIll.h

cod
Cit)'

01
PlU'k

"''''

Orlc-aN

CaNl,
Fmily,

May

A.t\i.sl. Debbiel Flemica CaJ'im'
Title' Le,IIJ In Smol;:~

Road La
Mardcvillc

29,1891

Artist:
0",'8"
Joseph
Amodo
Couloo
Till8:
Portrait of

Befort Day

Eou:rpns.e
Su.., Mill

EvangcliAe

OU
Arli«t:
Martin
JohrL'lon

Ani!t: IAvid Bales

H_

TiUe. Blu8 HeroD ll.Od Orl::Cn Sr.l!ke

TTtle:
Suouner
Ani&!:

ADhillec
Arti~t

Ekn:orl,l ... to~.m, Sr

PeTeeti
Tltt4l:

Frent.h

Qu"'''
[)oUy

TItle: Loutsiil\1 SlOT8 Prerole-T, Abbt\,lle,

LOl.lulana
Live 00:

W

00

Amile

RI\'cr,
Clio.

Portrait of
John
L

Sullivan

LouWana

Mi*uiWi
Ri\.'CJ
lh~

t>eilI

(rorn
Blufb.
POT1

Hu~on.

EXHIBITlON: An io tb'/l Ammca,n South (17))
\989): SeJ~c{ionJ from n.

Arti'I:Julia
Ro~r

Hounon

~n Col!eetion

'M.l'w1alSi~'

Jill.:
frer.~h:

QuID"
COurtyald

""Ill
Su",dm&
DATE: Se~ber II - October 24, \993

Cistern

PL.ACE. MMur }.1'uSieurn of Art

Mooroo,Lou.iSlaJ'l1

An 111

tb~

AmuicJO South (contTnllt.:'d)

WORK EXHffiITED,
Artlllt:

Mari.
Seebold
Anisl: John DrI\1.on

(Malman)

Tltl.:
LoUl~ilU\8

Ttth:- FalC<lo, FalcoDClr

Landscape

Arti.l Edwll1d WlIIilJD Wal
Titl~.: Porua.il of Mary Ell", ... if" of
BcnlAffilll Fuar

Hu.. . cy
Joiner
Titl8S: Th£
Birch Tree

Ani~t.

POlllllit of

Raid
through

B~jarnin

Flru

of

Autumn

Treu

Natcnel... MS

Art;~

Wilham
Anisl' James Fulton f'nn,llle

WOOdWRrd

Tilles:

Ice

Stonn
TiI~:

Forc:nil,

Ship Nalohoz, of Ntw Orloans.

md

Clo.e

Reefed M.ia Top.wl

Scuc1diQ,ll, undc1 • Reefed

""

~ippi

RiYal
Book Boy
Moon.
Biloxi
Moon
"""

LU.

Pontelwtr1
in

Arllit' Jcm Joseph VIludtchamp

Title' PortraIt ofa BCJPC'ctAcled Oc!1l.tltl'1W\

Ania..:

F:.oci'
D....
~1illot

Tille: Tho
Su<nNW

of
VieuOOrll.

Arlll!t: JohIlJm:.~A.udtJ..boi:l
Tilk: BrownPelilXn YOUJ\Sl

Arliat,
Andres

Monnarv
Tille:

St.ill

Life

wilh
Violrtll IIftd

AltaI: R~t GilU\Oux

ROIet:

Artist:
Elt.worth
Woodwmd

Till;,; Sunxt on DimI&! Swamp

Tille.s: FIUI
Slar Over
thcIPine~

lti. Field

r.",

N"...·.:omb

OteeILbou.
Artht: Tt..omas Add.is')n Rlc:hurd3

Sealed
Nude

Title: OuJk io UIe Swamp
Ar\.!tt:
George

LOWt
Vicvant
Tlll.-:
N.ture

Artill Cha,I",,, Glrom;

Mo,",
Till~:

Goldeo Twih)lht

In

Squirrel

Loulsianll

Mill:

Robert
Wedlwrollr

Gafton

Artis\. Jo~p"h R1.l.IIIOjl M~m-

Title:
French
Matl::et,

Now
0<1....

Tit,,,. LouiJlllDl Dawn

Bayou
Ple.aueminu
Mitt:
O.tti:r;O
ClaDOncl

Title:

Artisl'Ri..:nArdClall.''':'iJ

N~\

OrICQ..'U
COlU"t'YBJ'd

Titles: CoveTcd Ca11 and Horso in a

Loui"it.l\8 Lt:~
Anifl:

AI_

Ponrail of

John
Drysdale

C\"P'"c:>~ Tree

TiUts:

Sunlit
Mornin$~
JUDoRoR~,

Cit\' Park

Li\'e
OW

.1>1

Blyou Vo'ith
WIIDr
Jo~pQ

Ani•• },JoatblU

LillOl

Smuh, Jr.

Bl",
Lqoon
Tille:

Lt.k~hore

CitvPa-k

FlI.hil\ll Vllleji:c

AnISl:
Kouto

Heldnet
TiLle,,:
Freoch

Art in tl'roc Amerit£(l Soutb (continued)

QUtn=t

Roof Tops
(rom
Hi,
Studio

Bayou
Artis\:

Alpbon~e

Sutlday

V. Ll>il1OS

Title: Still Life A Bird', Nell, EW and
Fruit
MICl the

AmcrJ~an

South (continued)

AAl'!t. Aclulle PereUi

Anist
~f.aric

AiobUalon
Hull

Tillo.Nel1lheRip:ole13

Title: Pinu
S,
Pelerlbur.ll.

Armt: Ol!or8;e Horbert McCord

Title: SU11let 00 51. John',

RiVeT

ArUa!:
Wilham
PoW{ Silva
Tille: Elltly
~oming

FOi in the
Ql1~

of

Dr.....

Anilt: Harold Rudolph
Artilt:

Alben.
Title. Swamp SlilUet

K\~ey

TIlles. Still

Life Roses
ioVuo
Frtneh

q,a""
An.il'l:

\\'~lli.am

Rainy Day

Henr" Buck

T\Ue: Bayou TeaN: Pa.:'Horel
t\l1il' Paul

Nm..
Tilles:
Avery

lliand SaIl
Artin: Oeor,8;tl HenrY ClementI

MuI..

De:ncing
ntle SMrpelllf\j. tho Kni'ltt'

FiINCe3

Aniet:

Fonville
WinaN
Title.,

Ani,t' William Alkon \1iltlker

NIl.:l\-C

Shnmpman

en"",

Titles:

T~

iJle,
LouJ.iana

RJce Harvel!

Dixie

BaUes,
On tl'.l'i W,>
(ol(nowlcllle

ContrlJ:
LOUIS"I.r.1

lo"8
Country.
Nltchitocb

...

-

LOUI.illl8

Ani,l: GeoNl,e Dnid Coulon

TiuOl.

BI~"Ou.

Buuregard.

"S~

ArtIst:
CllolUUl

alm&td

Durioux
End of City

Puk

Dell

Orl....
Coool, FrIdoy.

Ti.t1oa;

Ma,

De..,.ur

Dulude

ROld in
M&ndeville

PiStilli'
Arli.t:

Chari"
Arti!l: OCONl,o

Jo~C"Pb

AmedL1 C:ou.lon

Reinike

Tilk:

p...,.,

51

a.S-i.t
Cburch, St.

PJlUlCi.ville
•Louiaiana

Tille: Portrait of Evanp.eliu Oak

Art!.t'
CIm.....

Arti,t: Martin .loM!tOD He.ede

MiU"

Title: Summer

Title!!:
Moonscape

Viole'
look>
Artist: <\crulle Peroni
Ani.t:
AlbrrtA
Collier

Tule: French QuBtte1 DIL1'Y

Portf'll of JohrJ

Tille:
!Je,1ed
Mu.llno

1.. SulhV1n

Artiet:

Helen M.
T""""

Artht. JUJtI M, t-.L.I';.il~

Title:

Fr\.'1~h

SLllndi~ CI~tcfO

Quartet

Court)..rd

\\IliA

Title:
Portrail of
• Lad!.'
l·.rtill·

MISlon
Ar'\ in Lbo American SouLh (;,;ootUlut:dl
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Appendix K.
Civil War Symposium Information

Date: 5/23/00
Contact:

Southeastern Louisiana University
Public Information Office
publicinfo@selu.edu
SLU 880, Hammond, LA 70402
504/549-2341/fax 504-549-2061
Christina Chapple
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Editors: Photo accompanies release
SLU CIVIL WAR SYMPOSIUM EXAMINES "WHY MEN FOUGHT"
HAMMOND -- Ten of the nation's most renowned Civil War historians will tackle a topic
that has been de~a~ed for,generations -- What motivated Yankees and Rebels to fight? -- at
Southeastern Loulslana Unlversity's annual Deep Delta Civil War Symposium.
, ~he sym~osium, sponsored by Southeastern's Center for Regional Studies and History and
PO~ltlcal SClences Department, is scheduled for Friday, June 2, and Saturday, June 3, at the
unlversity's War Memorial Student Union.
Now in its 14th year, the Deep Delta Civil War Symposium has become one of the two largest
and most renowned Civil War symposiums in the nation, said its coordinator, Samuel Hyde Jr., a
Southeastern history professor, author and director of the Center for Regional Studies.
Hyde said the symposium will examine "Why They Fought: Ideology, Strategy and the
Demands of War" through lectures and a historians' roundtable discussion. It also will feature
exhibits of Confederate soldiers' combat letters and rare artifacts from regional battlefields, a
large Civil War book fair, and social hours where the general public can discuss topics with
visiting scholars.
Symposium presenters, who have written extensively on the Civil War, include Charles
Roland, University of Kentucky; Steven Woodward, Texas Christian University; Gordon Rhea,
an attorney and author from Mt. Pleasant, S.C.; Lesley Gordon, University of Akron; Donald
Frazier, McMurray University; Bradley G. Bond, University of Southern Mississippi, David
Williams, Valdosta State University; W. Todd Groce, executive director of the Georgia
Historical Society; and Karen Fritz, Victoria College.
Tickets, available at the door, are: All sessions and meals, $160 ($140, students/spouses);
all sessions without meals, $95 ($85, students/spouses); Friday only with meals, $80 ($65,
students/spouses); Saturday only with meals, $80 ($65, students/spouses). Social hours each
evening will provide the opportunity to discuss and critique topics with the presenters, Hyde
said.
"For generations scholars and history buffs have debated what motivated the opposing sides
and why individual men fought in the Civil War," Hyde said. He said the combatants' motives
are often compared those of Americans during the Revolutionary War and European
conflicts "that were perceived as pitting liberty-loving peoples against tyrannical dictators."
Issues such as slavery, agricultural versus industrial societies, and states' rights versus the
Federal constitution often dominate discussion of "why men fought" in the Civil War, Hyde

http://www.selu.edu/NewsEvents/PubliclnfoOffice/deltaOO.htm
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the outcome as the triumph of justice over evil."
Hyde said early 20th century scholars began to question the accuracy of that pOl
"Historians demonstrated that the overwhelming majority of men who served in the ConJ
Army were not slaveholders, suggesting that other factors motivated them to fight," 1
"Moreover, they demonstrated that southerners maintained different sets of values an(
required e~onomic policies that conflicted with those of the North and even originatE
differing ethnic backgrounds than the Yankees."
"In the wake of the Civil Rights movement and the increasing sensitivity to the
African Americans that the -struggle for equality produced, many scholars have again i
the centrality of slavery as the reason men fought in both armies," Hyde said. He sai
most hotlyd~bated positions is that of Pulitzer Prize winning historian James L. Mcl
whose latest book argued that the slave issue motived both armies.
"McPherson insisted that northerners fought to eliminate slavery while southern
waged war to s\.lstain it," Hyde said. "Curiously, McPherson admitted that he seldom f(
evidence among the personal letters and diaries of Confederate soldiers in which the~
that they were fighting to preserve slavery, instead he argued that since none of thE
soldiers clearly indicated that they were not fighting to preserve slavery, then indE
must have been what motivated them.
"McPherson's position remains hotly debated," Hyde said.
For additional information about the Deep Delta Civil War Symposium, call Hyde c
504-549- 2151. Information is also available online at www.selu.edu/Academics/Depts/
RegionalStudies/events.htm
-SLUPress release available online at www.selu.edu./NewsEvents/PublicInfoOffice/newspOO.l
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How to line up an object

First step is to measure the piece.
Take half ofthat measurement to get centerline.
Pull the wire up and measure the distance.
Always hang with 2 hooks
Hold wire and measure up to the top of the frame.
Subtract the wire height from the centerline.
Then add the centerlines measurement with the distance between the center and the hook.
Take the ruler and put out to that above measurement. Make a mark.
The mark is where to put the picture hanger.
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Stacie Botsay was raised in Laplace, Louisiana. She graduated with a Bachelor of Arts degree in
Cultural Resource Management in the spring of 1998 from Southeastern Louisiana University in
Hammond, Louisiana. Ms. Botsay enrolled in the Graduate School of the University ofNew
Orleans in the spring of 1999 to pursue the degree of Master of Arts in Arts Administration and
successfully completed this course of study in May, 2001. She is the first person in her family to
receive her Master's degree. Since February 2001, she has been the Program Coordinator for
the Southern Cultural Heritage Foundation in Vicksburg, Mississippi.

